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Iranian officials have worried for years
that other nations have deprived them
of one of their vital water sources. But it
was not an upstream dam that they
were worrying about, or an aquifer be-
ing bled dry. In 2018, amid a searing
drought and rising temperatures, some
senior officials concluded that someone
was stealing water from the clouds.

“Both Israel and another country are
working to make Iranian clouds not
rain,” Brig. Gen. Gholam Reza Jalali, a
senior official in the country’s powerful
Revolutionary Guards Corps, said in a
2018 speech.

The unnamed country was the United
Arab Emirates, which had begun an am-
bitious cloud-seeding program, inject-
ing chemicals into clouds to try to force
precipitation. Iran’s suspicions are not

surprising, given its tense relations with
most Persian Gulf nations, but the real
purpose of these efforts is not to steal
water, but simply to make it rain on
parched lands.

As the Middle East and North Africa
dry up, countries in the region have em-
barked on a race to develop chemicals
and techniques that they hope will en-
able them to squeeze rain drops out of
clouds that would otherwise float fruit-
lessly overhead.

With 12 of the 19 regional countries av-
eraging less than 10 inches of rainfall a
year (about 25 centimeters) — a decline
of 20 percent over the past 30 years —
their governments are desperate for
any increment of fresh water, and cloud
seeding is seen by many as a quick way
to tackle the problem.

And as wealthy countries like the
Emirates pump hundreds of millions of
dollars into the effort, other nations are
joining the race, trying to ensure that 
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Seeded clouds rain suspicion
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ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Mideast rivalries intensify
over efforts to coax water
from the uncooperative sky

BY ALISSA J. RUBIN

Nanomaterial being released in a demon-
stration in the Emirates. Cloud-seeding
has been around for 75 years, but experts
say the science has yet to be proven.

An artificial body of water in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The U.A.E. is the regional leader in cloud-seeding, spending millions to wrest moisture out of a desert sky.

What is Finnish about the Finnish Na-
tional Ballet?

That question hung in the air when
the company threw itself a 100th-anni-
versary gala celebration in May, in the
imposing modern theater it shares with
the Finnish National Opera. Apart from
a rushed slide show, dancers wielding
blue-and-white Finnish flags and an ele-
gant file of all 166 students of the compa-
ny’s school, also celebrating its 100th an-
niversary, not much referred to the host
country.

The dancers onstage were from all

over, with some Finns interspersed. The
company looked athletic, precise and
fairly comfortable in excerpts from old
chestnuts like “Swan Lake”, newer
chestnuts like “Spartacus” and contem-
porary pieces by a predictable roster of
international choreographers, including
a few Finns. But a company style — a
special flavor of dancing — was hard to
detect. This could have been a ballet
performance almost anywhere: Ge-
neva, Munich, Houston.

I’ve been visiting Finland for a long
time — first as a journalist, covering the
Finnish Ballet’s 75th anniversary. I’ve
watched the company through the years
and made close friends among former
and current dancers. So I had to ask my-
self: What does style mean for this or
any ballet company?

Some of the world’s biggest compa-
nies have a look that is easily identifi-
able. Bolshoi dancers dance in a big, bra-
vura manner. New York City Ballet 
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Finnish troupe traces
roots 100 years deep

A scene from Johanna Nuutinen’s “Surge,” recently offered by the Finnish National
Ballet. Among the ballet company’s roster of 88 dancers, only about a third are Finnish.
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In a world of global ballet,
does one nation’s classical
style of dance count?

BY ELIZABETH KENDALL

The New York Times publishes opinion
from a wide range of perspectives in
hopes of promoting constructive debate
about consequential questions.

President Vladimir V. Putin says Russia
is fighting for its very existence in
Ukraine, taking on a country that is con-
spiring with the West to destroy his na-
tion. In high-octane talk shows on state
television, the war is presented as a con-
tinuation of the Soviet Union’s fight for
survival against Nazi Germany.

But if the battle is existential, the
Kremlin’s actions do not bear that out.
Six months into the biggest land war in
Europe since World War II, Russia con-
tinues to wage its battles with a military
that is essentially at peacetime
strength, even with the invasion’s loud-
est cheerleaders increasingly clam-
oring for Mr. Putin to declare a draft and
put the country on a war footing.

The debate over a draft has grown
more urgent in recent weeks as Ukraine
has gained momentum on the southern
front, and the killing of an ultranational-
ist commentator in a car bombing out-
side Moscow has magnified the voices of
Russia’s most radical hawks. To those
hawks, the Kremlin — which continues
to refer to the war as a “special military
operation” and insists it is going “ac-
cording to plan” — is underestimating
the enemy and lulling Russian society
into a false sense of security.

Mr. Putin, by all accounts, is trying to
avoid declaring a draft, intent on main-
taining a sense of normalcy in Russian
cities to prevent any public backlash. On
Tuesday, his spokesman, Dmitri S.
Peskov, declared in a regular conference
call with reporters that the “special mili-
tary operation” was continuing “me-
thodically” and “in accordance with the
plans.”

“All its goals will be achieved,” he said.
That need to preserve a sense of do-

mestic stability reflects the limits of Mr.
Putin’s power and, some analysts say,
the superficial nature of support for the
war in Russia. It has also caused ten-
sions among his supporters to break
into the open, with some accusing the
Kremlin of keeping much-needed re-
inforcements from reaching the battle-
field to preserve the oblivious content-
ment of the urban middle class.

In a phone interview, one of the inva-
sion’s most vocal proponents, Aleksandr
Borodai, a pro-Putin member of Parlia-
ment who helped lead the Kremlin-
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Hard-liners
seethe as
Putin avoids
setting draft
Russian president is said
to be determined to make
all seem normal at home

BY ANTON TROIANOVSKI

In Utah last year, the parents of two
girls who’d placed second and third
during a state-level sporting event got
suspicious about the girl who’d handily
won first place: Had she always been a
girl?

At the time, Utah had not yet passed
a law barring transgender athletes
from participating in school sports
under their gender identity. Still, offi-
cials received complaints from parents
about athletes who didn’t “look femi-
nine enough,” David Spatafore, the

legislative repre-
sentative of the
Utah High School
Activities Associa-
tion, recently
testified. Officials
were only too
happy to investi-
gate; in the case
of the student who
won first place,
school administra-
tors tracked down
her academic

records without informing her or her
parents. “The school went back to
kindergarten,” Spatafore testified. “And
she’d always been a female.”

Phew! Lawmakers elsewhere,
though, aren’t taking any chances. In
June, the Ohio House passed a bill
requiring a doctor to examine
schoolchildren’s hormone levels, genet-
ics or “internal and external reproduc-
tive anatomy” in the event of a dispute
over the gender of an athlete partici-
pating in women’s sports. There is
currently only one known transgender
athlete at the varsity level in all of Ohio
high school sports, and she told a
reporter recently, “I barely even get to
play because I’m not great.” Still, law-
makers called their bill the Save Wom-
en’s Sports Act.

This is what a moral panic looks like.
Unhinged hysteria sows fear and
suspicion by inflating unusual ideas 

Trans people
caught in a
moral panic

OPINION

In the run-up
to the U.S. mid-
term elections,
fear-mongering
about trans-
gender issues
is becoming
an obsession
on the right.
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they do not miss out on their fair share of
rainfall before others drain the heavens
dry — despite serious questions about
whether the technique generates
enough rainfall to be worth the effort
and expense.

Morocco and Ethiopia have cloud-
seeding programs, as does Iran. Saudi
Arabia just started a large-scale pro-
gram, and a half-dozen other Middle
Eastern and North African countries
are considering it.

China has the most ambitious pro-
gram worldwide, with the aim of either
stimulating rain or halting hail across
half the country. It is trying to force
clouds to rain over the Yangtze River,
which is running dry in some spots.

While cloud seeding has been around
for 75 years, experts say the science has
yet to be proven. And they are especially
dismissive of worries about one coun-
try’s draining clouds dry at the expense
of others downwind.

The life span of a cloud, in particular
the type of cumulus clouds most likely to
produce rain, is rarely more than a cou-
ple of hours, atmospheric scientists say.
Occasionally, clouds can last longer, but
rarely long enough to reach another
country, even in the Persian Gulf, where

seven countries are jammed close to-
gether.

But several Middle Eastern countries
have brushed aside the experts’ doubts
and are pushing ahead with plans to
wring any moisture they can from other-
wise stingy clouds.

Today, the unquestioned regional
leader is the United Arab Emirates. As
early as the 1990s, the country’s ruling
family recognized that maintaining a
plentiful supply of water would be as im-
portant as the nation’s huge oil and gas
reserves in sustaining its status as the
financial and business capital of the
Persian Gulf.

While there had been enough water to
sustain the tiny country’s population in
1960, when there were fewer than
100,000 people, by 2020 the population
had ballooned to nearly 10 million. And
the demand for water soared, as well.
United Arab Emirates residents now
use roughly 147 gallons per person a day
(668 liters), compared with the world
average of 47 gallons, according to a
2021 research paper funded by the
Emirates.

Currently, that demand is being met
by desalination plants. Each desalina-
tion facility, however, costs $1 billion or
more to build and requires prodigious

amounts of energy to run, especially
when compared with cloud seeding,
said Abdulla Al Mandous, the director of
the National Center of Meteorology and
Seismology in the Emirates and the
leader of its cloud-seeding program.

After 20 years of research and experi-
mentation, the center runs its cloud-
seeding program with near-military
protocols. Nine pilots rotate on standby,
ready to bolt into the sky as soon as me-
teorologists focusing on the country’s
mountainous regions spot a promising
weather formation — ideally, the types
of clouds that can build to heights of as
much as 40,000 feet.

The United Arab Emirates uses two
seeding substances: the traditional ma-
terial made of silver iodide and a newly
patented substance developed at Khal-
ifa University in Abu Dhabi that uses
nanotechnology, which researchers
there say is better adapted to the hot,
dry conditions in the Persian Gulf. The
pilots inject the seeding materials into
the base of the cloud, allowing it to be
lofted tens of thousands of feet by pow-
erful updrafts.

And then, in theory, the seeding ma-
terial, made up of hygroscopic (water-
attracting) molecules, bonds to the wa-
ter vapor particles that make up a cloud.

That combined particle is a little bigger
and in turn attracts more water vapor
particles until they form droplets, which
eventually become heavy enough to fall
as rain — with no appreciable envi-
ronmental impact from the seeding ma-
terials, scientists say.

That is the theory. But many in the sci-
entific community doubt the efficacy of
cloud seeding altogether. A major stum-
bling block for many atmospheric scien-
tists is the difficulty, perhaps the impos-
sibility, of documenting net increases in
rainfall.

“The problem is that once you seed,
you can’t tell if the cloud would have
rained anyway,” said Alan Robock, an at-
mospheric scientist at Rutgers Univer-
sity and an expert in evaluating climate
engineering strategies.

Another problem is that the tall cumu-
lus clouds most common in summer in
the Emirates and nearby areas can be so
turbulent that it is difficult to determine

whether the seeding has any effect, said
Roy Rasmussen, a senior scientist and
an expert in cloud physics at the Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research
in Boulder, Colo.

Israel, a pioneer in cloud seeding,
halted its program in 2021 after 50 years
because it seemed to yield at best only
marginal gains in precipitation. It was
“not economically efficient,” said Pinhas
Alpert, an emeritus professor at the Uni-
versity of Tel Aviv who did one of the
most comprehensive studies of the pro-
gram.

Cloud seeding got its start in 1947,
with General Electric scientists working
under a military contract to find a way to
de-ice planes in cold weather and create
fog to obscure troop movements.

While the underlying science of cloud
seeding seems straightforward, in prac-
tice, there are numerous problems.

Not all clouds have the potential to
produce rain, and even a cloud seem-
ingly suitable for seeding may not have
enough moisture. Another challenge in
hot climates is that raindrops may evap-
orate before they reach the ground.

Sometimes the effect of seeding can
be larger than expected, producing too
much rain or snow.

Or the winds can shift, carrying the

clouds away from the area where the
seeding was done, raising the possibility
of “unintended consequences,” notes a
statement from the American Meteoro-
logical Society.

“You can modify a cloud, but you can’t
tell it what to do after you modify it,” said
James Fleming, an atmospheric scien-
tist and historian of science at Colby Col-
lege in Maine.

“It might snow; it might dissipate. It
might go downstream; it might cause a
storm in Boston,” he said, referring to an
early cloud-seeding experiment over
Mount Greylock in the Berkshire Moun-
tains of western Massachusetts.

This seems to be what happened in
the Emirates in the summer of 2019,
when cloud seeding apparently generat-
ed such heavy rains in Dubai that water
had to be pumped out of flooded resi-
dential neighborhoods and the upscale
Dubai mall.

Despite the difficulties of gathering
data on the efficacy of cloud seeding, Mr.
Al Mandous said the Emirates’ methods
were yielding an increase of at least 5
percent in rain annually — and almost
certainly far more.

But he acknowledged the need for
data covering many more years to sat-
isfy the scientific community.
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Coaxing water out of the Middle East’s clouds

“You can modify a cloud, but 
you can’t tell it what to do 
after you modify it. It might 
snow; it might dissipate.”
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Clockwise from above left: A “Surreal” water attraction at the Dubai Expo 2020; Abdulla Al Mandous, the director of the Emirates’ National Center of Meteorology and Seismology; a roadside vendor selling mostly imported fruits and vegetables in the Emirates.
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dancers seem to skim the stage, as if
rushing into the music. A style has to do
with a common training, a repertory
that galvanizes the training, and that
hard-to-describe thing, an esprit de
corps — some kind of easy agreement
among the dancers about what and how
they’re communicating from the stage.
A style is coherence, even intelligence:
It’s the collective human signature of
the dancing.

For all the Finnish National Ballet’s
current excellence, these elements were
mostly missing from its gala evening. If
you looked hard, though, you could see
signs of a singular history persisting un-
der the surface, a ghostly spirit once
part of this company’s identity. That
night, the Finnish ballerina Salla Eerola,
44, gave her last, quietly searing per-
formance with the princely Michal Krc-
mar, in a pas de deux from John Cranko’s
“Onegin.”

Eerola is a product of the school and
the company, and her unforced artistry
points to a formidable system of training
and support, though not perhaps as
firmly in place as before. The moment
was made more poignant by the ab-
sence, for the first time in company his-
tory, of a young Finnish ballerina com-
ing up to replace her.

Some Finnish former dancers were
also present at the gala — but not many.
Many old company members had been
invited to the dress rehearsal but not to
the gala proper. (Some weren’t invited
at all.) At intermission Jarmo Rastas, a
former principal and now a company
teacher, was being interviewed for tele-
vision in a corner of the lobby. “We were
one big family — dancers, and singers,
musicians, costume makers, all the
stage people,” he said of the company in
his day.

Judging from the gala, you could say
that the current Finnish company suf-
fers from a kind of amnesia about its ori-
gins — origins closely linked with the
birth of Finland, this small country
sandwiched between two former co-
lonial masters, Sweden and Russia.

When the Russian empire erupted in
revolution in 1917, Finland simply de-
clared itself a country. And it welcomed
Finnish-connected Russian refugees,
like the Finnish Ballet’s first ballet mas-

ters, George Ge and Alexander Saxelin,
both from St. Petersburg, who furnished
ballets for the new Finnish National
Opera, and who replaced each other on
and off up through the 1950s.

They were also mortal enemies: Ge
was a banker and amateur dancer, but
with choreographic gifts; Saxelin a pro-
fessional, trained in the Russian imperi-
al system like his schoolmate George
Balanchine.

It was Ge, the amateur, who staged
Finland’s first ballet in 1922, a “Swan
Lake,” and danced the role of the prince

himself. From these improvised begin-
nings arose a troupe of about 40 danc-
ers, mostly Finnish. Their home base,
shared with the Opera, was the Alexan-
der Theater, a mini piece of Petersburg,
built by Russians in 1879. Their training
and style was loosely Russian, too —
Russian ballet stars set the classics, and
they were guests onstage. But the Finns
developed their own bravado, more Bol-
shoi than Kirov, said Seija Silfverberg, a
former Finnish ballerina. “The Bolshoi
dancers were freer onstage than the Ki-
rov,” she said. “We took that.”

And there was a buoyant esprit de
corps, stemming from the troupe’s con-
stant touring, not just all over Finland,
but around the globe. Also perhaps from
the dancers’ pride in their rural coun-
try’s seemingly anomalous ballet cul-
ture.

Strangely, it was the long-awaited
new opera house that began to separate
the Finnish Ballet from its roots. This gi-
ant white Lego-like structure went up in
the early 1990s, with two stages, ample
studios and health facilities, including
two saunas.

The ballet’s director at the time,
Jorma Uotinen, a Finn, turned the com-
pany toward the West, adding Western
classics, including some Crankos and
Sylvie Guillem’s “Giselle,” and more
avant-garde works, including his own.

And the scale of the new house de-
manded more dancers. Open auditions
were held, yielding non-Finnish danc-
ers.

“They were technically better,” said
the company’s longtime principal ballet
master, Ingrid Nemeckova, herself a
Russian-trained Czech brought in by
Uotinen, though “technically better”
can be a matter of opinion.

After Uotinen stepped down in 2000,
the drift toward being an international
company intensified. The next directors
were foreign — two Danes and a Swede.
When Kenneth Greve, the second Dane,
came in, “a kind of recycling culture
started, with more people not renewed,
and more people hired,” said Antti
Keinänen, a longtime company dancer.
Madeleine Onne, the Swede, brought in
more than 30 dancers during her four-
year tenure (2018-22), most from else-
where. Of the company’s current roster
of 88 dancers, including the 13 in the
Youth Company, only about a third are
Finnish.

No one expects the Finnish Ballet to
go back to the old days.

“We’re in this situation now where ev-
erything is global,” said the opera and
ballet’s general director, Gita Kadambi,
a Finn who is half-South Asian. “Having
the best dancers in the world is best for
the company.” As for the repertory,
Kadambi, like many directors, must bal-
ance the budget. If the company pro-
grams something like its recent triple
bill of contemporary Finnish choreogra-
phers, “we won’t get as much audience
as for the classics or family ballets,” she

said. “But it’s important to do these new
works.”

Despite such challenges, Kadambi, in
her four years at the helm, has taken
steps to heal local divisions. The school’s
educational coordinator has gone from a
part-time to a full-time position, and
Jani Talo, a newly retired Finnish danc-
er, has been appointed. “This country
can produce talent,” he says, “but not
cookie-cutter talent.”

And to everyone’s delight, the school,
which has operated across town for 20-
odd years, has been reunited with the
company.

Not only that: The company started
its next 100 years, on Aug. 1, with a new
director, Javier Torres. Though not a
Finn — Torres, 59, is Mexican-born — he
danced with the company for 12 years
and choreographed for it. He also
speaks fluent Finnish, and loves the
house for what he calls its values — the
humane conditions in place for all of its
workers, even seamstresses and, of
course, dancers.

Other dancers I interviewed said that
trust from the top was sorely needed —
for all of the dancers, not just the Finns.
And that a culture that “recycles” danc-
ers too quickly, discarding new hires for
newer hires, must be rethought. “This
company has such potential,” said Krc-
mar, the company’s lead danseur noble.

That assessment was borne out dur-
ing the weeklong Helsinki International
Ballet Competition, which followed the
ballet gala in the opera house. Dancers
from all over the world competed in the
old Russian variations and contempo-
rary sketches. The wartime absence of
Russians narrowed the field but didn’t
seem to lower the technical level.

And yet the dancers who stood out —
among eerily polished Americans, Ca-
nadians, Japanese, Koreans — went be-
yond the technical, toward the human-
spiritual. Two young non-Finns from the
Finnish Ballet, the American Clark Esel-
groth and the Japanese Yuka Ma-
sumoto, gave such an unforced, moving
and noble rendition of that old Mt. Ever-
est of a pas de deux, Victor Gsovsky’s
“Grand Pas Classique,” that the Finnish
former company dancers around me
were caught by surprise.

“Wonderful!” one said. “Even if they
weren’t Finnish.”

Tracing the roots of Finnish ballet

L. BRÄNNLUND/ARCHIVES OF THE FINNISH NATIONAL OPERA AND BALLET

Left, Mary Paischeff and George Ge in the Finnish Ballet’s first production, “Swan
Lake,” staged in 1922 by Ge, a Russian refugee who was among the company’s first
ballet masters. Above, a 2013 performance of Marjo Kuusela’s “Seven Brothers.”
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Nothing has been rebuilt since flames
devoured the tiny village of Lytton last
year, turning it into a national symbol of
climate change. It was in Lytton, north-
east of Vancouver, that temperatures set
a national record of 49.6 degrees Celsius
— 121.3 Fahrenheit in Canada! — before
the deadly fire erupted.

Blue fencing on either side of Main
Street blocks access to the ruins of the
village. Charred trees, flattened roofs,
collapsed walls and piles of debris
stretch the full length of the village cen-
ter, the silence broken only by helicop-
ters dumping water to try to extinguish
more recent fires in the nearby moun-
tains.

“It’s a flashback of what happened
last year,” said Phyllis Speinks, 54, who
was filling her truck up at a nearby gas
station and who had been evacuated for
two weeks because of this summer’s
fires. “I was afraid.”

The heat that started the inferno in
Lytton killed 619 people in the province
last year and caused tens of millions of
dollars in damage. It has sent govern-
ment officials scrambling for policies,
tools and approaches they can use to
steer the province away from more dis-
asters by stemming the effects of cli-
mate change, which scientists believe
contributed to the extreme heat and
other destructive weather events of the
past year.

Now, the region is fighting back. Van-
couver’s City Council took preliminary
steps in July toward suing major oil
companies, seeking damages for the lo-
cal costs of climate change.

The action, in a city that has been a
leader of the environmental movement
in Canada and was the birthplace of
Greenpeace, could lead to the first law-
suit of its kind in the country against the
fossil fuel industry, whose carbon emis-
sions contribute to global warming.

Jay Averill, the spokesman for the Ca-
nadian Association of Petroleum
Producers, said in an email that Vancou-
ver “could not function today without
the use of oil and natural gas.”

“Funding a lawsuit to sue the very in-
dustry that has invested billions of dol-
lars in British Columbia over decades,
created thousands of jobs and delivered
billions of dollars in government reve-
nues to support health care, infrastruc-
ture, and social programs across the
province, is not an efficient use of tax-
payer’s money,” he added.

The lawsuit’s proponents argue that
energy companies should be held re-
sponsible for their share of Vancouver’s
climate costs because they knew about
their industry’s effects on climate
change decades ago, but covered up evi-
dence and lobbied against climate ac-
tion. They point to a series of cata-
strophic and rare weather-related
events in the past year in the region as
evidence.

Besides the fire, which killed two peo-
ple in Lytton, a weather event known as
an atmospheric river caused huge
floods that isolated entire towns and
thousands of people in a region east of
Vancouver.

A tornado called a waterspout
brought winds of up to 110 kilometers an
hour, or 68 miles per hour, to the Univer-

sity of British Columbia campus in Van-
couver. High winds and major tides
damaged Vancouver’s scenic sea walls
in Stanley Park, which have become in-
creasingly vulnerable to rising sea lev-
els. Last December, unusual cold — 4 de-
grees Fahrenheit, or minus 16 Celsius —
gripped a city famous for its moderate
climate.

“I was born here, and we never had
anything like this,” said Adriane Carr, a
Vancouver city councilor who is helping
lead the push for the lawsuit.

Ms. Carr helped found the Green
Party in British Columbia in 1983, the
first Green Party in North America.
“The weather was very predictable,”
she said. “We had lovely, warm sum-
mers, not too hot. Cool, wet rainy win-
ters. It was probably the iconic city of
temperate climate.”

Vancouver will have to spend 50 mil-
lion Canadian dollars, or about $39 mil-
lion, to repair last year’s damages from
various natural calamities, Ms. Carr
said.

Before the lawsuit can proceed, it will
need to be approved by Vancouver’s
next City Council, which has elections
scheduled this fall.

The council’s move to lay the ground-
work for a lawsuit came shortly after lo-
cal environmental groups started a “Sue
Big Oil” campaign, urging local govern-
ments to file a class-action lawsuit
against global oil companies.

“We cannot make the types of dra-
matic shifts that society needs to deal
with climate change while the global fos-
sil fuel industry makes hundreds of bil-
lions, trillions of dollars, of profit from
selling the same products that are caus-

ing the problem,” said Andrew Gage, a
staff lawyer at West Coast Environmen-
tal Law, a leader of the campaign.

British Columbia’s provincial govern-
ment announced in June that it would
spend more than a half-billion Canadian
dollars over the next three years,
roughly $400 million, on measures to
adapt to a changing climate.

Local governments across the coun-

try will have to spend a total of 5.3 billion
Canadian dollars a year, or $4.1 billion,
on infrastructure and other projects to
account for the effects of climate
change, according to a 2020 report by
the Insurance Bureau of Canada and the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities,
which represents more than 2,000 com-
munities.

A lawsuit by Vancouver against fossil-

fuel companies would be significant,
given the industry’s importance in Can-
ada, one of the world’s top oil producers,
said Kathryn Harrison, a professor of
political science at the University of
British Columbia and an expert on envi-
ronmental policies.

“It’s important that a Canadian gov-
ernment is calling out the oil industry,”
Ms. Harrison said. “The fossil fuel in-
dustry still holds a very privileged posi-
tion in Canadian politics at the national
level and in some provinces.”

Whether Vancouver will pursue the
lawsuit won’t be clear for months. The
11-member council endorsed a plan to
set aside $1 for each of the city’s more
than 660,000 residents in next year’s
budget to finance the lawsuit.

The motion passed by a single vote, 6
to 5, with opponents arguing that such
litigation was not within a local govern-
ment’s jurisdiction. Elections scheduled
for the fall could also alter the council’s
dynamics.

The new council would have to ap-
prove the financing plan for the lawsuit
as part of the city’s budget.

“People thought it was silly to sue cig-
arette companies, so I think it’s in that
vein,” said Kennedy Stewart, the mayor
of Vancouver, who cast the deciding vote
in favor of pursuing the lawsuit. “It’s
hard being first.”

With 90 percent of Lytton destroyed,
about 250 of the 300 residents are still
scattered in surrounding communities,
according to the mayor, Jan Polderman.

The Canadian government has prom-
ised to spend 77 million Canadian dol-
lars, about $60 million, to rebuild Lytton,
including homes, though most of the
money will be used to build fire-resist-
ant public buildings.

Lytton has been inhabited for cen-
turies by Indigenous communities, and
in the 19th century served as a home to
Chinese railway workers and to miners
during the Gold Rush.

Surrounded by mountains and deep
in the Fraser Canyon, the area has al-
ways been known for hot temperatures
and summertime forest fires.

But last year’s heat dome brought
temperatures that even Lytton had
never experienced. International cli-
mate researchers said that the heat
dome was an extreme weather event,
which would have been at least 150
times rarer without human-induced cli-
mate change.

The national record of 49.6 degrees
Celsius shattered the previous high in
Lytton by six degrees, Mr. Polderman
said.

“We were now hotter than Las Vegas,”
the mayor said as he worked on the deck
of his home, located on a hill outside the
village center that was not touched by
the fire.

The day after Lytton broke the na-
tional record, a fire started in the late af-
ternoon in the village center. The cause
is still unknown.

Strong winds pushed the flames
through Lytton, consuming the village
in less than two hours, Mr. Polderman
said.

The mayor drove his Honda minivan
through the village, exhorting skeptical
residents to leave. He picked up the last
straggler, a man running down a road
with his cat in a cage.

Along with houses, Lytton’s lone ho-
tel, restaurant, deli, coffee shop and ele-
mentary school, all burned down. Only
the post office, the municipal pool and a
government office survived.

Before the fire, the mayor believed
that climate change was “the next gen-
eration’s problem,” he said. “I don’t
think that anymore.”

After fires and floods, a move to sue Big Oil
LYTTON, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Canada lawsuit would pin
responsibility for climate
on the fossil fuel industry

BY NORIMITSU ONISHI
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The town of Lytton, British Columbia, and the surrounding landscape display the scars
of a fire that swept though the town last year. Most of the town was destroyed. “We
never had anything like this,” said Adriane Carr, below right, a Vancouver city official.

Cooing, giggling and the patter of tiny
feet mix with the sound of walkers and
wheelchairs at a nursing home in south-
ern Japan. In this graying nation, one
home has been recruiting an unusual
class of workers to enliven its residents’
days.

These are “baby workers,” as the
nursing home’s head calls them: 32 chil-
dren so far, all under 4 years old, who
spend time with its residents, who are
mostly in their 80s. Residents strike up
conversations with the young helpers.
The babies, accompanied by their par-
ents or guardians (usually mothers), of-
fer the residents hugs.

The visitors’ reward? Diapers, baby
formula, free baby photo shoots and
coupons for a nearby cafe.

The facility, Ichoan Nursing Home, is
in Kitakyushu, a city of 940,000 in Fuku-
oka Prefecture that is aging and shrink-
ing, like the rest of Japan. As families
have become smaller and older people
more isolated, the nursing home’s baby
worker program has helped people con-
nect across generations.

“I don’t get to see my grandkids very
often, so the baby workers are a great
treat,” said Kyoko Nakano, 85, who has
lived at the nursing home for over a year.
While she enjoys knitting and watching
TV, she said she drops everything to
spend time with the babies and toddlers
when they arrive.

“They are just so cute, and they make
the whole place brighter,” Ms. Nakano
said. “Young energy is different.”

As Japan’s population has aged, the
use of nursing homes has grown rapidly.
The number in such homes more than
doubled, to 1.8 million, between 2005
and 2020, according to the Japanese
government. Life can be lonely and dull
there, but at Ichoan Nursing Home, resi-
dents said that the babies brought ener-
gy and light.

Studies have linked social interaction
with less loneliness, delayed mental de-
cline, lower blood pressure and reduced
risk of disease and death among older
people. Socializing across generations
has also been shown to draw older peo-
ple out, making them smile and talk
more. For children, these intergenera-
tional interactions have been shown to
enhance social and personal develop-
ment.

The concept of letting nursing home
residents interact with children is not
new. In Seattle, residents of Providence
Mount St. Vincent have shared their fa-
cility with a child care program for new-
borns to 5-year-olds since 1991.

Among Ichoan’s 120 residents, the
oldest is 101, said Kimie Gondo, 58, the
nursing home’s director.

The youngest baby worker, at 2

months old, can barely hold his head up,
she said.

Ms. Gondo said she was inspired to
start the program last year when she
took her newborn granddaughter with
her to work and saw how the residents

smiled. “I thought it was selfish to only
have my granddaughter enjoy this spe-
cial time,” she said, “so we decided to
open it up to any baby that wanted to
come do the same work.”

Expectations are loose for the little

visitors, since they can be hard to corral.
Toddlers are asked to stroll around the
nursing home and interact with the resi-
dents, and parents help the babies circu-
late. “Nothing is mandatory,” Ms. Gondo
said. “The babies decide when they

come and for how long they want to
stay.”

Parents at Ichoan, whose children are
mostly too small for school or day care,
said that the nursing home gave their
children a rare opportunity to socialize
safely at a time when Covid risks have
kept many families cooped up. They
said they trust that the nursing home
has taken proper precautions against vi-
rus transmission to protect its vulnera-
ble residents.

One mother, Mika Shintani, 31, said
she signed her daughter up because she
wanted her to encounter people beyond
her immediate family. She also said she
felt more comfortable taking her to the
nursing home than to a park or a friend’s
home. “My daughter was spending the
majority of her days only interacting
with me,” she said, “so I thought seeing
other faces would be good for her.”

Ms. Gondo said that she had not yet
seen a father accompanying a baby at
Ichoan. Men in Japan do fewer hours of
household chores and child care than in
any of the other wealthiest nations, ac-
cording to the Organization for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development.

On her daughter’s first day, Ms. Shin-
tani said, she was 5 months old and cried
when she arrived at the facility. But she
quickly warmed up to the residents and
started laughing and playing, so they
started going every two weeks.

The perks of the program are not just
the tangible ones, like diapers and for-
mula, she said: “On the days my daugh-
ter is hard at work, I don’t have to cook
lunch!”

Nursing home workers needed. Skills: Cuteness and gurgles.

A “baby worker” at the Ichoan Nursing Home in Kitakyushu, Japan, where 32 small children visit to spend time with residents.
ICHOAN NURSING HOME

TOKYO

BY HIKARI HIDA AND JOHN YOON

For putting smiles on faces,
young workers are rewarded
with formula and diapers.
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backed separatists in eastern Ukraine
in 2014, said it was a “glaring injustice”
that life in Moscow was going on “just as
it did before the beginning of the special
military operation.”

“They’re losing their health, some-
times dying,” he said of Russia’s forces.
“But the whole rest of the country, in
whose interests the people at the front
are fighting, is living an absolutely re-
laxed life, and many people think that
nothing is happening at all.”

While the Kremlin released an order
last month to increase the target size of
the military by 137,000, analysts said it
appeared that Mr. Putin was still intent
on adding to the ranks by aggressive re-
cruitment, rather than by large-scale
conscription. Russian men 18 to 27 are
required to serve in the military for a
year, but those conscripts are not being
sent to Ukraine, officials insist.

Mr. Borodai, who now leads an organi-
zation of pro-Russian volunteer fighters
and says he is frequently at the front,
said he favored a draft that would add
300,000 to 500,000 soldiers to the battle-
field.

Otherwise, he said, Russian units
would continue to be outnumbered
against a Ukrainian Army whose ranks
have been increased by conscription,
with Ukrainian men of military age
barred from leaving their country.

“The situation is such that we are of-

ten going on the offensive when there
are fewer of us and more of the enemy,”
he said. “This is causing the war to drag
out. The number of victims is rising on
both sides.”

Western officials are increasingly
puzzled by Mr. Putin’s decision to avoid
mass conscription. American and
British military officials have estimated
that Russia has suffered up to 80,000

casualties in Ukraine, including dead
and wounded, since Mr. Putin ordered
the invasion in February. American offi-
cials have repeatedly said they believe
the extent of Russia’s losses is such that
Moscow cannot achieve its strategic
goal of taking over more of Ukraine
without requiring a draft.

A pro-Kremlin political analyst,
Sergei Markov, said Mr. Putin’s political
strategy was simple: “Let people live
their lives.”

“One of Putin’s main philosophical
paradigms from the very beginning,
when he first came to power, has been:
Leave the people alone,” Mr. Markov
said in a phone interview. “Ideally, they
must not notice this special military op-

eration almost at all. It shouldn’t affect
their lives in any way.”

Indeed, when Mr. Putin began the in-
vasion, it seemed that he had violated
his two-decade, unspoken contract with
Russians that traded political passivity
on their part for rising living standards.
But Western sanctions have failed to
bring down the Russian economy; a
crackdown on the opposition and the

news media has silenced dissent; and
while thousands of middle-class Rus-
sians fled the country — in part because
they feared conscription — many more
stayed behind and sought to preserve
the status quo.

Support for the war is “silent, pas-
sive,” said Denis Volkov, the director of
the Levada Center, an independent poll-
ster in Moscow. “I think that the authori-

ties understand the mood and this atti-
tude very well.”

Russians are paying less and less at-
tention to the war, he said. When Levada
asked Russians in March to name the re-
cent events that they most remem-
bered, 75 percent mentioned the war in
Ukraine; asked the same question in
July, 32 percent did.

The blasé attitude is infuriating the in-
vasion’s most ardent supporters, includ-
ing pro-war bloggers with hundreds of
thousands of followers on the social
messaging app Telegram.

One ridiculed the Russians who are
afraid of conscription as “owners of elec-
tric scooters and lovers of raspberry
frappés.” Another, Dmitri Steshin, de-
scribed his horror when returning to
Moscow from Ukraine at seeing the
highways jammed with “fat little vaca-
tioners” under a government whose
strategy was “pretending that every-
thing is fine.”

“They gnawed on hot dogs at gas sta-
tions, drank horrible coffee, fed their ex-
pensive cars,” he wrote. “This will not
end well.”

The calls for an escalation of the war
grew last month after the killing of Daria
Dugina, a pro-war commentator. The
Russian government said Ukrainian in-
telligence had directed her assassina-
tion — a claim Ukraine has denied. Her
father, the ultranationalist Aleksandr
Dugin, said on state television that the

country needed to “wake up” and
“unite” so that her “sacrifice will not be
in vain.”

The killing, coming days after an au-
dacious Ukrainian attack on a Russian
base in Crimea, infuriated hard-right
nationalists in Russia and led Ms. Dugi-
na’s supporters to call for revenge. But
there was no significant escalation in
the fighting by Russia.

Mr. Borodai, the pro-Putin member of
Parliament, insisted that even without a
draft, Russia would continue pummel-
ing Ukrainian forces until their losses
become “psychologically and physically
unbearable.”

While the Kremlin is not conscripting
Russians to fight in Ukraine, its proxy
forces in Russian-occupied Ukrainian
territory are pressing local residents
into service. It is also conducting a
“stealth mobilization” that uses ag-
gressive recruitment tactics, financial
incentives and mercenaries to fill per-
sonnel shortfalls.

Still, analysts predict that those meas-
ures will prove insufficient.

“Russia is doing everything it can to
avoid mobilizing,” said Dara Massicot, a
senior policy researcher at the RAND
Corporation. “If the conflict continues at
this level or expands, eventually, they’re
going to run out of options.”

Hard-liners seethe as Putin avoids a draft

Julian E. Barnes and Alina Lobzina con-
tributed reporting.

RUSSIA, FROM PAGE 1

Russian conscripts boarding a train to their garrisons in June. Conscripts in their re-
quired year of military service are not fighting in Ukraine, according to the Kremlin.
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“Ideally, they must not notice 
this special military operation 
almost at all. It shouldn’t affect 
their lives in any way.”

having come so far, we are not stopping,”
he added. “We consider that we have the
minimum conditions to move, accepting
the risks are very, very high.”

Foreign journalists were not permit-
ted to accompany the inspectors, who
were among the few international per-
sonnel who have crossed the front line
since the war began in February.

The I.A.E.A. had said that at Zapor-
izhzhia its team would check on safety
systems, assess damage to the plant and
evaluate the working conditions of the
staff, who have endured a harsh occupa-
tion. Among the main concerns is that
fires or other damage could cause cool-
ing systems to fail and lead to a nuclear
meltdown.

In the hours before the mission de-
parted, Ukrainian officials reported bar-
rages by rocket artillery, fire from how-
itzers and the flight of attack helicopters
in the town of Enerhodar, which lies
along the route the nuclear monitors

A U.N. inspection team finally reached
the embattled nuclear power plant in
Russian-occupied southern Ukraine on
Thursday, after an artillery bombard-
ment forced operators to shut down one
reactor and switch another to emer-
gency power, highlighting the immense
risks of combat around a site loaded
with radioactive material.

The team of 14 experts with the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency
planned to gauge the damage to the Za-
porizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant from
weeks of shelling, its ability to operate
safely and other risks in one of the most
dangerous and complicated missions in
the agency’s history. By evening, most
of the team had headed back to Ukrain-
ian-held territory, leaving behind five
members who officials said would stay
into the weekend.

“I worried, I worry and will continue
to be worried” about the safety of the
plant, Rafael Mariano Grossi, director
general of the I.A.E.A., said after return-
ing from the visit. He said he had spent
about five hours at the plant, going to
key locations there.

“It is obvious that the plant and physi-
cal integrity of the plant have been vio-
lated several times,” he said in brief
comments to reporters on a roadside.
“By chance or by deliberation? We don’t
have the elements to assess that. But
this cannot continue to happen.”

“Whatever you think about this war,
this is something that cannot continue to
happen,” he added.

The I.A.E.A., the United Nations’ nu-
clear watchdog group, had pleaded for
months for access to the imperiled plant,
and as recently as Wednesday, com-
ments by Russian officials cast doubt on
their willingness to cooperate.

The agency’s team piled into nine ar-
mored S.U.V.s Thursday morning to
make the nerve-wracking trip into an
active war zone, across the front lines
and through multiple checkpoints, in a
drive that was forced to detour and
lasted several hours longer than
planned because of shelling near its in-
tended route.

There was little indication Thursday

of what the experts had found. An
I.A.E.A. spokesman earlier had said the
team intended to present its findings
back at its headquarters in Vienna by
the end of the week.

The agency hopes to establish a per-
manent presence at the plant.

Although neither Russia nor Ukraine
had agreed to a cease-fire in the area,
both had said they would guarantee the
safety of the mission. As the shelling
continued despite those promises, each
army accused the other of attacking the
route toward the plant and placing the
U.N. inspectors in peril.

As the U.N. experts set off from
Ukrainian-held territory toward the
dangerous buffer zone separating the
two armies, mortar shells struck the

plant, the Ukrainian nuclear power com-
pany, Energoatom, said. It blamed Rus-
sian forces for the attack, which caused
equipment failures that forced the reac-
tor shutdown and switch to backup gen-
erators.

Ukrainian officials said strikes killed
civilians Thursday near the plant, but
they were unable to ascertain how
many.

Russia’s Ministry of Defense said it
was Ukraine that had shelled the nucle-
ar complex and the inspectors’ route,
and that “four shells exploded 400 me-
ters from the first unit” of the plant. In a
statement, the ministry claimed that
Russian forces had intercepted two
groups of Ukrainian commandos, up to
60 troops combined, who crossed the

Dnipro River in boats to sabotage or
seize the plant. The extent of damage to
the plant, Europe’s largest nuclear
power station, was not immediately
clear, and there were no reports of
heightened radiation levels around the
facility. But weeks of repeated strikes in
and around the plant, which is con-
trolled by Russian forces but operated
by Ukrainian engineers, have raised
fears of a nuclear catastrophe.

The urgency of the threat prompted
the U.N. team to make the last-minute
decision to proceed to the plant even as
the thud of artillery was heard in the
parking lot of their hotel, 30 miles away.
Before setting off, Mr. Grossi, who led
the mission, said that the Ukrainian mil-
itary had briefed him on the combat
overnight near the planned route.

“We are aware of the current situa-
tion; there has been increased military
activity,” he said.

“But weighing the pros and cons, and

traveled. Videos posted online showed
one round shrieking into the town and
exploding in a courtyard.

The town’s mayor, Dmytro Orlov, said
it was Russian shelling that had hit the
town, and that “machine gun fire is
heard,” as well. There were civilian cas-
ualties, he said, but it was unclear how
many.

The Ukrainian authorities said the
Russian military was firing chaotically
in the area of the plant to raise the
specter of a nuclear accident that would
be blamed on Ukraine, and to delay the
I.A.E.A. team, cutting into the time allot-
ted for its inspection of the sprawling
plant.

Vladimir Rogov, an official in the Rus-
sian Army’s occupation administration
in the region surrounding the plant, ac-
cused Ukraine of firing on Thursday
morning. Russia’s Defense Ministry
confirmed the deployment of helicop-
ters, but said they were attacking
Ukrainian commandos.

Ukraine’s military intelligence
agency issued a statement saying the
Russian military had further elevated
the risk of an accident at the station on
Thursday by preventing some employ-
ees, including firefighters, from enter-
ing the plant during the monitors’ visit.
It was not possible to independently
verify the claim.

On Wednesday, one Russian occupa-
tion official in the region said the
I.A.E.A. inspectors would have just one
day to see the plant, though the agency
called for at least three. Another official
said the team would not be waved
through checkpoints along their route,
but would have to wait in line with civil-
ian traffic, potentially consuming much
of that day. The I.A.E.A. has inspected
nuclear sites in Iran, Iraq and North Ko-
rea, but its mission on Thursday was its
first into a battlefield. Earlier in the con-
flict, Russian troops occupied the Cher-
nobyl nuclear disaster zone for a few
weeks, stirring up radioactive soil and
terrifying the power plant’s workers,
but the main radiation risk they created
was to themselves.

Solemn-faced, the monitors heaved
on blue, armored vests in a hotel park-
ing lot as dawn broke on Thursday.

It was unclear what benefits the per-
ilous visit would bring.

The I.A.E.A., which is largely tooth-
less in enforcing its recommendations,
can offer an impartial glimpse of goings-
on inside a plant the Russians seized six
months ago, said Oleksandr
Sukhodolya, an energy analyst at the
National Institute of Strategic Studies in
Kyiv. But that could mean little more
than reinforcing the obvious, that fight-
ing around the plant has emerged as
among the gravest risks of environmen-
tal and health hazards of the war.

The agency can also help draw more
attention to dangers that have already
alarmed governments around the
world, which might spur new sanctions
against Russia, he said.

The mission will assess whether the
so-called seven pillars of civilian nucle-
ar safety — a list that includes the full
functioning of backup systems and the
guaranteed physical security of a power
plant — are being met, said Ivan
Plachkov, a former Ukrainian minister
of energy. But the I.A.E.A. has no au-
thority to order a cease-fire or require
that Russia withdraw its forces from the
station — the two steps outside experts
say could actually solve the problem.

“The I.A.E.A. provides only informa-
tion,” Mr. Plachkov said.

Braving shells, experts reach Ukraine plant

Marc Santora contributed reporting
from Kyiv, Ukraine, and Oleksandr
Chubko from Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine.

ZAPORIZHZHIA, UKRAINE

U.N. investigators plan
to gauge damage for first
time since the war began

BY ANDREW E. KRAMER
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Top, some of the United Nations team, experts with the International Atomic Energy
Agency, prepared to head for the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant to inspect damage
from weeks of shelling. Above from left: U.N. inspectors returning to Ukrainian-held
territory after visiting the power plant; and a military helicopter flying near the plant.
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“We have the minimum
conditions to move, accepting
the risks are very, very high.”
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President Biden likes to say there is
nothing America cannot do if the coun-
try is united and its rival parties are will-
ing to work together.

But with just two months until the
midterm elections, Mr. Biden is pur-
posely spending less time hailing the
virtues of compromise and more time
calling out dangers to democracy — us-
ing some of the sharpest and most com-
bative language of his presidency.

He has accused Republicans of em-
bracing “semi-fascism” by paying fealty
to former President Donald J. Trump.
He has blasted the party for being “full
of anger, violence, hate and division.”
And he has warned that the danger from
Republicans loyal to Mr. Trump went far
beyond differences in policy.

“They’re a threat to our very democ-
racy,” he said of a party that he has spent
a half-century working with to find com-
mon ground. “They refuse to accept the
will of the people.”

After weeks of internal White House
strategy sessions, the president and his
aides have devised a confrontational
election-season approach that focuses
on Mr. Biden’s accomplishments cou-
pled with an aggressive political assault,
including the poll-tested phrase he be-
gan using this spring: “ultra-MAGA Re-
publicans.”

Now, with Mr. Trump once again at
the center of a criminal investigation,
this time over his handling of classified
documents, Mr. Biden has seized the
moment to press a case that voters can-
not risk a return to a party in the thrall of
the former president.

On Thursday in Philadelphia, Mr. Bi-
den used a prime-time speech to define
the midterms as a “battle for the soul of
this nation.” He accused his predecessor
of stoking a movement filled with elec-
tion deniers and people calling for politi-
cal violence. He went out of his way to
declare that not all Republicans em-
brace extremism, however, and he said
that defending democracy will require
rejecting Mr. Trump and his ideology in
elections this fall.

“There’s no question that the Republi-
can Party today is dominated, driven
and intimidated by Donald Trump and
the MAGA Republicans,” he said. “And
that is a threat to this country.”

Recent events made the speech more
urgent, but a Democratic official said

Mr. Biden had been thinking of deliver-
ing the address since early summer.

“After a successful past couple of
months, the president and Democrats
have effectively turned this midterm
into a choice, when it’s typically a refer-
endum on the party in the White House,”
said Stephanie Cutter, a veteran Demo-
cratic strategist. “The president now is
articulating that choice, pretty damned
well and at just the right time.”

She added, “The choice couldn’t be
clearer — a reminder of what people re-
jected just two years ago.”

The speech was also an opportunity
for Mr. Biden to focus on a booming job
market and legislative victories on cli-
mate change, drug prices, infrastruc-
ture improvements and veterans’ health
care.

But Mr. Biden is leaning into more po-
litical attacks, aides and allies said, in
part because of what he sees as a grow-
ing embrace of violent political speech
by Republicans and a threat to the dem-

ocratic process of governing. The aides
said he was dismayed by the number of
Trump-backed election deniers who
have won Republican primaries for gov-
ernor or secretary of state across the
country.

Mr. Biden, whose own approval rat-
ings have begun to improve slightly
since lows earlier this summer, is hoping
that his party can maintain control of
Congress and deliver a forceful rebuke
to Mr. Trump and his followers.

It is a moment, one adviser said, to
make sure people understand what is at
stake.

“Given everything that is happening
right now, I have to imagine that this is
weighing on him very heavily,” said
Symone D. Sanders, a former spokes-
woman for Vice President Kamala Har-
ris who now hosts a new MSNBC show.
“He feels as though he needs to ring the
alarm, sound the alarm as he did
throughout all of 2019, throughout all of
2020 in the lead-up to the election.”

Republicans have noticed the new
tone. Ronna McDaniel, the chairwoman
of the Republican National Committee,
said on Wednesday that the president
was “the divider in chief and epitomizes
the current state of the Democrat Party:
one of divisiveness, disgust and hostility
toward half the country.”

Mr. Trump is scheduled to hold a rally
in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., on Saturday, just
two days after Mr. Biden’s speech in
Philadelphia and four days after the
president made his own visit to Wilkes-
Barre. Pennsylvania, a swing state, is
home to key races for the House and
Senate, as well as a closely watched gov-
ernor’s race.

The forceful approach follows a
shake-up in the president’s communica-
tions team that included the return of
Anita Dunn, a longtime strategist, and
the arrival of a host of new faces in the
president’s press office.

Mr. Biden and his aides have for
weeks refused to comment on the Fed-

eral Bureau of Investigation’s search of
Mr. Trump’s Mar-a-Lago estate or the
Justice Department investigation into
whether the former president broke the
law by taking highly sensitive docu-
ments when he left the White House.
But aides said Mr. Biden was particu-
larly outraged by the attempted breach
of an F.B.I. office in Cincinnati and other
threats to federal agents by those who
say they support Mr. Trump.

“He and congressional Democrats are
standing up for middle-class families
and mainstream American values,
while ultra-MAGA congressional Re-
publicans are siding with extremism,”
said Andrew Bates, a White House
spokesman.

The president has gone after Republi-
cans before. In a speech on the first anni-
versary of the Jan. 6, 2021, attack on the
Capitol, Mr. Biden vowed to “stand in
this breach” and to defend the nation
against the violent followers of the for-
mer president. He pledged that he

would allow “no one to place a dagger at
the throat of our democracy.”

In a voting rights speech a few days
later, Mr. Biden drew scorn from Repub-
licans when he asked whether they
wanted to “be on the side of John Lewis
or Bull Connor,” comparing Republican
lawmakers to the segregationist com-
missioner of public safety in Birming-
ham, Ala., during the civil rights era.

But in the months that followed, Mr.
Biden largely retreated from that kind of
language. He focused attention on
global crises like the war in Ukraine and
congressional efforts to enact parts of
his agenda aimed at slowing climate
change, lowering drug prices, aiding
veterans and competing with China.

Direct political combat with his prede-
cessor and Republicans has mostly tak-
en a back seat — until now.

At a rally in Maryland last month, Mr.
Biden posed a challenge to Americans,
saying that “in this moment, those of
you who love this country — Democrats,
independents, mainstream Republicans
— we must be stronger, more deter-
mined and more committed to saving
America than the MAGA Republicans
are to destroying America.”

For the White House, Mr. Biden’s
tough language is half of a tricky balanc-
ing act. Fresh off a series of legislative
successes, the president is determined
to use the next two months to remind
voters about the promises he made good
on. At the same time, Mr. Biden wants to
keep voters focused squarely on Repub-
licans and their agenda.

Mr. Bates, the White House spokes-
man, said the goal was to do both at the
same time.

“We’ve empowered Medicare to ne-
gotiate lower drug prices, but they want
to put Medicare and Social Security on
the chopping block,” he said. “We’re
standing up for women’s fundamental
rights while they push a national abor-
tion ban. We’re fighting to protect com-
munities from gun crime with an assault
weapons ban while they side with the
gun lobby and propose defunding the
F.B.I.”

Some of Mr. Biden’s allies said they
were pleased that the president was
pressing his case against Mr. Trump and
his followers, as he did on Tuesday dur-
ing his visit to Wilkes-Barre.

The president lashed out at a onetime
friend and colleague, Senator Lindsey
Graham, Republican of South Carolina,
who had ominously warned that a pros-
ecution of Mr. Trump over his handling
of classified documents would lead to
“riots in the streets.”

“The idea you turn on a television and
see senior senators and congressmen
saying, ‘If such and such happens,
there’ll be blood in the street,’” Mr. Bi-
den said. “Where the hell are we?”

Heading into midterms, Biden turns combative
WASHINGTON

In address, the president
reprises his call to a ‘battle
for the soul of this nation’

BY MICHAEL D. SHEAR

Addressing Americans from Philadelphia, President Biden said the Republican Party ‘‘is dominated, driven and intimidated by Donald Trump and the MAGA Republicans.’’
DOUG MILLS/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Two lawyers for former President Don-
ald J. Trump are likely to become wit-
nesses or targets in the investigation
into his hoarding of documents marked
as classified at his Florida estate — and
his secretly holding on to some, even af-
ter the lawyers claimed all sensitive ma-
terials had been returned, legal special-
ists said.

The lawyers, M. Evan Corcoran and
Christina Bobb, handled Mr. Trump’s in-
teractions with the government over a
subpoena in May seeking additional ma-
terial marked as classified. In a court fil-
ing late Tuesday, the Justice Depart-
ment strongly suggested that people in
Mr. Trump’s circle had concealed docu-
ments in defiance of that subpoena,
putting a spotlight on the role of his law-
yers and raising questions about
whether they had misled department of-
ficials and the F.B.I.

“They are potentially witnesses — if
not defendants,” Barbara L. McQuade, a
University of Michigan law professor
and former U.S. attorney for the Eastern
District of Michigan from 2010 to 2017,
said of the two lawyers.

The Justice Department did not iden-
tify which of Mr. Trump’s lawyers had
taken key actions described in its filing.
But The New York Times has reported
that after receiving the subpoena, Mr.
Corcoran searched through boxes kept
in a storage area in Mar-a-Lago’s base-
ment for files with classified markings.

The Times has also reported that on
June 3, Mr. Corcoran and Ms. Bobb met
with Jay I. Bratt, the head of the Justice
Department’s counterespionage sec-
tion, and F.B.I. agents. That day, Ms.
Bobb, who has been described as Mr.
Trump’s designated “custodian of
records,” signed a statement attesting
that all sensitive material had been re-
turned.

During the visit, Mr. Trump’s repre-
sentatives turned over 38 documents
with classified markings and indicated
that all the records had been kept in a
storage room, that no other records
were stored elsewhere and that all avail-
able boxes had been searched, prosecu-
tors said.

According to the statement, Ms. Bobb

signed on behalf of Mr. Trump that
“based upon the information that has
been provided to me,” all documents re-
sponsive to the subpoena were being re-
turned after a “diligent” search.

Yet on Aug. 8, the F.B.I. found more
than twice as many documents marked
as classified than had been turned over
in June, including some in Mr. Trump’s
office. That fact, the Justice Department
wrote, “calls into serious question the
representations made in the June 3 cer-
tification” “and casts doubt on the ex-
tent of cooperation in this matter.” The
certification also included a claim that
no copies had been made of any files.

The sequence of events raises the
question of whether the two lawyers had
knowingly misled the Justice Depart-
ment. If so, they could be charged with
crimes like obstruction and making
false statements. But they could defend
themselves by saying they in turn had
been lied to by someone else and so had
not known that the statements were
misleading.

It is not clear whom Ms. Bobb was re-
ferring to — Mr. Corcoran, Mr. Trump,
both, or someone else — when she quali-
fied her statement with the phrase
“based upon the information that has
been provided to me.” Investigators
may seek to ask her that. If Ms. Bobb
were to single out Mr. Corcoran, the fo-
cus would shift to him.

Notably, if either of them were to say
that Mr. Trump had assured them that
no other documents marked as classi-
fied remained at Mar-a-Lago, that
would create a conflict of interest, spe-
cialists said: Mr. Trump’s defense would
most likely be to deny he had said that. If
such a clash arises, it is doubtful they
could continue representing him as a
matter of legal ethics.

Mr. Corcoran and Ms. Bobb did not re-
spond to requests for comment.

On Thursday, a federal judge signaled
that she remained open to granting a re-
quest by Mr. Trump to appoint an inde-
pendent arbiter to go through the seized
documents, but she stopped short of
making a final decision.

The judge, Aileen M. Cannon of the
Federal District Court for the Southern
District of Florida, reserved judgment
on the question of whether to appoint a
so-called special master in the case, say-
ing she would issue a written order “in
due course.” Notably, Judge Cannon,
who was appointed by Mr. Trump in
2020, did not direct the F.B.I. to stop
working with the files.

In its filing late Tuesday, the Justice
Department noted that Mr. Trump’s law-
yers had not been as cooperative as they
could have been at the June 3 meeting,

relaying what it considered a suspicious
interaction.

“Critically, however, the former presi-
dent’s counsel explicitly prohibited gov-
ernment personnel from opening or
looking inside any of the boxes that re-
mained in the storage room, giving no
opportunity for the government to con-
firm that no documents with classifica-
tion markings remained,” the filing said.

The Justice Department’s account
clashes with that of Mr. Trump’s legal
team. A complaint filed on Aug. 22 and
signed by Mr. Corcoran and two other
lawyers describes Mr. Trump and his
team as providing “complete coopera-

tion.” The complaint also claims that af-
ter Mr. Bratt asked to inspect the stor-
age room, investigators were escorted
there, and once their inspection was
completed, an F.B.I. agent said: “Thank
you. You did not need to show us the
storage room, but we appreciate it. Now
it all makes sense.”

All this has increased scrutiny on
what the lawyers said to each other and
to Mr. Trump about how they were re-
sponding to the subpoena.

“If the Justice Department is going to
pursue criminal charges, any prosecu-
tor is going to want to have on the record
the full picture of what happened, which
will require the testimony of all the wit-

nesses with the relevant knowledge —
and that certainly includes lawyers
here,” said Samuel Buell, a Duke Univer-
sity professor of criminal law and a for-
mer prosecutor.

Any attempt to subpoena Mr. Corco-
ran and Ms. Bobb for testimony and
written communications about their dis-
cussions with Mr. Trump about the mat-
ter would immediately set off a legal
fight over attorney-client privilege, le-
gal specialists said.

In normal circumstances, prosecu-
tors seeking evidence about an inves-
tigative target cannot subpoena that tar-
get’s defense lawyers and force them to
testify or turn over documents about
their client. Under attorney-client privi-
lege, the confidentiality of such discus-
sions and work is protected.

That privilege is meant to protect the
rights of people who are in trouble over a
past and already completed potential of-
fense. People need to be able to talk can-
didly with their lawyers about what hap-
pened to understand their options. That
would be impossible if whatever people
admitted to their lawyers could be used
against them as evidence in court.

But there is an exception. When attor-
ney-client communications are part of
continuing or future crimes, the privi-
lege does not apply. If judges think there
is sufficient evidence to invoke this
“crime-fraud exception,” they will up-
hold a subpoena forcing the defense law-
yers to provide evidence about what
they and their clients said to each other.

There is another potential legal hur-

dle. If there is reason to believe that Mr.
Corcoran, Ms. Bobb or both are at risk
themselves of being charged with
crimes like obstruction or lying to fed-
eral investigators, they would have a
Fifth Amendment right against com-
pelled self-incrimination.

As a result, neither could most likely
be compelled to testify before a grand
jury about their interactions with Mr.
Trump without a grant of immunity
from prosecution at a minimum.

The Tuesday filing said that the F.B.I.
had evidence that someone had moved
boxes out of a storage room before Mr.
Corcoran conducted his search.

The publicly available record does not
make clear whether Mr. Corcoran or Ms.
Bobb knew that, or whether either or
both of them knew that some documents
marked as top secret were also in a desk
in Mr. Trump’s office at the compound.

The search warrant listed three po-
tential crimes: retaining national-secu-
rity secrets without authorization, ob-
structing an official effort and conceal-
ing government records.

At least two others would seem to
arise from the search’s findings: dis-
obeying a subpoena and making a false
statement. But investigators pursuing
any such charge need to show what a de-
fendant personally knew about the mat-
ter.

If the Justice Department does sub-
poena Mr. Corcoran and Ms. Bobb, set-
ting up a fight over attorney-client privi-
lege, it will not be the first time that in-
vestigators have confronted such issues

in an inquiry related to Mr. Trump.
In October 2017, during the Russia in-

vestigation led by the special counsel
Robert S. Mueller III a judge ruled that
the exception applied and upheld a sub-
poena requiring a lawyer for two top
Trump campaign officials, Paul Man-
afort and Rick Gates, to testify about
and provide records of their communi-
cations.

The lawyer had signed letters on their
behalf that contained false and mislead-
ing statements about their foreign lob-
bying.

And in March, a judge ruled that the
House committee that is examining the
Jan. 6, 2021, attack on the Capitol could
subpoena Chapman University for the
emails of John Eastman, a former law
professor who supplied legal arguments
to Mr. Trump supporting his attempts to
overturn the election. Mr. Eastman
claimed the emails were privileged, but
the judge ruled that the exception ap-
plied because it was “more likely than
not” that they involved obstruction.

The prospect that investigators may
seek to obtain information from Mr. Cor-
coran, Ms. Bobb or both would almost
certainly meet strenuous resistance
from them and from Mr. Trump.

“Noises have already been made
about attorney-client privilege,” Mr.
Buell said, “so it’s guaranteed that is go-
ing to be a heavily litigated question.”

Former president’s lawyers face more scrutiny
WASHINGTON

Details about documents
may spotlight Trump team
as witnesses or targets

BY CHARLIE SAVAGE
AND MAGGIE HABERMAN

Glenn Thrush contributed reporting
from Washington, and Alan Feuer from
New York.
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Christina Bobb, above, one of former President Donald J. Trump’s lawyers, signed a
statement attesting that all sensitive material he took had been returned. M. Evan
Corcoran, left, is said to have searched through boxes for files with classified markings.

MEGAN MENDOZA/THE REPUBLIC

Questions on whether Trump’s
counsel misled officials.
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Kyle Mullen always had the natural
drive and talent that made success look
easy. Until he tried out for the Navy
SEALs.

The 24-year-old arrived on the Cali-
fornia coast in January for the SEALs’
punishing selection course in the best
shape of his life — even better than
when he was a state champion defen-
sive end in high school or the captain of
the football team at Yale.

But by the middle of the course’s third
week — a continual gut punch of physi-
cal and mental hardship, sleep depriva-
tion and hypothermia that the SEALs
call Hell Week — the 6-foot-4-inch ath-
lete from Manalapan, N.J., was dead-
eyed with exhaustion, riddled with in-
fection and coughing up blood from
lungs that were so full of fluid that others
who were there said later that he
sounded as if he were gargling.

The course began with 210 men. By
the middle of Hell Week, 189 had quit or
been brought down by injury. But Sea-
man Mullen kept on slogging for days,
spitting blood all the while. The instruc-
tors and medics conducting the course,
perhaps out of admiration for his grit,
did not stop him.

And he made it. When he struggled
out of the cold ocean at the end of Hell
Week, SEAL leaders shook his hand,
gave him a pizza and told him to get
some rest. Then he went back to his bar-
racks and lay down on the floor. A few
hours later, his heart stopped beating
and he died.

That same afternoon, another man
who had survived Hell Week had to be
intubated. Two more were hospitalized
that evening.

The SEAL teams have faced criticism
for decades, both from outsiders and
their own Navy leadership, that their se-
lection course, known as Basic Under-
water Demolition/SEAL training or
BUD/S, is too difficult, too brutal, and
too often causes concussions, broken
bones, dangerous infections and near-
drownings. Since 1953, at least 11 men
have died.

For just as long, the SEAL teams, who
perform some of the U.S. military’s most
difficult missions, including lightning-
fast hostage rescues and the killing of
high-level terrorists like Osama Bin
Laden, have insisted that having a bare-
knuckle rite of passage is vital for pro-
ducing the kind of unflinching fighters
the teams need. Without BUD/S, they
argue, there could be no SEALs.

Privately, they talk of training casu-
alties as a cost of doing business. A for-
mer SEAL team member, David Gog-
gins, wrote in his memoir about a sailor
who drowned during his Hell Week.
Soon afterward, he wrote, an instructor
told his class: “This is the world you live
in. He’s not the first, and he won’t be the
last to die in your line of work.”

The official cause of death was bacte-
rial pneumonia, but Seaman Mullen’s
family says the true cause was the
course itself, in which instructors rou-
tinely drove candidates to dangerous
states of exhaustion and injury and
medical staff members grew so accus-
tomed to seeing the suffering that they
failed to hospitalize him, or even moni-
tor him, once Hell Week was over.

“They killed him,” his mother, Regina
Mullen, who is a registered nurse, said
in an interview. “They say it’s training,
but it’s torture. And then they didn’t
even give them the proper medical care.
They treat these guys worse than they
are allowed to treat prisoners of war.”

Seaman Mullen’s death immediately
raised again old questions about
whether the curriculum of intentional
hardship goes too far.

And soon those old questions were
complicated by something new.

When the Navy gathered Seaman
Mullen’s belongings, they discovered
syringes and performance enhancing
drugs in his car. The captain in charge of
BUD/S immediately ordered an investi-
gation, and soon about 40 candidates
had either tested positive or had admit-
ted to using steroids or other drugs in vi-
olation of Navy regulations.

The Navy has not tied the sailor’s
death to drugs. The service is expected
to release reports on the training death
and the drug use in the fall.

A Navy spokesman declined to com-
ment on Seaman Mullen’s death or on al-
legations of widespread drug use, say-
ing it would be inappropriate to do so be-
fore the reports are released and Sea-
man Mullen’s family is briefed on their
findings.

Still, the prevalence of drugs at
BUD/S has some men in the top reaches
of the SEALs deeply unnerved — not
just because drugs may have contribut-
ed to the death of a sailor, but also be-
cause they see their spread, and the lack
of discipline and order it implies, as a
threat to the entire SEAL organization
that could grow in unpredictable and
ugly ways.

Sailors who enter the program bol-
stered by steroids and hormones can
push harder, recover faster and proba-
bly beat out the sailors who are trying to
become SEALs while clean, said one
senior SEAL leader with multiple com-
bat deployments to Iraq and Afghani-
stan. The inevitable effect, he said, is
that a course designed to select the very

best will end up selecting only the very
best cheaters, and will steadily fill the
SEAL teams with war fighters who view
rules as optional.

“What am I going to do with guys like
that in a place like Afghanistan?” said
the leader. “A guy who can do 100 pull-
ups but can’t make an ethical decision?”

Without comprehensive testing, there
is no way to assess the full extent of the
drug use in the program. But more than
a dozen current and former candidates
described a culture in which drugs have
become deeply embedded in the selec-
tion course over the last decade.

SEAL leaders say they don’t have the
authority to start a testing program to
attack the problem. They formally re-
quested permission from the Navy in
June to start testing all candidates but
are still awaiting a response.

Meanwhile, the drugs are there.
The Navy has made hundreds of

changes over the years meant to im-
prove safety and increase graduation
rates. At the same time, the SEALs who
run the course have quietly resisted
anything they see as lowering stand-
ards. So no matter how much the Navy
has tried to make BUD/S easier, it
seems only to get harder.

In the 1980s, about 40 percent of can-
didates graduated. Over the past 25
years, the average has dropped to 26
percent. In 2021, it was just 14 percent,
and in Seaman Mullen’s class this year,
less than 10 percent.

When Seaman Mullen started BUD/S
in January, it was his second attempt.
His first try had been in August 2021,
and he had spent more than a year run-
ning, swimming and lifting weights to
prepare. He lasted less than a day.

Instructors call the first three weeks
of BUD/S the attrition phase, a maw of
punishing exercise, frigid water and
harassment meant to wash out anyone
lacking strength, endurance and mental
fortitude — individuals the instructors
derisively call “turds.”

That first day, the instructors put can-
didates through a gantlet of running,
crawling, situps and push-ups on the hot
sand with no breaks, Seaman Mullen’s
mother said. Late in the afternoon, the

men were racing in teams, carrying 170-
pound inflatable boats over their heads,
when Seaman Mullen passed out.

He called his mother from an ambu-
lance a short time later and explained
that he had not had a drop of water all
day. When he fell, he told her, an instruc-
tor hurled insults at his limp body and
told him to get up. When he did not re-
spond, medics measured his tempera-
ture at 104 degrees (40 Celsius) and sent
him to the hospital with heatstroke.

Seaman Mullen was assigned to an in-
ternal recovery unit, where he had four
months to mend before a second at-
tempt at BUD/S. During that time, he
helped care for other injured candidates
recovering in the barracks, according to
his mother, whom he called regularly for
medical advice.

Many men were coughing up bloody
fluid from a condition called swimming-
induced pulmonary edema — a poten-
tially life-threatening ailment that is so

common among men training in the frig-
id water at BUD/S that SEALs refer to it
casually by the acronym SIPE.

During his four-month wait, his
mother recalled, Seaman Mullen
started talking to her about perform-
ance enhancing drugs.

Men he met in the recovery unit were
using steroids and human growth hor-
mone, he told her, and he was consider-
ing it. He told her he would have to buy a
used car as a place to stash the drugs.

“In all his years playing sports, he had
never touched that stuff,” Ms. Mullen
said. “I told him not to do it. But he ended
up getting the car and sharing it with a
bunch of guys.”

In a perverse way, the drug problem
at BUD/S is a natural outgrowth of the
mind-set the SEALs try to cultivate, ac-
cording to Benjamin Milligan, a former
enlisted SEAL team member who re-
cently published a history of the force,
“Water Beneath the Walls.”

The SEALs want operators who can
find unconventional ways to gain an ad-
vantage against the enemy, he said in an
interview.

“You want guys who can solve prob-
lems in war, guys who know how to play
dirty, because war is a dirty game,” he
said.

An often heard unofficial adage in the
SEALs holds that, “if you ain’t cheating,
you ain’t trying.”

During BUD/S, he said, the “enemy”
to be outfoxed is the course itself.

“No one can do everything the in-
structors ask, so you have to learn how

to cheat to get through,” he said. “Every-
one knows it happens. The point is to
learn how to not get caught.”

“Basically, you are selecting for guys
who are willing to cheat,” he added. “So,
no surprise, guys are going to turn to
drugs.”

Seaman Mullen showed up for his sec-
ond attempt at BUD/S in January with
fresh determination and a used car. But
by the end of the second week, he was
spitting up bloody fluid and struggling
to breathe.

“I said, go to the hospital right away,”
his mother recalled. “He said, ‘No, Ma, if
you want to go to the hospital, they will
make you quit first. Besides, it’s just
SIPE.’”

Ms. Mullen said her son, on the advice
of other SEAL candidates, started se-
cretly taking the erectile dysfunction
drug Viagra, which was against Navy
rules but used by SEALs as a potential
treatment for SIPE. He recovered
enough to keep training.

Then came Hell Week — days of cold-
water swims and sand-pounding runs
totaling over 200 miles, or 320 kilome-
ters, with only about five hours of sleep
in five days. The SIPE came raging
back, and the fluid pooling in his lungs
started to drown him from the inside.

Seaman Mullen fell behind on runs,
according to a candidate who was there
with him, and instructors singled him
out for what they call “remediation” —
extra push-ups, situps and plunges in
the freezing surf that may have made
his condition worse.

He collapsed at one point, and an in-
structor kicked him repeatedly and told
him to quit, the other candidate said. In-
stead, the sailor struggled back to his
feet.

Navy medics are present for every
moment of Hell Week and give candi-
dates daily medical checks. Anyone
whose vital signs show dangerous
changes gets sidelined, a medical officer
there said. But, the officer added, the
medical staff avoids interfering with the
pain and suffering that are the purpose
of BUD/S.

By Wednesday, medics were intermit-
tently giving Seaman Mullen oxygen in
the back of a medical truck parked on
the beach as he continued stumbling
through the course, photos from the
time show.

In any other job, pushing people to ex-
haustion while fluid floods their lungs
would seem reckless, but it has been
happening in Hell Week for so long that
the practice has come to seem some-
what normal, according to Mr. Milligan,
the historian. He went through Hell
Week in 2001 and said a man in his class
who had fluid in his lungs had been giv-
en medication through a nebulizer, a
practice Mr. Milligan said was “not un-
common.” A few hours later, while the
class was swimming in a human chain in
a pool, the man slipped from Mr. Milli-
gan’s grasp, sank to the bottom and died.

Seaman Mullen was determined to
persevere. On Friday morning, at the
completion of Hell Week, he and 20
other remaining men emerged from the
freezing surf. He was too weak to walk
on his own, so he staggered in the other
candidate’s arms, his eyes filled with
tears of joy and relief.

After a short speech by the admiral in
charge came medical checks, and the
class insisted that Seaman Mullen go
first. The other candidate said he was
stunned when his friend emerged from
the check just five minutes later, saying
he was told he was fine.

Seaman Mullen was coughing so
much that he soon filled a 32-ounce
Gatorade bottle with bloody sputum, ac-
cording to his autopsy, but by then there
was no one with medical training
present to notice. The medical staff had
gone home after Hell Week finished. In-
stead, according to the candidate and
Ms. Mullen, who spoke to several of her
son’s classmates who were there, the
men were watched by newly arrived
BUD/S candidates, called white shirts.

A few hours later, one of the white
shirts called the medical staff phone to
report an emergency, the candidate
said, but no one picked up, so the white
shirt called 911. When a civilian ambu-
lance arrived, the medics found Seaman
Mullen with no pulse, according to the
autopsy.

The next morning, five men in white
Navy dress uniforms appeared at the
Mullen family home in New Jersey. Ms.
Mullen opened the door, saw them and
said, “My son is never coming home, is
he?”

In the months since, the family has
pushed for accountability. The military
is shielded by law from wrongful death
lawsuits. Instead, Ms. Mullen says her
goal is to have Congress impose inde-
pendent oversight on BUD/S.

Officers in charge of BUD/S have re-
moved some of the most punishing as-
pects of the course in recent months,
clamping down on predawn workouts
and runs with heavy packs. Six hours of
sleep a night are now required in all
weeks but Hell Week, outside auditors
have been brought in to watch instruc-
tors and a higher percentage of sailors
are now making the cut.

But on the beach, sailors say, the prob-
lems continue. A month after Seaman
Mullen died, there was another close
call. After late-night training in the frig-
id surf, one sailor — cold, wet, hungry
and exhausted — started shivering vio-
lently, then became unresponsive while
huddled in the arms of another sailor
who was trying to keep him warm, ac-
cording to two sailors who were there.

The sailors immediately called the
BUD/S medical office, but once again,
they said, there was no answer. They put
their classmate in a hot shower, called
911 and were able to get him civilian
medical help.

The next morning, the two sailors
said, instructors let the class know they
were not happy. To punish them for call-
ing 911, the sailors said, the instructors
made the class do long bouts of push-
ups. Whenever anyone dropped from
exhaustion, instructors made the man
who had been treated at the hospital for
hypothermia plunge again into the cold
surf.

Death lays bare brutality in training of Navy’s elite

ABE McNATT/NAVAL SPECIAL WARFARE COMMAND

CORONADO, CALIF.

Few candidates can pass
SEALs selection course;
some resort to illicit drugs

BY DAVE PHILIPPS

Among the mementos Regina Mullen keeps of her son Kyle are a photograph of them hugging and his fatigues hanging in her home.
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U.S. Navy SEAL candidates participating
in Basic Underwater Demolition/SEAL
training, known as BUD/S. The course
often causes concussions, broken bones,
dangerous infections and near-drownings.
Graduation rates are as low as 10 percent.

“They killed him. They say it’s
training, but it’s torture. And
then they didn’t even give them
the proper medical care.”

Kyle Mullen died in January at 24. “I’m not going to die, and if I do I’d rather
die here,” Seaman Mullen wrote, below left, during his SEAL training.
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Flash floods, wildfires and hurricanes
are easy to recognize as ravages of a
fast-changing climate. But now, climate
change has also emerged as a growing
threat to clean, safe drinking water
across the United States.

The deluge that knocked out a fraying
water plant in Jackson, Miss., in the past
week, depriving more than 150,000 peo-
ple of drinking water, offered the latest
example of how quickly America’s aging
treatment plants and decades-old pipes
can crumple under the shocks of a
warming world.

“There’s a crisis at hand,” said Mi-
khail V. Chester, a professor of civil, en-
vironmental and sustainable engineer-
ing at Arizona State University. “The cli-
mate is simply changing too fast, rela-
tive to how quickly we could change our
infrastructure.”

Earlier this summer, more than
25,000 people lost their water, some for
weeks, after deadly floods ripped
through eastern Kentucky, breaking wa-
ter lines as they obliterated entire
neighborhoods.

Utility companies across Texas spent
the summer coping with hundreds of
water-main breaks as record heat baked
and shifted the drought-stricken soil
surrounding pipes. This came after a bit-
ter winter storm that plunged Texas into
freezing darkness in February 2021 and
caused thousands of pipes to burst.

And from the Gulf Coast to the East
Coast, supercharged hurricanes like
Harvey and Ida now regularly debilitate
water suppliers, forcing hundreds of
thousands of people to boil their water
or scramble for bottles days or weeks af-
ter the storms pass.

This is on top of slower-moving
threats such as rising sea levels that can
contaminate water supplies with salt-
water, or a Western “mega-drought”
that is emptying reservoirs and wither-
ing the Colorado River, which supplies
water to some 40 million people.

President Biden made Jackson’s
chronic water problems a centerpiece
argument for the sprawling infrastruc-
ture bill he signed into law last fall.
Money has only recently begun flowing
to states and cities from that law,
though, and Jackson’s share has been
nowhere near the $1 billion or more that
city officials say is necessary to replace
their system.

The infrastructure law pledged some
$50 billion for climate resilience — a life-
line for communities whose water sys-
tems were threatened by climate
shocks. The money amounts to a politi-
cal wager by Democrats that govern-
ment spending can address decades of
underinvestment and neglect that has
fallen disproportionately on poor places
like Jackson that have large minority
populations.

But the new law also reveals what ex-
perts describe as a weakness in the way
the federal government allocates such
money. To be considered for grants, a
city must be able to pay for specialized
staff members who can assemble a com-
petitive application. This poses a chal-
lenge for many smaller, poorer cities,
which are often further at the mercy of
state officials who decide which applica-
tions are sent up the chain.

In the past two years, Jackson has not
applied for either of two federal climate-
resilience programs that got big lifts in
the infrastructure bill, according to data

from the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency.

It was not clear whether Jackson had
decided not to apply, or whether it had
sought to apply but had been blocked by
state officials. A spokeswoman for the
Mississippi Emergency Management
Agency, which determines which appli-
cations get submitted for some federal

grants, would not say whether Jackson
had sought to apply for those grants,
saying release of the information re-
quired a formal public records request.

Karine Jean-Pierre, the White House
press secretary, said on Wednesday that
the State of Mississippi received $75 mil-
lion to improve drinking water systems

across the state, with an additional $429
million coming available over the next
five years. But that money is in the
hands of the state Legislature, not Jack-
son officials. She said that the city has
used more than $20 million from Mr. Bi-
den’s 2021 economic aid bill, the Ameri-
can Rescue Plan, to deal with water and
sewer needs and that there was nearly
$31 million in Environmental Protection
Agency loan funding available for the
city to improve its water system.

Mr. Biden called Jackson’s mayor,
Chokwe Antar Lumumba, on Wednes-
day and “expressed his determination
to provide federal support to address
the immediate crisis and the longer
term effort to rebuild Jackson’s water in-
frastructure,” a White House press aide
told reporters.

In Jackson, whose population is about
80 percent Black, water troubles have
been exacerbated by decades of under-
investment, mismanagement and an ex-

odus of residents to the suburbs, which
leads to less money flowing to utilities.

“I’m taking my kids to friends’ and
family members’ houses to bathe them,”
said Brittany Smith, a waitress who said
her water was brown when she went to
shower this week. “I’m not keen to
washing my dishes in it, either.”

The fragility of the city’s water sys-
tem has been a problem in Jackson for
decades. But the recent flood introduced
a complication the city had never wres-
tled with before, as pumps were over-
whelmed by the surge of water.

“As long as I’ve been in Jackson, that’s
never happened before,” said Brian C.
Grizzell, a city councilman.

“Our flood controls, our systems that
are in place, are extremely antiquated,”
Mr. Grizzell said. “We build more subdi-
visions, we build more businesses, and
each time we build, that changes the
landscape and it changes how water
flows to where it’s supposed to.” Flood
controls, he said, have not had the nec-
essary upgrades to account for that.

Some experts said that billions more
dollars were needed to overhaul 147,000
public water supply systems across the
country that were not designed to han-
dle today’s extreme weather. Some cit-
ies have contemplated costly steps such
as building desalination plants, or in-
jecting treated wastewater into aquifers
to keep seawater out.

“We don’t have enough money com-
ing into our water systems to fundamen-
tally change them,” said Allison Las-
siter, an assistant professor of city and
regional planning at the University of
Pennsylvania. “The infrastructure act
just scratches the surface of what’s
needed.”

Even in cities with the tax base
needed to do that work, local officials are
sometimes reluctant to raise enough
revenue to fund it.

“The infrastructure to deliver that
water is largely hidden,” said Ashlynn S.
Stillwell, a professor of civil and envi-
ronmental engineering at the Univer-
sity of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.
“Utilities have an idea how bad it is, but
they might not have the large capital
funds to do something about it.”

In cities like Jackson, those problems
are further compounded by demograph-
ic and economic changes. A shrinking
population means the costs of mainte-
nance are spread across fewer ratepay-
ers, increasing the pressure on officials
to delay upgrades. And those residents
who remain may have lower incomes,
making it even harder to raise rates, Dr.
Stillwell said.

Then, on top of all that, comes climate
change, bringing more intense storms
— weather catastrophes on a scale that
drinking water infrastructure, along
with every other part of a city’s infra-
structure, was never designed to cope
with, even if those water systems had
been properly maintained.

In eastern Kentucky, 5,000 customers
are still being asked to boil their water a
month after flash floods tore through
their towns. While water connections
have been almost fully restored, about
80 customers still do not have water
turned back on.

One of those houses in the community
of River Caney belongs to Justina Sal-
yers’s parents, whose living room and
kitchen were gutted when floodwaters
swamped their first floor. Her parents
and their neighbors are using 275-gallon
portable tanks to store water, and some
are trying to revive moldering old wells
that have sat untouched for decades.

“They can’t flush the toilets,” Ms.
Salyers said. “They can’t bathe. They’re
working in dirt and mud, and they have
no water.”

Boiling water in Jackson, Miss., after a flood disabled a fraying water plant, depriving over 150,000 people of drinking water. The city’s water system has been a problem for decades.
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Climate magnifies water crisis

Danny Barrett Jr. contributed reporting.

Aging urban infrastructure
and lack of funds push
U.S. cities’ systems to fail
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From top: Cars lining up to pick up cases of water in Jackson; showering outside last
year in Dulac, La., after Hurricane Ida left thousands without running water for weeks;
a spillway that releases water into the Pearl River from a reservoir supplying Jackson.
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“We don’t have enough money
coming into our water systems 
to fundamentally change them.”

Long past the point when pollsters said
there were no more Americans willing
to be vaccinated against the coronavi-
rus, Coral Garner kept finding them.

An organizer of mobile clinics for the
Minnesota Department of Health, she
arranged to provide vaccines and boost-
er shots to people who had resisted
them, setting up in a retrofitted city bus
outside a Nigerian church, a Hmong
senior center, a Somali mall and at doz-
ens of other sites.

But though the United States is pre-
paring for a critical campaign to deliver
Omicron-specific booster shots, Ms.
Garner’s job no longer exists. In June,
her contract position was canceled; the
state said funding had dried up.

At the very moment a better coronavi-
rus vaccine is expected to become avail-
able, America’s vaccination program is
feeling the effects of a long retreat.

Local programs to bring shots to the
places where Americans gather and the
institutions they trust have folded, a
consequence in some cases of congres-
sional resistance to more pandemic re-
sponse spending.

The same local health department
workers responsible for Covid and flu
shots this fall have also, without new
staffing, been juggling a monkeypox
outbreak and childhood immunization
deficits that have left some places sus-
ceptible to polio.

And some state health officials, citing
weak demand for vaccines and in-
creased survival rates of late, said in in-
terviews that they had stopped ag-
gressively pushing coronavirus shots.

With the virus killing far fewer people
than it once did and many Americans re-
verting to their prepandemic ways, the
country’s no-expenses-spared attitude
to saving lives has evolved into a re-
sponse that has put a greater onus on in-
dividuals to protect themselves. In
keeping with that approach, many
health officials believe the vaccine ma-
chinery is in place to meet what they ex-
pect, lamentably, to be tepid demand
this fall.

But others worry that the country is
surrendering a decisive opportunity to
stoke that demand and restore the more
robust vaccination efforts that lifted last
year’s initial rollout.

“We are watching the dismantling of
the hyperlocal infrastructure that actu-
ally brought needles to arms in the most
vulnerable communities in the country,”
said Stephen Thomas, the director of the
Center for Health Equity at the Univer-
sity of Maryland. “To this day, vaccine
uptake in the United States is embar-
rassing.”

The Biden administration said some
70,000 sites were prepared to vaccinate
people this fall. While 60 percent of
those are pharmacies, they also include
doctor’s offices, community health cen-
ters and rural health clinics.

States can also seek money from the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency for certain vaccination-related
expenses, like setting up sites, buying
equipment and offering translation or
transportation services.

Having shifted much of the rollout to
private sites, though, states have been
promised FEMA reimbursements on a
relatively modest $550 million in vacci-
nation spending so far this year. Last
year, that figure was $8.5 billion.

And while providers are supposed to
vaccinate everyone for free, with or
without insurance, the federal govern-
ment ran out of money this spring to of-
fer reimbursements for shots for unin-
sured people, making it more difficult
for them to receive boosters.

Sonya Bernstein, a senior policy ad-
viser for the White House Covid re-
sponse team, said federal spending to
support vaccination efforts was being
held back by a stalemate in Congress
over the administration’s request for bil-
lions of dollars in additional pandemic
aid. Republicans have said that addi-
tional coronavirus spending could be
covered with funding already approved
by Congress, an assertion that some
state health officials say is false.

“We are working with less because
Congress has not provided us with that
funding,” Ms. Bernstein said. “But that
has not gotten in the way of our prepara-
tions. We’re working day in and day out
to make sure states and our partners
have the resources and support they
need.”

The United States is leaning ever
more heavily on vaccines to defend
against the virus at a time when health
officials are pulling back on other pre-
ventive measures, like masking, dis-
tancing and quarantining.

The fall vaccination campaign, which
is expected to begin soon, could be cru-
cial. Many Americans have gone
months since their last Covid vaccines
or infections, allowing immune defenses
to wane. More indoor gatherings are on

the horizon, and epidemiologists are
predicting 100,000 to 165,000 additional
Covid deaths by the spring.

And, for the first time, the govern-
ment has bought vaccines that were re-
formulated in response to the virus’s
evolution. Manufacturers may finally
have gained on the pathogen: The Omi-
cron subvariant that the updated shots
were designed to protect against re-
mains dominant in the United States.

But, at the same time, the vaccination
campaign is lagging. While two-thirds of
Americans have completed the primary
vaccine series, only about one-third
have received boosters. The country’s
per capita booster coverage trails that of
some 70 other nations, according to Our
World in Data.

Partly as a result, scientists said,
Americans this year have died from
Covid at a rate 80 percent higher than
Canadians and 30 percent higher than
residents of the European Union.

“We have criticisms of the way the ini-
tial vaccine rollout happened, but there
was really a very significant effort to get
everyone vaccinated,” said Elizabeth
Wrigley-Field, a University of Minne-
sota sociologist, who mentioned man-
dates, financial rewards and large
events. “None of that really exists with
boosters.”

With Covid deaths having plateaued
around 480 a day, policymakers are
grappling with whether renewed invest-
ments are needed. Some states believe
they are not.

In Alabama, where one-fifth of resi-
dents are boosted, Dr. Burnestine Tay-
lor, the state’s medical officer for disease
control and prevention, said officials
had pared back health department clin-
ics and become more reliant on pharma-
cies as demand dropped. The decision to
receive additional shots, she said, now
fell to individuals.

“At this point, we’re not doing a hard
push,” Dr. Taylor said. “It’s a personal
decision.”

Even some more proactive efforts
have run into a wall of complacency. In
Camden County, N.J., health workers
have visited community events and
knocked on doors, but they have not en-
countered as many takers as they had
hoped, said Paschal Nwako, the health
officer there.

But other health workers said that
they were still winning converts, if
fewer than last year, including those
who had been confused about boosters
or unable to find clinics with evening
availability.

In Madison, Wis., Aaron Perry, a for-
mer police officer, said that $100
stipends provided by the state have
helped draw a dozen or so booster recip-
ients to his health clinic every Friday,
many from Black barbershops where he
also runs health screening centers.

In San Bernardino, Calif., Jacinda Ab-
dul-Mutakabbir, a pharmacist at Loma
Linda University, said clinics late this
spring could still attract as many as 30
first-dose recipients.

And in Bismarck, N.D., Renae Moch,
the public health director, said organiza-
tions like food pantries and shelters for
the homeless still wanted to host regular
clinics. But with surge staffing over,
workers exhausted and positions hard-
er to fill, she said, she could hold only
monthly pop-up clinics at a limited num-
ber of sites — and none in September,
when back-to-school immunizations
would consume the staff.

Of the hundreds of barbershops na-
tionally that once hosted vaccination
events, nine out of 10 are struggling to
keep offering shots, said Dr. Thomas, of
the University of Maryland, who has
helped organize them. In some cases, he
said, hospitals or pharmacies that ea-
gerly used to send doses or staff mem-
bers have reported not having the
money to work with barbershops again
or being concerned that small turnouts
will not make it worth their while.

“The health care providers lost inter-
est in us,” said Mike Brown, a barber
outside Washington, D.C. “But I don’t
think now is the time to give up the fight.
People are still dying.”

For poorer Americans, the decrease
in public vaccination sites could reduce
the number who receive shots this fall,
experts said.

Ms. Bernstein, the White House ad-
viser, said the administration was regu-
larly surveying people about booster
shots and using the results to inform
messages it suggested to on-the-ground
partners.

Ben Weston, Milwaukee County’s
chief health policy adviser, said the un-
derfunded booster campaign had hurt
the same vulnerable and often nonwhite
residents who have long struggled to
gain access to good medical care.

“It’s putting up barriers,” he said,
“particularly for populations that are
more susceptible to those barriers.”

More effective vaccine,
but harder to obtain
New shots aim specifically
at Omicron, but money
for programs has dried up

BY BENJAMIN MUELLER

“We are watching the
dismantling of the hyperlocal 
infrastructure that actually 
brought needles to arms.”

• An obituary on Aug. 19 about the film-
maker Wolfgang Petersen misidentified
the interviewer to whom he said, “When
I was 11, I decided I wanted to become a
film director.” It was André Müller, not
Elfriede Jelinek.

• An obituary on Aug. 10 about the histo-
rian David McCullough referred incor-
rectly to the performance of his book
“Truman” on The New York Times’s
best-seller list. While it was on the list
for 43 weeks, it never “topped” the list.
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As Russia squeezes Europe on supplies
of natural gas and Europe readies an
embargo on Russian oil, some are look-
ing for help from Iran. That is, of course,
if and when Tehran and Washington
agree to revive the 2015 nuclear deal,
lifting tough economic sanctions on Iran
that have limited its ability to export en-
ergy.

But even if a deal comes soon, putting
it in place will be complicated and
phased, and it is likely to take several
months before sanctions on Iran are
lifted. There may be an early impact on
the oil market to soothe nerves, but sup-
plies would come too late to alleviate
world markets this winter, experts say.

For Europe, oil is not really the prob-
lem. Russia is denying large amounts of
natural gas to European countries,
which are trying to source it elsewhere.
While Iran has lots of natural gas, it uses
most of it domestically, including for
many automobiles, and it lacks pipe-
lines to Europe or facilities to liquefy
natural gas.

“Iran in the short term will have some
additional oil exports, but not gas, which
is what Europe really needs,” said Si-
mone Tagliapietra, an energy expert at
Bruegel, an economic research institu-
tion. “I would not bet on Iran to rebal-
ance the global energy market anytime
soon.”

Jacob Funk Kirkegaard, an economist
with the German Marshall Fund, said
that “what Europe needs is gas, and
there’s no way to get it there from Iran
and not in a time frame that matters to
anyone this winter.”

Even as European countries scram-
ble to line up alternative energy sources,
Western officials insist that their timing
on the Iran nuclear deal is not being af-
fected by the energy issue and point out
that the price of oil has dropped consid-
erably from its heights this summer.

An influx of Iranian oil on the market
could help keep prices down. Some sug-
gest that Iran, which holds the world’s
fourth-largest proven oil reserves, could
eventually export more than two million
barrels a day of crude oil, more than
twice estimates of what it exports now.

But oil is easier to ship and disguise
than gas, and Russia, which makes
much more money from oil than from
gas, has continued to pump and sell oil
at close to prewar levels. Even the Euro-
pean Union, which has introduced
phased sanctions on Russian oil, with
numerous exceptions, is buying as
much from Russia as it did before the
war.

That may change in January, when
more sanctions kick in, especially ones
banning E.U. operators from financing
or insuring oil tankers, which will hit

Russia’s ability to export some of its
non-pipeline oil. The Biden administra-
tion believes that will raise oil prices
again, so has instead supported a price
cap on Russian energy.

A nuclear deal that is phased — and
that reportedly will include some early
waivers for Iran to enable it to sell some
of its stored oil — could ease the market
by adding more non-Russian oil.

Iran is exporting about 800,000 bar-

rels a day, most of it bought by China, but
it could increase output fairly quickly,
experts say.

After President Donald J. Trump re-
imposed sanctions in 2018, the Iranians
throttled back production sharply, but
handled the shutdowns in a careful way
that minimized damage to the fields and
should allow them, when the opportuni-
ty arises, to restore output rapidly.

“In a matter of three months, we think

they could increase production by al-
most one million barrels a day,” said
Homayoun Falakshahi, a senior analyst
at Kpler, an energy research firm.

Mr. Falakshahi said that within a few
more months Iran was likely to be able
to add up to 400,000 barrels a day more,
reaching its 2017 production level of 3.8
million barrels a day, up from around 2.5
million currently.

Iran’s oil marketers have also posi-

tioned themselves to ramp up sales once
sanctions are lifted. Mr. Falakshahi esti-
mates that about 44 million barrels of
Iranian crude are already loaded on
tankers, mostly in waters near China
and Singapore, which could hit markets
fast, he said.

Some of these ships may be engaged
in ship-to-ship transfers designed to
avoid sanctions and obscure where the
oil is going, experts note.

An addition of 1.3 million barrels a day
is roughly 1 percent of current world de-
mand, but it would make a difference.
The Saudi- and Russian-led producers
group known as OPEC Plus is producing
about 2.7 million barrels a day less than
its targets, despite lobbying from the Bi-
den administration and others for in-
creases, according to the Paris-based
International Energy Agency.

Bringing Iranian oil back onto the
market would make up some of that
shortfall and buffer potential declines in
Russian production. “Iran could be a
source of significant supplies if sanc-
tions were eased, although its return to
the market would not happen
overnight,” I.E.A. analysts wrote in a re-
cent report.

Analysts at Goldman Sachs said that
a return of Iranian supplies would cause
them to adjust their forecast of $125 a
barrel for Brent crude, the international
benchmark, down by $5 to $10 a barrel
for 2023.

Some European countries imported
significant amounts of Iranian oil before
American sanctions were reimposed in
2018, including Italy and France, said El-
lie Geranmayeh, an Iran expert with the
European Council on Foreign Relations.
“They may see Iran as a short-term fix.”
But even if Iran does not find early mar-
kets for oil in Europe, “it could relieve
some of the global pressure on markets
to Asia, which could free up some supply
to Europe,” she said.

But politics and sanctions are not the
only obstacles for Iran’s exports, said
Mr. Tagliapietra, the energy expert.
There is poor export infrastructure,
with no pipelines to the European Union
and no plants to make liquid natural gas.
And Iran needs the technical expertise
of international oil companies, which
are likely to be reluctant to re-enter the
country in force until after the 2024
American presidential election, since a
Republican president may decide to pull
out of the nuclear deal once again and
reimpose sanctions.

“Would big companies that were in
Iran before, would they go back at that
level knowing what may happen in
2024?” Mr. Kirkegaard asked. “I find it
hard to believe.”

Saudi Arabia has also hinted that it
might cut production if Iran, its longtime
rival, mounts a comeback, to ensure
higher oil prices.

“OPEC could indeed scale back out-
put once Iranian barrels start hitting the
market,” said Helima Croft, head of com-
modities at RBC Capital Markets, in a
recent note to clients. Such a move
“could in turn erode the political divi-
dends of doing such a controversial deal
for the Biden administration,” she add-
ed.

An Iran deal unlikely to warm German homes

Steven Erlanger reported from Brussels
and Stanley Reed from London.

BRUSSELS

Sanctions wouldn’t lift fast,
and anyway, what Europe
needs for winter is gas

BY STEVEN ERLANGER
AND STANLEY REED
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Clockwise from above: A Liberian-flagged tanker transferring crude oil from an Iranian-flagged tanker in Greek waters in May; an oil and gas infrastructure in Khuzestan Province,
Iran; the Isar nuclear power plant in Germany. Iran is exporting about 800,000 barrels of oil a day, most of it bought by China, but it could increase output fairly quickly, experts say.
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“What Europe needs is gas, and
there’s no way to get it there from
Iran and not in a time frame that
matters to anyone this winter.”

Florian Fangohr waffled for about a
year over whether to buy an Apple
Watch SE as a gift. The smart watch cost
$279, and he worried that its recipient
would immediately break or lose it. In
May, he decided the benefits out-
weighed the costs and bought the gadg-
et.

The beneficiary: his 8-year-old son,
Felix.

Mr. Fangohr, a 47-year-old product de-
signer in Seattle, said he was aware that
many people were pessimistic about
technology’s creep into children’s lives.
But “within the framework of the watch,
I don’t feel scared,” he said. “I want him
to explore.”

Felix, a rising third grader, said he ac-
tually wanted a smartphone. “But the
watch is still really, really nice,” he said.

Across the United States, parents are
increasingly buying Apple Watches and
strapping them onto the wrists of chil-
dren as young as 5. The goal: to use the
devices as a stopgap cellphone for the
kids. With the watch’s cellular abilities,
parents can use it to reach and track
their children, while the miniature
screens mitigate issues like internet ad-
diction.

Children and teenagers appear to
have become a disproportionately large
market for smart watches as a whole. In
a 2020 survey of American teenagers by
the investment bank Piper Sandler, 31
percent said they owned a smart watch.
That same year, 21 percent of adults in
the United States said they owned one,
according to the Pew Research Center.

The use of smart watches as a chil-
dren’s gadget shows how the audience
for a consumer technology product can
morph in unexpected ways. It has also

given new life to the Apple Watch, which
was unveiled in 2015 and has been vari-
ously positioned as a fitness tracker, a
style statement or a way to free yourself
from an iPhone.

Apple has deliberately turned the
watch into a device that can be attrac-
tive for children and their parents. In
2020, the company released the Apple
Watch SE, which had fewer features
than a premium model and was priced
$120 cheaper. Apple also introduced
Family Setup, software that let parents
track their children’s locations, manage
their contacts list and limit their notifi-
cations.

The Silicon Valley company’s moves
to make the Apple Watch a child-
friendly cellphone took about three
years, said two people involved with the
project, who were not authorized to
speak publicly. A chief concern was bat-
tery life, since the watch used more
power when it functioned independ-
ently from an iPhone, they said.

Apple plans to compete more ag-
gressively soon for young smart watch
customers. At an event next week it is
set to release a new version of the Apple
Watch that is cheaper than the Apple
Watch SE, the two people said. The mod-
el will be introduced alongside other
new versions of the watch, including a
high-end wearable for serious athletes
that will rival fitness trackers made by
its competitor Garmin, they said.

Apple referred to a statement from
Jeff Williams, the chief operating officer,
who said, “For family members who do
not have an iPhone, Apple Watch offers
a remarkable set of features that can
help them keep in touch with loved ones,
be more active and stay safe.” The com-
pany declined to comment on the new
watches at its coming event.

Apple does not break out sales of the
Apple Watch. To date, there are at least
120 million Apple Watch users — most of
them in the United States — according
to estimates by Counterpoint Research.
In China and South Korea, Huawei, Xi-
aomi and Samsung have also rapidly in-

creased wearable sales among young
people.

Any technology used by children
raises questions of risks and harms. So-
cial media platforms in particular have
faced scrutiny in recent years, with law-
makers holding congressional hearings
on the issue in 2021 and homing in on
whether sites like Instagram led to poor
self-esteem among teenagers.

But smart watches are inherently lim-
ited in their abilities, said Jim Steyer,
chief executive of Common Sense Me-
dia, a nonprofit that reviews media and
technology for families. Since smart
watches have minimal apps and no web
browser or camera, children are less
likely to be exposed to distracting
games, sexting and other adult content,
he said. Not owning a smartphone also
encourages children to continue learn-
ing how to do things independently, like
completing homework assignments
without looking up answers online, he
said.

“You want to be able to contact them,
but you don’t want them spending all
day on a screen,” Mr. Steyer said.

Jean M. Twenge, who writes books on
how tech contributes to generational
differences, added that the longer that
parents could hold off on providing chil-
dren with a smartphone — and in-
creased accessibility to social media and
other internet wormholes — the better.

Receiving a smartphone later means
children “will be older, more mature and
more able to handle the challenges and
potential dangers of having their own
smartphone,” she said.

Still, buying a smart watch for chil-
dren can hook them to technology early.
When young people use a product, they
tend to remain loyal to the brand as they
grow up and become working profes-
sionals, analysts said.

Jon Desi and his wife recently used an
Apple Watch SE as training wheels for a
smartphone for their daughter, Catie,
when she was 10. When she started

playing outside more at the beginning of
the pandemic, they couldn’t find an “old-
style phone” so their daughter would
have more freedom to venture around
their neighborhood in Hunt Valley, Md.,
they said. They settled on the Apple
Watch instead.

“We wanted to give her a way to com-
municate without giving her Pandora’s
box at the age of 10,” Mr. Desi said.

But the watch came with a stipula-
tion: Catie had to charge it and wear it
regularly, answer when they called and
text back in a reasonable amount of time
to receive a smartphone.

It became “the carrot to enforce re-
sponsible behaviors,” Mr. Desi said.

In July, he and his wife purchased an
iPhone for Catie, now 11, and handed her
Apple Watch down to their 10-year-old
son, Tommy. When their 5-year-old
daughter, Ellie, is older, they anticipate
handing down the Apple Watch again.

“I had wanted it for a little while, and I
was trying to earn it,” Tommy said. “It

always looks cool when someone has it.”
A smart watch is not a guaranteed de-

lay to a cellphone. Todd Golub and his
wife, who live in New York City, gave an
Apple Watch SE to their son Ronan
when he was 10, as he began exploring
the city by himself. The watch was more
difficult to break and lose than a phone,
and Ronan used its mobile wallet to pay
for food and public transit.

But last fall, they bought an iPhone for
Ronan, now 12, because all his school-
mates had smartphones. Mr. Golub, 49,
said he would have preferred to intro-
duce a smartphone at least a year later
but worried his son would feel as if he
was missing out.

“Should I have pushed that out fur-
ther? Yes,” he said. “But I remember be-
ing their age.”

Now Ronan often forgets to charge
and wear the watch. The watch, Mr.
Golub said, is “almost irrelevant.”

A smart watch for your 5-year-old? More parents say yes.
With new models expected
next week, Apple appeals
to its youngest consumers

BY KALLEY HUANG
AND BRIAN X. CHEN

Tripp Mickle contributed reporting.

CHONA KASINGER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Catie, above, was given an Apple Watch SE when she was 10. When she turned 11, she
received an iPhone and gave her watch to her younger brother. At left, Felix, 8, wanted
a smartphone but got a smart watch instead. It’s still “really, really nice,” he said.

MELISSA LYTTLE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES
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It was an enticing new option for pan-
demic-era child care, and almost infuri-
atingly simple: What if stay-at-home
parents watched the children of parents
who had to work?

Helen Mayer, an entrepreneur based
in Boston at the time, came up with the
idea after she had to shut down her col-
lege-focused company at the start of the
pandemic, joining the millions of women
who were pushed out of the work force.
Overnight, she became a stay-at-home
parent to her toddler twin boys.

As she searched for jobs, Ms. Mayer,
26, became more and more frustrated by
the lack of affordable, quality child care
options. At one point, she had to turn
down a job offer because the company
did not include any child care benefits.
As she witnessed versions of her story
play out across the United States, she
started to get “really mad,” she said. “It
shattered the anchors that I had as a
woman, going through college and be-
lieving that I would have a level playing
field if I ever decided to start a family.”

Harnessing her outrage, Ms. Mayer
became a kind of matchmaker: By the
end of 2020, she had helped 400 families
find child care by linking them up with
nearby stay-at-home parents who could
provide it. She called the service Otter
(her mother’s favorite animal), and it
soon attracted the kind of investor atten-
tion that has been rare for a start-up fo-
cused on child care and rarer still for
start-ups led by female founders.

After a group of angel investors gave
her $300,000 to start, Andreessen Horo-
witz, known for backing tech giants like
Facebook and Airbnb, gave her a total of
more than $4 million. Then in July 2021,
Sequoia Capital, another powerful ven-
ture capital firm, raised $23 million for
her business. This year, Otter expanded
into two cities.

As the chances that Congress or the
White House will address parents’
mounting difficulties in finding and af-
fording child care grow increasingly
slim, investors are beginning to see a
ripe opportunity. Parent-tech compa-
nies with venture capital funding at-
tracted about $1.4 billion in 2021, accord-
ing to the V.C. research firm PitchBook,
a total much higher than the previous
four years combined. That could mean
more options for parents.

But some are more skeptical about
new interventions from Silicon Valley.
Besides, isn’t this hot new platform
based on an age-old premise — leaving
the children with the neighbors?

“A lot of people, when they first hear
about it, will ask, ‘Wait, hasn’t this been
done before?’” Ms. Mayer said. “To me
that is an indicator that they’re excited
— like, it’s so obvious that it’s exciting.”

AN INDUSTRY IN TROUBLE
In 2019, about 18 percent of children
younger than 5 were cared for in resi-
dential-based centers, which often pro-
vide a lifeline for parents who work non-
traditional hours or live in rural areas.
And since time immemorial, parents
have leaned on a network of friends,
family members and neighbors — the
so-called village — to step into caregiv-
ing voids.

But even if the idea behind Ms. May-
er’s service wasn’t completely novel, it
caught on fast, most likely because child
care was already hanging by a thread
long before the pandemic. Child care
centers run on precariously thin profit
margins, yet the service is prohibitively
expensive for a majority of parents, and
workers often earn low wages without
benefits. As Covid-19 strained the indus-
try, workers quit, enrollment dropped
and the costs of running a center surged.

In its early phases, Otter wasn’t so
much an attempt to fix the problems of
the child care industry as it was a way

for parents to get around them. While
her sons were napping one afternoon,
Ms. Mayer stumbled across a Facebook
group of parents in New York discussing
how to coordinate child care swaps, and
she decided to jump in and help. She cre-
ated surveys for parents to determine
each household’s Covid rules and paren-
tal style, asking, for example, how often
they would allow their children “to have
input into family rules” or “explain the
consequences” of their children’s ac-
tions. She would use that data to match
nearby households whose answers
were aligned; then she would jump into
each family’s digital calendars, look for
open slots and schedule drop-offs and
pickups.

Initially, none of the parents in the
swaps were being paid. But when she in-
troduced the concept of pay, the number
of hours that working parents left their
children with stay-at-home parents
jumped, she said. By word of mouth
alone, more families were signing up to
be matched every week — the only week
that sign-ups were flat, Ms. Mayer said,
was in the middle of January 2021, when
she moved from Boston to New York. By
the end of that month, she had made
1,000 matches.

At first Ms. Mayer saw some hesi-
tancy among potential investors when
pitching Otter. How, they would wonder,
can parents trust a stranger with no li-
cense or training? Establishing trust,
and liability, is part of the reason that
each state has strict regulations to cover
who should be looking after children,
and where. In Massachusetts, for exam-
ple, a person would need a permit to get
paid for looking after even one child at
home. In New York, laws around provid-
ing at-home child care kick in after three
or more children, so child care swaps of
one or two children aren’t subject to the
same training requirements or care-
giver-to-child ratios as day care centers.

Because of the patchwork of regula-
tions around child care, Ms. Mayer ac-
knowledged that Otter was not a service
that could swiftly be rolled out in every
state and said the company was there-
fore “focused on expanding into states
where this kind of care is possible.”

After a brief hiatus last summer to
catch up to the pace of the company’s
growth, Otter restarted in late May in
San Francisco, where Ms. Mayer now
lives, and Santa Clarita, Calif., with 15
employees and a total of about $27 mil-
lion in venture capital. In the three

months since, close to 250 parents have
signed up and about 12,000 people have
asked to be notified when Otter would be
introduced near them.

Ms. Mayer’s initial ad hoc matching
process is now streamlined through its
site: Onboarding — whether as a care
seeker or a caregiver — can be done in a
few clicks, and Otter walks users
through a parental styles quiz, gathers
children’s medical information and veri-
fies users by scanning a government-is-
sued ID.

An algorithm proposes potential
matches once those steps are complete,
but all final matches are made by hu-
mans, Ms. Mayer said. Otter also works
with a third-party company to run back-
ground checks on all parents and sur-
veys all parents on the baby-proofing
measures in their homes.

One goal of the platform is to ease the
burden on caregivers to navigate the
regulations of their states and on par-
ents to search, vet, interview and sched-
ule their own help, said Jess Lee, a part-
ner at Sequoia Capital.

“When I interviewed my nanny, I did-
n’t know what to ask,” she said. “The
way now that we can call an Uber —
what if I could do that and get child care
with someone I trust in my neighbor-
hood, immediately?”

“UBER” FOR CHILD CARE?
“Uber for X” is now a familiar pitch for
start-ups looking to break ground in
new industries. It is also music to invest-
ors’ ears in Silicon Valley, said Alexan-
drea Ravenelle, a sociology professor at
University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, and author of “Hustle and Gig:
Struggling and Surviving in the Sharing
Economy.”

“Uber was a unicorn, so now when in-
vestors hear ‘Uber for blank,’ that’s like
dollar signs,” Ms. Ravenelle said. But
that business model, which has fueled
the multibillion-dollar gig economy, can
come at a price for workers, who usually
get few — if any — protections and bene-
fits.

“I’m from the generation where there
was a house in the neighborhood that
had a stay-at-home mom, and that’s
where all the kids gathered in the sum-
mer because there were homemade
cookies in the afternoon and fun activi-

ties,” Ms. Ravenelle said. “But there’s a
big difference between parents that are
trading child care back and forth and
one parent who is essentially the em-
ployee of another.”

On Otter, each caregiver is a contrac-
tor who can determine how much to
charge by the hour. The company makes
money through service fees — currently
15 percent on Otter — for each transac-
tion between parents. Ms. Mayer said
her company also had protections in
place for the caregiver if a parent can-
celed, including paying out the care-
giver, and other tools to help “caregivers
to get paid in a predictable way.”

Claudia Goldin, a Harvard labor econ-
omist whose research helped inspire
Ms. Mayer, said she believed that part of
the “genius” of Otter was that it was
“awakening” a new population of work-
ers — stay-at-home parents, in most
cases mothers — to the value of the un-
paid and undervalued care work they
do. Companies like Otter might also ex-
pand the labor pool, Ms. Goldin said, in a
manner similar to Rover.com, where

parents can book pet sitters and walkers
nearby, or Etsy, where independent art-
ists and crafters sell their products.

But applying the sharing economy
model to the child care industry risks
“oversimplifying” its problems and
could further destabilize a sector in
which workers have long been paid pov-
erty-level wages with few opportunities
for career development and growth,
said Nicole Jorwic, chief of advocacy at
Caring Across Generations, an organi-
zation that pushes for policy interven-
tions to fix the care economy.

“The creation of this app reflects the
significant and urgent need for afford-
able, high-quality and available care,”
Ms. Jorwic said of Otter. “It does not re-
place the need to address the underlying
systemic issues and the lack of invest-
ment in a care infrastructure that sup-
ports everyone.”

The precarious nature of jobs in child

care has already led to an exodus of tal-
ent during the pandemic. Employment
in the industry is about 8 percent below
prepandemic levels, according to an
economic analysis by Wells Fargo, leav-
ing more than 300,000 families without
reliable options. Some workers have
seen their paychecks grow in recent
months — the median hourly wage for
child care workers in 2021 was $13.22, up
from $11.65 in 2019. But “you can still go
and work at Costco or Taco Bell or some-
where and make more money,” Ms. Jor-
wic said.

PLAYGROUND DECISIONS
Rachel Franco, who had her first child in
August 2020, has struggled to find sta-
ble, affordable care providers for her
son since she went back to work at the
start of last year, she said. She and her
husband decided to move counties to be
closer to her mother-in-law, in large part
because she had offered to help babysit.

“We moved about 70 miles, I changed
jobs, we made this massive transition
and really, the root of that was child
care,” Ms. Franco, 33, said. At the same
time, she was also searching for backup
options to give her mother-in-law a
break every now and then.

Last summer, she saw Otter’s web ad-
dress written in chalk at a playground in
Los Angeles and decided to sign up.

Once Ms. Franco’s profile was creat-
ed, a local coordinator helped facilitate
interviews between her and two stay-at-
home parent caregivers in her area. She
said she had immediately clicked with
one and had since bonded closely with
that caregiver, inviting her over for a
house party she hosted. She now leans
on the caregiver to look after her son
about two or three times a month.

Using Otter is easier, Ms. Franco said,
than other day care options, which re-
quire you to “have a day rate, and you
can kind of come and go, but then you’re
paying for a full day even if you only use
five hours.”

Because her husband’s work sched-
ule changes often, she likes the flexibil-
ity of going on the site and sporadically
booking the caregiver, rather than hav-
ing a rigid schedule in place.

As a bonus, her son gets along with
the caregiver’s son — “they even hug
each other,” she said. “It’s really cute.”

Out of the pandemic, an ‘Uber’ for child care
Investors are racing
to fund Otter. But can 
it fix a broken industry?

BY ALISHA HARIDASANI GUPTA

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

The pandemic forced Helen Mayer, top, to shut down her company and become a stay-
at-home parent to her twin boys, Arthur, left, and Andrew. Her struggles to find child
care inspired her to start Otter. Above, fliers for Otter at a playground in San Francisco.

Child care centers run on
precariously thin profit margins,
yet the service is prohibitively
expensive for many parents.

Begone, typos and grammar mistakes!
Begone, fat-fingered auto-corrected
slip-ups and textual despair! The edit
button is coming to Twitter.

On Thursday, after countless pleas
from many of its more than 237 million
users, the company announced that it
was testing a feature that would allow
people to edit tweets after posting. It has
been only about 15 years, nine months
and 22 days since users started asking
for that ability.

Since Twitter was unveiled in 2006,
the basics of using it have been simple
and constant: You write a tweet, you
post it — and then you deal with the con-
sequences. There were no take-backs on
the timeline.

That makes the edit button perhaps
the biggest shift at the social media
service since 2017, when Twitter in-
creased the character limit for mes-
sages to 280 from 140.

Twitter’s commitment to first drafts
made it a destination for online brawls
and hot takes. But people have often re-
gretted their choices of words or noticed
misspellings just after posting their
tweets.

As Twitter grew from a niche service
to a global platform, more users began
demanding a way to edit their posts.
They complained. They begged. They
raged. Some made typos in their tweets
asking for an edit button to correct their
typos.

Even Elon Musk, the billionaire who
has been locked in a battle over whether
to stick with a $44 billion deal to buy
Twitter, has seemed to favor an edit but-
ton.

Twitter didn’t budge.
The company argued that there was

something noble in leaving mistakes on
display. A nefarious user could change a
tweet after it had already been shared
widely, swapping a benign message for
a misleading one. Someone who had re-
tweeted a statement might miss the up-
date, inadvertently broadcasting a
tweet that the person no longer agreed
with.

But more recently, Twitter began re-
considering an edit button as it tried to
expand its service by attracting people
who might be more careful with their
words.

In 2020, Twitter rolled out Fleets, an
ephemeral feature that deleted users’

posts after 24 hours. That didn’t catch on
and was axed. In the past week, the com-
pany introduced Circles, a feature that
lets people post messages to a smaller
subset of 150 followers.

Maybe letting people correct their
mistakes might reduce their stage
fright, too.

“We’re hoping that with the availabil-
ity of Edit Tweet, tweeting will feel more
approachable and less stressful,” Twit-
ter said in a statement. “You should be
able to participate in the conversation in
a way that makes sense to you.”

The edit button will be granted to
Twitter’s employees first for internal
testing, and then to users of its subscrip-
tion service, Twitter Blue. The company
eventually — though it did not specify
when — plans to give all users the option
to alter their tweets.

To prevent the edit button from be-
coming a favorite among disinformation
spreaders, Twitter has added safe-
guards. Users will be allowed to make
changes for only 30 minutes after their
original tweets are posted. After an edit,
the tweet will bear a label to show it has
been modified. Clicking the label will let
viewers see the history of the edits.

So those pesky typos will be only
mostly gone. But they will certainly be
less obvious — and perhaps a little less
embarrassing.

No more impulsive, typo-ridden tweets?
SAN FRANCISCO

Users have been pleading
for years. Finally, Twitter
will try out an edit button.

BY KATE CONGER

A handout screenshot from Twitter showing the new edit feature. It allows changes for 30
minutes after posting, but viewers will be able to see changes to the post if they wish.
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WASHINGTON There have been two
surreal visitations in Washington that
left people quivering with excitement.

The first was seven decades ago,
when a spaceship landed on the Mall
and an alien and a large silver robot
got out. Hollywood moviemakers had
come to do location filming for the 1951
sci-fi classic “The Day the Earth Stood
Still.”

The second was on Dec. 11, 1987,
when Mikhail Gorbachev — on his way
to the White House to meet with Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan — suddenly or-
dered his driver to stop his Zil limou-
sine downtown. He had seen the
lunchtime crowd waving at him, and he
wanted to jump out and press the flesh.

“The door opened. He got out. He
walked right over and took my hand,”
Kimberly Spartin, an account execu-
tive, told me, staring at her hand. “I’m
still shaking. It was like the coming of
the second Messiah or something.”

By the time his K.G.B. detail realized
what was happening, the agents were
already way down the block. So I got to
see a Soviet motorcade drive back-
ward, one of the highlights of my ca-
reer.

Americans had grown accustomed
to, and fearful of, Soviet leaders like
Stalin, who killed millions of people and
outfoxed F.D.R. at Yalta, and Khru-
shchev, who banged his shoe on the
table and outfoxed J.F.K. in Vienna.
They were stunned, and thrilled, to see
a smiling Soviet leader on a charm
offensive. People were hanging out of
windows and leaning over balconies,
screaming, “Gorby!”

Indeed, Gorbachev had come to
Washington for the same reason the
alien in “The Day the Earth Stood Still”
did: to pursue peace, before our power-
ful weapons wiped out the planet.

The year before, I covered the Reyk-
javik summit, which was the biggest
thing to hit Iceland since Gunnlaug the
Serpent Tongue fought for the love of
Helga the Fair.

The Russians started out persnick-
ety, protesting the presence of a large
“Top Gun” poster across from the hotel
where their delegation was staying. It
was taken down.

But the talks between Reagan and
Gorbachev, held at the allegedly
haunted Hofdi House on the water-
front, were historic — until they dra-
matically collapsed at the last minute.
The two leaders had come within a few
words of an agreement about banning
all ballistic missiles. I actually saw one
top reporter misting up at the missed
opportunity.

They both left bowed, Gorbachev
with his brainy and fashionable wife,
Raisa, looking glamorous in a silver fox
fur coat and suede stiletto boots. But
the failed summit set the stage for a
treaty in 1987.

It was hard for American leaders to
accept the new Soviet openness. “Trust
but verify,” Reagan liked to say. And
Soviet leaders were equally suspicious
of Reagan’s theatrical talk about Star
Wars and the Evil Empire.

We didn’t know at the time that there
was an unseen hand guiding the fate of
civilization.

In her memoir, Joan Quigley wrote
about her seven-year gig as the White
House astrologer for the Reagans, paid
for by Nancy Reagan. The San Fran-
cisco soothsayer, who often appeared
on “The Merv Griffin Show,” took
credit for persuading Nancy to change
her Aquarian husband’s mind about
the Evil Empire, paving the way for
glasnost.

She wrote that Reagan’s defense
strategy for the West was possible
because of his “combination of a Ca-
pricorn Mars with this Taurus Saturn.”

“Gorbachev would have a natural
respect for Reagan because Reagan’s
Taurus moon, so descriptive of his
personality or image, shows him to be
a very likable and genial man, but a
stubborn one,” she said in the book.

Quigley assured the first lady that
the Soviets were not “gangsters.” “Mer-
cury in Aquarius likes ideas,” she
wrote. “Gorbachev’s openness to new
ideas is phenomenal.” She said she
used Reagan’s “location chart” to pick
Reykjavik as a summit site and she
knew from her charts that “a final
resolution there would take longer than
anyone had planned.”

At a news conference in 1988, Rea-
gan had to deny that he was a slave to
the zodiac, although top aides verified
that Nancy was relying on the stars to
help schedule summits, surgeries, Air
Force One takeoffs and foreign trips.

The Soviet motorcade going back-
ward was a marvel. But that was noth-
ing compared to an astrologer dictating
whether America was going forward

on a treaty banning intermediate-
range nuclear weapons.

When Gorbachev came to America
in 1987, he met with top New York
businessmen, including Malcolm
Forbes and Donald Trump.

I called Trump to see how the meet-
ing had gone, and he said he was dubi-
ous about whether we should trust the
Soviets and hoped that the Americans
were not overly eager to make a deal
with Gorbachev.

“In the art of deal making,” he said,
“you should not want to make the deal
too much.”

But the Soviets cleverly softened up
the self-regarding real estate dealer by
telling him that they loved Trump
Tower; they invited him to build a
Trump hotel in Moscow. Maybe, he
said, “capitalism is right around the
corner.”

And that, dear reader, is when
Trump first rolled over for Russia.

A year later, Gorbachev visited New
York again to address the United Na-
tions. Hearing that the Soviet leader
was in front of Trump Tower, Trump
rushed down, pushed through the
crowd and shook hands with a man
with a port-wine stain on his balding
head. But it turned out Trump had
been tricked. The faux Gorbachev was
really Ronald V. Knapp, an actor doing
a stunt for local Fox TV. Knapp later
wrote an autobiography called “The
Guy Who Got Trump.”

Just as he had in D.C., Gorbachev
showed flair. (He studied drama as a
young man.) He ordered the driver of
his limo to screech to a halt on Broad-
way in front of the Winter Garden
Theater, where the musical “Cats” was

playing. Standing beneath a neon
Coca-Cola sign with Raisa, Gorbachev
raised his arms in a “Rocky”-like vic-
tory sign.

Looking down the block, he could
see an electronic billboard in the mid-
dle of Times Square flashing a red
hammer and sickle and the message
“Welcome, General Secretary Gor-
bachev.” A vodka truck drove around
acting as a Welcome Wagon (not real-
izing that the Soviet leader was trying
— vainly — to curb the Russians’ deep
thirst for vodka). Since it was Times
Square, there was also a man with a

12-foot anaconda
wrapped around his
body.

My favorite sum-
mit encounter with
Gorbachev was in
Malta in 1989.
George H.W. Bush
had planned a sum-
mit at sea, alternat-
ing meetings be-
tween American and
Soviet naval vessels,

so that the two men could put their
feet up and get to know each other.

But in a huge embarrassment, a
storm trapped Bush and his team
overnight on the American cruiser.

Top Bush advisers came out to meet
the press wearing patches for seasick-
ness. Bush’s spokesman Marlin Fitz-
water did his best to spin it, acting as if
being stuck at sea was a good thing.
He issued a news release painting his
boss as Captain Ahab, saying, “The
president seemed energized by the
intensity of the storm.”

In the end, Bush and Gorbachev

talked perestroika in a truncated sum-
mit, whose impact Bush described, in
his distinctive personal-pronoun-less,
verb-less Bushspeak as: “Grandkids.
All of that. Very important.”

It drove Bush crazy that he was
described as cautious and Gorbachev
was described as bold. (An aide gave
Bush a list of synonyms for “cautious”
he could use.) But the dynamic be-
tween the two men worked.

The modest Bush, the clever James
Baker and the stalwart Brent
Scowcroft held Gorbachev’s hand and
did not gloat as he made his breathtak-
ing leaps to open the Iron Curtain and
let the Berlin Wall fall. Gorbachev
warned Communist leaders not to use
force against their own people. (Al-
though he would violently put down
uprisings in the Baltics and the Cauca-
sus.)

The following year, I covered the
Gorbachevs in Minneapolis, where
they dazzled the heartland. When they
left, the Greater Twin Cities Youth

Symphonies serenaded them at the
airport with “Moscow Nights,” and the
crowd excitedly waved “Gorby-chiefs,”
commemorative handkerchiefs.

Gorbachev was more popular in
America than at home, and he was on
the cusp of winning the Nobel Peace
Prize for ending the Cold War. He was
going back to Moscow, where many —
like the K.G.B. agent Vladimir Putin —
reviled him for setting the Soviet
Union on the path to dissolution and
for his attempts to clean up corrup-
tion.

Gorbachev seemed reluctant to
leave the Twin Cities. As the young
people sang to him, he pressed his
face against the airplane window and
then, as the plane took off, his hands.
The next year, he would be out of
power. Not long after, Putin would
come into power and throw the world
into the brutal and bloody chaos that
Gorbachev had tried to prevent. In the
end, Gorbachev would have to watch
Putin torch his dreams.

HOWARD MCNAMARA, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS

An astrol-
oger, an
anaconda
and that
backward
motorcade.

The day Mikhail Gorbachev
made Washington stand still

Above, Ronald
Reagan, right,
and Mikhail
Gorbachev at the
White House in
December 1987.
Below, Mr. Gor-
bachev in Wash-
ington the same
month after he
ordered his
motorcade to
stop on the way
to the White
House.

Maureen Dowd

We didn’t
know at the
time that
there was an
unseen hand
guiding the
fate of
civilization.

BORIS YURCHENKO/ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Summer has always loved a sequel. So
why do this year’s comebacks and next
chapters feel somehow worse? Not just
mildly disappointing but also a little
disquieting?

Perhaps because this season’s third
and fourth acts aren’t just happening
onscreen; it’s as if the entire world has
its finger hard pressed on the repeat
button. Not only is Hollywood digging
into financially secure franchises, but
everything else also seems stuck in a
permanent déjà vu.

Monkeypox is echoing the anxieties
of the AIDS crisis while Covid contin-
ues to bound and rebound. Pop open
your laptop, and it’s the same grid of
Zoomed faces from yesterday. On our
political news feeds, we’ve got revival
acts like please-not-Donald-Trump,
sounding the same apocalyptic alarms
he set off six years ago; Mike Pence,
traveling to Iowa to begin his not-so-
shadow bid for the presidency; and

Beto O’Rourke,
campaigning to be
governor of Texas
while raising the
terrifying prospect
he’ll livestream
another trip to the
dentist.

Please, not again.
Not all repeat

performances need
be a recurring night-
mare. One of the

pleasures of watching a sequel or
long-running show, for example, is
settling into the sofa with the same
cast of characters we hung out with
last time. Viewers segued from five
seasons of “Breaking Bad” to six of
“Better Call Saul” for a reason. We
want to spend more time with these
people.

But that doesn’t mean everyone’s
welcome on that sofa. Even beloved
characters or the real people behind
them ought to consider a few basic
rules about if, when and how to re-
appear.

Rule No. 1: It’s OK to come back, but
your character should at least follow a
coherent arc. Take this summer’s
“Thor: Love and Thunder,” the fourth
installment in Marvel’s “Thor” fran-
chise. Anyone who has seen a super-
hero movie knows superheroes can
lose their powers and regular people
gain them. But Thor Four was neither
Norse god Thor nor Lebowski Thor
nor campy Thor but barely-a-hero
Thor — at which point, who cares?
Even comic books have rules.

Likewise, did it make sense that Eric
Greitens, a former Navy Seal and
Rhodes scholar, came back this sum-
mer in ultra-MAGA format, hellbent on
winning the Republican primary for a
Senate seat from Missouri? After
resigning in disgrace in 2018 as gover-
nor of the state? And after being ac-
cused of abuse this year by his ex-
wife? This was a guy whose 2015 best
seller, “Resilience: Hard-Won Wisdom
for Living a Better Life,” was hailed by
Publishers Weekly in 2014 as “a gift not
only to Greitens’s comrades in arms,
but to readers everywhere.”

Blessedly, this grotesque character
was judged implausible this month by
the Republican voters of Missouri,
failing to win their nomination. But
stay tuned, I fear, for “Greitens III.”

Rule No. 2 of the rerun: Characters
should evolve — but not into carica-
ture. One of the pleasures of the first
three seasons of “Stranger Things”
was the show’s fine calibration of
teenage banter and believable adoles-
cents; anyone who lived through the
1980s had a Barb in their midst. But
Season 4, released in May and July,
was a disappointment. It trapped us in
long tête-à-têtes between committee-
run renditions of stock characters —
the stoner, the metalhead — and an
overgrown cast speaking in the insipid
cadences of an “ABC Afterschool Spe-
cial,” each of them dealing with a prob-
lem.

If only J.D. Vance had heeded Rule
No. 2. Vance, whose 2016 memoir/
manifesto “Hillbilly Elegy” was em-
braced as a thoughtful guide to Trump
country by the blue-state establish-
ment (“a detailed and moving account
of American struggle,” according to
The New Yorker), resurfaced this
summer as a seething far-right cru-
sader, having won the Republican
primary for Ohio’s open Senate seat in
the spring. In yowza comic book fash-
ion, the same guy who tried to validate
The Other Side came back showing us
exactly how ugly The Other Side can
be.

Enough, already.
And last, Rule No. 3: When you

bring back a cast, you don’t have to
bring back everyone. You can let go of
the unwanted and the unnecessary. Yet
in June, “Jurassic World Dominion,”
the sixth major installment in the
“Jurassic Park” franchise, requisi-
tioned not only the leads from the
previous movie but also seemingly
every character who wasn’t dead from
the first three. Similarly, did they really
need to loop Professor X, from the
“X-Men” franchise, into the chaos of
“Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of
Madness”?

If only the specters of yesteryear
were limited to entertainment. Was
anyone champing at the bit for Pence’s
second act? Was anyone eagerly
awaiting the return of the increasingly
unhinged Mehmet Oz, who in June
secured the Republican nomination for
Senate in Pennsylvania, back like a
rerun of “Oprah” best left off air? Do
we need another round of Sarah Palin’s
drama?

Fortunately, this season of onscreen
sequels featured one comeback that
was a return for the better. It pains me
to admit it — having walked out on
“Top Gun” when I saw it in a theater in
1986 — but the one saving hero of the
summer of 2022 was “Top Gun: Maver-
ick.” It managed to ditch its predeces-
sor’s jingoism, misogyny and boorish-
ness. It didn’t pander; it didn’t hit
screens oozing cynicism and opportun-
ism.

Best of all, it remembered the basics
of character. It brought back Iceman —
played by Val Kilmer, who lost his
voice to cancer — in a sensitive way. It
gave its new female lead a dose of
respect. And while it retained that
extraordinary extraterrestrial Tom
Cruise, it took his toothy swagger
down a notch.

I suppose this means that at least
onscreen, even deeply flawed charac-
ters can improve the next time around.
In a season nearly devoid of optimism
and originality, that may count as
something new.

Summer
sequels, in
so many
different
forms, are
back and
worse than
ever.
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I feel like we’ve seen
these characters before

Pamela Paul

In the months leading up to its pre-
miere on Sept. 1, Amazon Prime’s “The
Lord of the Rings: The Rings of
Power” has prompted both excitement
and concern among fans at the expan-
sion of J.R.R. Tolkien’s world in the era
of the “cinematic universe.”

Such intense interest may explain
why Amazon Studios spent nearly $250
million for the rights to “The Lord of
the Rings” — and roughly $1 billion
more to produce the prequel series.
But the investment is also part of a
common strategy in Hollywood: Enter-
tainment companies seem to have
decided that owning the rights to be-
loved works, rather than producing
original stories, is the key to maximiz-
ing profits.

Established stories provide audi-
ence-tested settings in which multiple
media products can be set, with all
kinds of associated merchandise and
“experiences” offering additional reve-
nue. (See: the Marvel cinematic uni-
verse, Disney’s “Star Wars” and Uni-

versal’s Potter-
verse.) But not all
stories are equally
suited to being
exploited by stu-
dios, and a Middle-
earth that’s spread
out — “like butter
that has been
scraped over too
much bread,” to
quote Bilbo Baggins
— may not have the
same appeal.

Entertainment
executives can

hardly be blamed for thinking Middle-
earth could become just another lucra-
tive “cinematic universe.” People love
Middle-earth. They love the landscape,
the languages and the deep histories
that are built into Tolkien’s narrative.
The desire not just to read about but go
to Middle-earth is so strong that dec-
ades before Peter Jackson’s early
2000s film adaptations, enthusiasts
were sewing costumes, learning Elvish
languages and envisioning Middle-
earth through fan art, poetry and
fiction. (As a scholar of Tolkien’s
works, I get regular requests to proof-
read tattoos that use Tolkien’s Elvish
languages.) The cultural and linguistic
cohesion that lends Middle-earth its
magic is not so easily mimicked.

“The Rings of Power,” which will
come out weekly after its two-episode
premiere, is based primarily on only a
few dozen pages in one of the historical
appendices to “The Lord of the Rings,”
meaning that almost the entire plot of
the show has been created by Amazon
Studios’ writers and showrunners. And
there’s a huge gulf between Tolkien’s
originality, moral sophistication and
narrative subtlety and the culture of
Hollywood in 2022 — the groupthink
produced by the contemporary ecosys-

tem of writers’ rooms, Twitter threads
and focus groups. The writing that this
dynamic is particularly good at pro-
ducing — witty banter, arch references
to contemporary issues, graphic and
often sexualized violence, self-right-
eousness — is poorly suited to Middle-
earth, a world with a multilayered
history that eschews both tidy morality
plays and blockbuster gore.

Is it fair to the legacies of writers
like Tolkien to build franchises from
their works without their knowledge or
permission? Tolkien, who died in 1973,
was fiercely protective of the world he
created in his novels. He harshly re-
jected the spec screenplays of “The
Lord of the Rings” he read and once
asserted that the work was not appro-
priate for film. (He sold the film rights
in 1969 only in order to help pay a tax
bill; the television rights were sold to
Amazon by his heirs.)

His biographer reports that, when
attending a production of “The Hobbit”
adapted as a children’s play, Tolkien

frowned every time the dialogue de-
parted from what he had written. So it
is hard to believe that he would have
approved of a team of writers building
almost entirely new stories with little
direct basis in his works.

Tolkien was probably right to be so
wary. The demands of scaling up be-
loved works into broader franchises
often proves incompatible with the
unique visions that drew the original
audiences. And it’s worth noting that
author involvement — like that of J.K.
Rowling in the “Fantastic Beasts”
films, for example — is no guarantee
that derivative works in a different
medium will have the special qualities
that made the originals successful.

Many of the most popular cinematic
universes have been born of visually
centered mediums: “Star Wars” in
film, “Star Trek” in television, and
Marvel in comic books. Adapting liter-
ary works into franchises has a less
auspicious history, especially when
screenwriters wander far from their

source material. The “Game of
Thrones” series, for example, was
widely panned after it left George
R.R. Martin’s books behind.

Tolkien’s works may be still harder
to adapt. A professor of medieval
literature who as a young man helped
write the entries for words including
“wasp,” “wain,” and “walrus” in the
Oxford English Dictionary, Tolkien
wrote a deeply textured prose that is
vastly different from that of his fan-
tasy imitators. It evokes the flavor of
Anglo-Saxon epic poetry and Old
Norse sagas, giving readers the sense
that they are reading something very
old that has been translated by Pro-
fessor Tolkien, not composed by him.

Tolkien’s narrative craftsmanship is
both dramatic and subtle. He writes
from the point of view of his least
knowledgeable characters (usually
hobbits, but occasionally Gimli or
Gollum and once even a confused
fox), so they and the reader learn
about the world beyond the Shire
together, piecing together Middle-
earth through hints and fragments.
No wonder people say that reading
“The Lord of the Rings” feels more
like an experience than a book —
cognitively, it is. And that is precisely
the sort of effect that can translate
poorly onto film, particularly when a
series has to work from a brief sum-
mary.

Not just character but moral clarity
can be easily lost when a team of
writers, inherently beholden to the
concerns, politics and tropes of the
day, takes over from a single author
and attempts to build a narrative that
will best support a studio’s desire for
a never-ending revenue stream.

What makes Tolkien’s work unique
is the moral heart of his story and the
consistency with which he maintains
it. Rather than reveling in the acquisi-
tion and exercise of power, “The Lord
of the Rings” celebrates its renuncia-
tion, insisting that the domination of
others is always morally wrong.
Tolkien is utterly consistent with this
morality, even at the expense of his
most cherished characters: Frodo has
no other choice than to use the power
of the Ring to dominate Gollum, but
he still pays for that immoral act
when he is unable to complete his
quest or to enjoy his life afterward.
Can a company as intent upon domi-
nation as Amazon really understand
this perspective — and adapt that
morality to the screen?

If viewers find themselves disap-
pointed by “The Rings of Power,” it
will probably not be because the
computer-generated imagery is sec-
ond-rate or there are not enough fight
sequences. It will be because the new
adaptation lacks the literary and
moral depth that make Middle-earth
not just another cinematic universe
but a world worth saving.

Michael D.C. Drout

MICHAEL D.C. DROUT is the chair of the
English department of Wheaton College
in Massachusetts and a co-editor of
Tolkien Studies.

Please, no Tolkien cinematic universe

Amazon’s
“The Rings
of Power”
will struggle
to re-create
the magic of
Middle-earth,
a world not fit
for “cinematic
universe”
treatment.

J.R.R. Tolkien in 1955. He was fiercely protective of the world he created in his novels.
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Mississippi has long been America’s
poorest state, with real gross domestic
product per person only about 60
percent of the national average. The
United States, however, is a rich coun-
try, so Mississippi doesn’t look that bad
by international standards. Specifi-
cally, it’s roughly on a par with south-
ern European countries: a bit poorer
than Spain, a bit richer than Portugal.

It’s also worth noting that because
Mississippi is part of the United States,
it gets huge de facto aid from richer
states: It benefits enormously from
federal programs like Medicare and
Social Security, while its low income
means that it pays relatively little in
federal taxes. Estimates from the
Rockefeller Institute suggest that in
2019 Mississippi received net federal
transfers of almost $24 billion, roughly
20 percent of the state’s G.D.P. — far
more than the aid that, say, Portugal
receives from the European Union.

Yet the citizens of Portugal and
Spain have things that not all citizens
of Mississippi have, things like univer-
sal health care — and running water.

On Monday the water supply to
Jackson, the state’s capital and largest
city, collapsed. Much of the city has no
running water at all; nowhere in the
city is the water safe to drink. And it’s
not clear when service will be restored.

The immediate cause of the crisis
was torrential rains that overwhelmed
the city’s largest water treatment
plant. But the weather event, while
severe, wasn’t a Katrina-level shock; it
was a disaster only because the city’s

water system was already failing, the
result of years of neglect.

This neglect, in turn, was essentially
a political decision. Mississippi as a
whole, despite relatively low income by
U.S. standards, surely has the re-
sources to provide safe drinking water
to all its residents. However, Jackson
— a largely Black inner-city core
whose economy has been hollowed out
by white flight — does not. And the
state refused to help, even as the com-
ing water crisis became ever more
predictable.

But never fear: Back in April, Gov.
Tate Reeves, a Republican, announced
that he was making “an investment in
Mississippians” — by “an investment”
he meant a tax cut rather than spend-
ing on, say, education or infrastructure.

The political scien-
tist Brendan Nyhan
likes to point to
examples of demo-
cratic erosion and
ask, “What would
you say if you saw it
in another country?”
Well, what would we

say about a place that won’t even
ensure that its capital has a reliable
water supply?

To put all this in perspective, you
need to know about two trends, one
economic, one political.

On the economics: Mississippi has,
as I said, long been America’s poorest
state. In fact, in the early 20th century
the Deep South was, in effect, a devel-
oping nation embedded in the world’s
most advanced economy. In the dec-
ades after World War II, however,
Mississippi and other Southern states
achieved rapid income growth, narrow-
ing although not closing the gap with
the rest of the country.

Then the relative progress stalled. In
fact, by some measures, Mississippi
began to fall behind again; for exam-
ple, life expectancy in the United
States as a whole rose about seven
years between 1980 and 2015 but in-

creased only three years in Missis-
sippi.

We have a pretty good idea of what
happened after 1980. The most likely
story is that as America increasingly
became a knowledge-based economy,
high-value economic activities — and
skilled workers — gravitated toward
metropolitan areas with good ameni-
ties and highly educated work forces.
Places like Mississippi, which had
relatively few college-educated work-
ers in 1980 and fell further behind over
time, found themselves on the losing
end of this change.

There are no easy answers to the
problem of left-behind regions. But one
thing is for sure: Imagining that tax
cuts will bring prosperity to a poorly
educated state that can’t even provide
its capital with running water is just
delusional.

Which brings us to the political
trends that lie behind these delusions.

Since Ronald Reagan, the Republi-
can Party has been dominated by
anti-government ideology. As the

anti-tax activist Grover Norquist fa-
mously put it, the goal was to shrink
government to the point that you could
“drown it in the bathtub.” When Don-
ald Trump ran for president, it briefly
seemed as if the G.O.P. might make a
break with that ideology, accepting the
social safety net while focusing on
ethnic and racial hostility.

Instead, however, Republicans,
believing that they can win elections
by riling up the base with social issues
like attacks on wokeness, have doubled
down on right-wing economics. Con-
gressional candidates are once again
talking about repealing Obamacare
and privatizing Social Security.

And Republican-run states have
gone beyond cutting social programs
to eviscerating public services Ameri-
cans have taken for granted for many
generations, services like public educa-
tion — and drinkable water.

Will this bring a political backlash? I
have no idea. But I do wonder: Can
you drown the government in a bath-
tub if you can’t even fill the bathtub?

Can you drown government in an empty bathtub?

What
Jackson,
Miss., tells
us about
America.
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and lifestyles into social and political
emergencies. Transgender people have
long aroused such panic. Have you
mustered the courage to enter a public
restroom since the great transgender
bathroom scare of the mid-2010s? But
in the past couple of years, the fears
have reached a fever pitch. And in the
run-up to the midterms, trans people
— trans young people, especially —
have become a hysterical obsession of
the right.

Eighteen states have recently
passed transgender athlete bans, and
more are in the wings. Four states
have restricted access to gender-
affirming care for young people, and
more than a dozen are considering
restrictions. In Texas, Gov. Greg Ab-
bott ordered that parents who allow
transition-related care for their kids be
investigated for child abuse. The
state’s only clinic for transgender
adolescents was forced to shut down.
Last month false claims that Boston
Children’s Hospital was performing
genital surgeries on minors went viral;
Boston Children’s and several other
hospitals that provide transition-relat-
ed health care services for adolescents
were bombarded with threats.

This overt fearmongering has be-
come the latest right-wing phenom-
enon. Transgender issues are a red-
meat staple on Fox News and among
fringe lawmakers like Marjorie Taylor
Greene (R-QAnon), who has proposed
a federal ban on transition-related care
for minors. But anxiety about trans
issues is a concern of not just the far
right. Stories about how trans people
are changing American life — how
their sensibilities “capture” medical
organizations and other institutions,
how they’re pushing for changes in
language, how they’ve engendered a
fragile intellectual atmosphere where
one wrong opinion can get you can-
celed — have become a mainstay of
discussion.

Joe Rogan — who in other contexts
talks up his long-term reliance on
testosterone replacement therapy —
frequently suggests on his podcast that
the way transgender people are break-
ing norms is a sign of “civilizations
collapsing.”

To put this in language that Rogan
might understand: Dude, come on. The
increase in visibility and social accept-
ance of transgender people is certainly
one of the important societal changes
of the past decade. I’m not saying that
it isn’t a topic worthy of reporting,
analysis and debate, and I don’t think
that everyone who raises these issues
is transphobic. But there is also a real
danger that politicians’ and pundits’
excessive focus on such societal
changes can exaggerate their real-
world effects. For instance, is it a little
awkward and cringey that many advo-
cates now say things like “birthing

people” instead of “women” as a way
to be inclusive of trans people? Sure.
But when an outré neologism inspires
multiple critical pieces across several
outlets, with pundits and celebrities
accusing the inclusive language of the
“erasing” of women, that seems to me
like it can veer into the realm of pure
panic.

This sort of fixation imputes to trans
people an outsize role in American
culture and politics. It pretends that
they pose a threat to our institutions —
whether women’s sports or academic
journals or civilization generally —
that overstates their place in society

beyond all rational-
ity and recognition.

So it’s worth
remembering some
stark facts when-
ever you hear that
trans issues are
somehow taking
over civic life:
There are relatively
few trans people in
America. Many of

the controversies you hear about them
are unlikely to directly affect the lives
of the vast majority of nontrans Ameri-
cans. Trans people still wield astonish-
ingly little power over anything. They
still face tremendous difficulties and
disadvantages across many areas of
life. And mainstream acceptance and
equality of transgender people is
hardly the certainty that is often por-
trayed in punditry.

A recent Pew Research survey found
that fewer than 0.6 percent of Ameri-
can adults say they’re transgender and
an additional 1 percent are nonbinary.
According to Pew, more than half of
American adults don’t even know a
trans person personally. Trans identifi-
cation among adults is highest among
those under 25, 3.1 percent of whom
say they are a transgender man or

woman. The Williams Institute, a
sexual orientation research group at
the U.C.L.A. School of Law, also found
that young people make up a large
share of people who identify as trans.
There are about 300,000 transgender
people age 13 to 17 in the United States,
accounting for about 18 percent of the
country’s transgender population,
Williams researchers said.

But although there is a debate about
whether and how young people should
undergo transition-related health care
therapies — as my colleague and
friend Emily Bazelon covered with
care and insight recently in The Times
Magazine — most transitions of young
people involve no medical intervention
at all.

Meanwhile, mired as we are in these
ginned-up controversies, we don’t hear
nearly enough about how marginalized
trans people really are or the signifi-
cant social and economic burdens they
still suffer. Compared with cisgender
adults, trans people have lower in-
comes and less access to health care
and suffer more chronic health condi-
tions. A study analyzing private insur-
ance data from 2011 to 2019 found that
trans people “were nearly twice as
likely to die over the period as their
nontrans peers.” The 2015 U.S. Trans-
gender Survey, the largest survey of
transgender people conducted in the
United States, found that nearly 82
percent of trans people had seriously
thought about suicide and 40 percent
had attempted it once in their lifetimes.

And 60 percent of Americans, ac-
cording to a recent Pew survey, believe
that a person’s gender is determined
by the sex they’re assigned at birth —
and that number has steadily increased
since 2017. Remember these stats the
next time you hear that trans people
have a stranglehold on American
public opinion. Nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth.

Trans people caught in a moral panic
MANJOO, FROM PAGE 1
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This fixation
imputes to
trans people
an outsize role
in American
culture and
politics.

Life expectancy in the United States
continued to decline in 2021, according
to data released by the federal govern-
ment. Is there a more fundamental
barometer of the health of our nation?
The stagnation in life expectancy re-
flects deep societal challenges — not
just in the country’s health system but
also in its economic and political sys-
tems.

For people born in 2019, like my
daughter was, life expectancy at birth
was 78.8 years. It has been markedly
lower in subsequent years: 77.0 years
for those born in 2020 and around 76.1
years for those born in 2021, primarily
because of Covid-19.

Although life expectancy is not a
literal estimate of how long a newborn
is expected to live — instead, it reflects
mortality trends for adults in a given
year — it does represent the world our
children are inheriting. The connection
becomes visceral when we think of the
children we have lost to gun violence,
from Uvalde, Texas, to Highland Park,
Ill. Or the projected increase in preg-
nancy-related deaths and child poverty
because Roe v. Wade was overturned.

The decrease in life expectancy, as I
see it, is a composite of multiple phe-
nomena.

Life expectancy in the United States
has lagged that of peer countries since
1980, driven in part by higher mortality
rates among Black and American Indi-
an adults and people of lower socioeco-
nomic status. A recent analysis esti-
mated there were about 16 million
American birthdays lost — that is,
years of life lost prematurely — in 2019,
based on a comparison of U.S. death
rates with those in other wealthy coun-
tries.

Even as Covid-19 was the major
reason for the decline from 2019 to
2021, that broad characterization masks
the contributions of misinformation and
political polarization to preventable
mortality since 2021, when Covid-19
vaccines became widely available.

The pandemic’s reverberating effects
also extended to increases in overdose
deaths, deaths related to pregnancy
and childbirth and deaths from chronic
diseases such as diabetes, through
pathways that are still being under-
stood. In my own clinical practice, I’ve

seen the grief, stress and trauma of the
past few years show up as spikes in
blood pressure and blood sugar or as
foregone care.

Although some of the backdrop
mortality trends are called deaths of
despair, collectively, this is not a time
for nihilism or despondency. The de-
cline in life expectancy is not inevita-
ble. We need only look to peer coun-
tries like Spain and Canada, where
modeling based on preliminary data
suggests a life expectancy rebound in
2021 despite Covid-19, in part because
of widespread vaccination.

America is at a fork in the road with
respect to the health of the nation. One
path would parallel what happened
after the 1918 flu, known as both the
“great influenza” and the “forgotten
pandemic.” Although life expectancy
increased as the number of flu deaths
subsided, its trajectory remained simi-
lar to that before the pandemic. The

stories of the mil-
lions of lives lost
perhaps took a
back seat to narra-
tives of national-
ism and victorious
valor in World War

I. We are at risk of a similar collective
amnesia after Covid-19.

Another path, however, would paral-
lel the response to the unyielding
outbreaks of typhus, smallpox, dysen-
tery and cholera in the 19th century. A
great sanitary awakening didn’t just
save lives; it changed the way society
thought about protecting health as a
public responsibility.

Disease control at the time included
cleaning up and improving the com-
mon environment, with a particular
focus on impoverished areas and chil-
dren’s health. In New York City, cho-
lera deaths among the poor helped
lead to the Metropolitan Health Law,
which regulated sanitary conditions
and laid the groundwork for modern
health departments.

What would a modern Metropolitan
Health Law look like at a national
scale? Even as it would address differ-
ent conditions and proximate causes of
illness, a focus on low-income people
and marginalized communities would
remain consistent.

Looking at average changes in life
expectancy obscures the fact that
before the pandemic, increasing mor-
tality was concentrated among lower-
income groups. More recent data from

California during the pandemic sug-
gests that the gap in survival by in-
come may have widened further, par-
ticularly among Hispanic and Black
people.

Given that health is tightly linked to
economic security, economic policy
must be viewed as health policy. Policy
solutions that affect educational oppor-
tunities, housing prospects and social
mobility have particularly important

implications for health. Direct financial
and in-kind assistance for low-income
families, such as through the Supple-
mental Nutrition Assistance Program
(formerly known as food stamps) and
further expansion of the earned-in-
come tax credit, are evidence-based
and effective.

Lessons from the Covid-19 response
should also lead to investment in a
national public health corps, a cadre of

community health workers both serv-
ing and drawn from the most margin-
alized neighborhoods across the coun-
try, providing a health work force,
economic resources and jobs in one fell
swoop. Broader preparedness for the
next infectious threat must appropri-
ately resource local and state public
health agencies, from laboratory ca-
pacity to misinformation response.

The country should also derive

inspiration from our 19th-century
forebears in focusing on the suffering
of children. Firearm-related injuries
have become the leading cause of
death among children, a shocking
reality. Climate change threatens
infants and other children through
extreme heat, food insecurity, insect-
borne diseases and more. Beyond
advocacy, public health has a particu-
lar role in scaling up services to ad-
dress these and other adverse child-
hood experiences, for instance
through new family home visiting
programs. And economic policies
such as making the child tax credit
permanent, providing baby bonds to
address wealth inequality and invest-
ment in early childhood education
have potential for major health divi-
dends.

Polarization, partisanship and a
lack of trust — both in government
and interpersonally — can cost lives.
Overcoming this will require an em-
brace of new narratives. For instance,
the scholar Heather McGhee de-
scribes the zero-sum thinking associ-
ated with structural racism: the trope
that for some to advance, others must
regress. The zero-sum story has
eroded our willingness to resource
public goods for all of us, from educa-
tion to transportation.

Here too a focus on children can
help. Is there a more powerful iden-
tity than that of a parent, grandparent
or caregiver? What if the stories we
told were rooted in those identities,
and our policies were measured
against the health benefits that our
children could expect? It would start
by re-framing each of the policies
described above by leading with their
effects on our children.

If I could write a sweeping pre-
scription, it would be for the millions
of parents who have not voted in a
state or national election in the last
five years. Organizing to get them to
the polls and giving them a reason to
vote on the social and economic poli-
cies that shape health may be the key
to reversing the decline in life ex-
pectancy in the United States. I care
about that as a doctor, but even more
so as a father.

Life expectancy is falling. Here’s how to change that.
Dave A. Chokshi

Public health
in America is
at a crossroads.

GABRIEL ALCALA

DAVE A. CHOKSHI is a physician at Belle-
vue Hospital and visiting fellow at the
New York Health Foundation. He previ-
ously served as the 43rd health commis-
sioner of New York City.
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International Homes

This Moorish-style six-bedroom home
sits on two gated acres in the Palmeraie,
a 54-square-mile (140-square-kilome-
ter) palm grove on the outskirts of Mar-
rakesh, in western Morocco.

The expanded 7,535-square-foot (700-
square-meter) house, as well as an adja-
cent tower-style guesthouse, are styled
in the salmon-pink hue that lent Mar-
rakesh its moniker as the “red city,” de-
rived from the clay used for its ramparts
and buildings going back to the 12th cen-
tury.

The original house, built in 1995 by the
award-winning architect Elie Mouyal,
had the charm of a traditional Moroccan
riad, with small rooms off courtyards
and walls finished using tadelakt, a
seamless surfacing technique, said
Mehdi Amar, associate director of
Barnes International Realty Mar-
rakesh. When the house changed hands
16 years ago, the new owner hired Mr.
Mouyal to add two new, larger primary
bedroom suites connected by a new liv-
ing room, and the guesthouse with a
rooftop deck.

The result is more space, expansive
windows and “a very nice mix of excep-
tional artisanal craftsmanship” with
“modern and luxurious amenities,” Mr.
Amar said. Air-conditioning runs
throughout, with central heating in the
new sections. Most furnishings are in-
cluded in the sale, with an asking price
of 26 million Moroccan dirham, or $2.45
million.

Design flourishes abound: Entrance
doors are intricately carved wood.
Floors are tiled, some with complex pat-
terns. The original primary bedroom
has hand-painted tiles between wood
beams, while ceilings in the new bed-
rooms and a new breakfast room have
soaring arches with decorative brick or
swirling clay layers.

Flowering hibiscus climbs columns
around the central courtyard. Inside,
the original living room ceiling has wood
beams interspersed with patterned clay
squares and is illuminated by twin
lantern-style chandeliers. Colorful in-
laid tile forms a mat in front of a fire-
place with a brick surround. The dining
room has palm-wood ceiling beams and
opens through an arched door to a din-
ing terrace and an English garden.

Across a courtyard are three chil-
dren’s bedrooms, a bathroom and a
small hammam. The courtyard also
leads to an open-air room punctuated on
one side by a series of scalloped green
cedar horseshoe arches. Beyond, a pic-

turesque water channel is part of a tradi-
tional irrigation system in the garden.

The guest tower has a separate en-
trance to a living room with a vaulted
and arched clay-striped ceiling, a tiled
floor and a fireplace with a pointed arch
surround. An en suite bedroom is up-
stairs, and the rooftop terrace has views
of the Palmeraie.

The property has an outdoor pool on
either side of the house — one is shaded
by a vine-draped trellis amid dense fo-
liage, while the other has a covered pa-
vilion with a seating area. Olive, orange,
lemon and pomegranate trees grow
nearby. A two-bedroom staff house is en-
tered separately from the driveway.

The home is about six miles from the
center of Marrakesh, Morocco’s fourth-
largest city, with about one million resi-
dents. Marrakesh Menara Airport is a
30-minute drive.

MARKET OVERVIEW
In the years leading up to the pandemic,
Morocco’s national government imple-
mented various measures to improve in-

frastructure and promote tourism, en-
hancing the housing market. Lock-
downs stymied activity into 2021, but
since the nation’s borders reopened in
February, demand has taken off.

“A lot of people from everywhere are
moving to Morocco,” said Maud Faujas,
director of Emile Garcin Marrakech, re-
sulting in a “very active” market, with
some buyers seeking vacation homes
and others relocating full-time. “The
worse it is in Europe, the better it is in
Morocco,” she said.

Sale prices have increased by about 5
percent to 10 percent on completed
transactions nationwide, said Stella de
Bagneux, co-founder and chief execu-
tive of Stella-gallery.com, Knight
Franks’s preferred agent in Marrakesh,
citing her company data. “A lot of things
are for sale, but good products — well-
located in a secure environment with fa-
cilities like a golf course, places that are
quite in demand — are seeing an in-
crease because they are rare.”

The scarcity includes homes with city
water rather than wells because of 

“water availability,” Ms. de Bagneux
said, a situation exacerbated by increas-
ingly high temperatures and climate
change. Houses with coveted water
hookups in the close-in area of the Palm-
eraie are especially hot, with starting
prices of $3 million and rising, she said.

Conversely, owners of more remote
mansions with wells, who are concerned
about high maintenance costs, are
among the sellers, Ms. de Bagneux said.

Marrakesh, a tourist hub and eco-
nomic center 100 miles east of Morocco’s
Atlantic coast, is “by far the top city for
local and foreign purchasers of vacation
homes,” said Marc Leon, the founder
and an associate partner at Kensington
Luxury Properties, the Morocco affiliate
of Christie’s International Real Estate.
The port city of Tangier is the No. 2 
market by volume (though prices are
similar in both cities), followed by the
tiny Agadir market, which includes the
new sea development of Taghazout. 
Casablanca is a purely local market. 
Rabat, Morocco’s capital, lures diplo-
mats, Mr. Leon said.

WHO BUYS IN MOROCCO
Most buyers are French-speaking, com-
ing from France, Belgium and Switzer-

land, but others come from Britain and
Italy.

Buyers also come from the United
Arab Emirates, said Mark Harvey, a
partner and the head of European sales,
including Morocco, for Knight Frank.

Buyers from the United States tend to
be a “cool and funky set, a little bit Bohe-
mian,” including “some Hollywood ce-
lebrities and Wall Street bankers,” Mr.
Harvey said. “They are a bit too cool for
the Hamptons.”

On the heels of a 2020 normalization
agreement, more Israelis are seeking to
invest in business hotels, Mr. Amar said.
Buyers from China are also shopping.

BUYING BASICS
Foreign buyers in Morocco require spe-
cial authorization to purchase a house in
the Atlas Mountains area, and buying
agricultural land is prohibited, Ms. Fau-
jas said.

Closing costs comprising taxes, nota-
ry fees including a 1.5 percent value-
added tax, and real estate commission,
total about 10 percent on top of the pur-
chase price, said Colin Bosworth, the
owner of Bosworth Property Mar-
rakech.

A notary handles the transaction and
is responsible for the due diligence. The
notary can also register cash payments
for foreign buyers with Morocco’s For-
eign Exchange Office, Mr. Bosworth
added.

The agent’s commission, 6 percent to
8 percent, is split between buyer and
seller, Ms. Faujas said.

LANGUAGES AND CURRENCY
Arabic and French; Moroccan dirham (1
dirham = $0.094)

TAXES AND FEES
Property taxes on this house are about
$3,000 a year, Mr. Amar said.

CONTACT
Mehdi Amar, Barnes International Real-
ty Marrakesh, barnes-interna-
tional.com; +212 664-407-151

A modern riad-style house on the outskirts of Marrakesh

In a grove
of palms, 
an ornate
pink oasis

House Hunting in . . .
Morocco

BY MARCELLE SUSSMAN FISCHLER

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BARNES INTERNATIONAL REALTY MARRAKESH

Shaded splendor
The main house in
this $2.45 million
property, top, was
designed and built
in 1995 by the
architect Elie
Mouyal. Later
additions, also by
Mr. Mouyal, include
two new primary
bedroom suites
connected by a
living room, above
left, and a guest-
house that has its
own living room,
above right, and
rooftop deck.

What to do when you want more than
the single seat offered by chair, but you
haven’t got room for a sofa? Consider a
settee.

Unlike a deep sofa that you sink into, a
settee is usually lighter and leggier. That
means it can squeeze into any number of
spaces.

“A settee is essentially a sofa that’s
scaled very small,” said Suzanne Kasler,
an interior designer based in Atlanta,
whose latest book, “Edited Style,” will
be published this month. “It’s much
more petite.”

Ms. Kasler has designed settees for
Hickory Chair and puts them in foyers,
bedrooms, dining areas and the tightest
corners of living rooms.

“You can put a little table with it,” she
said of the settee, “and it will give life to a
part of the room you might not think
could fit a whole seating area.”

And while most settees are fairly
small, they offer the opportunity to
make a big design statement, if you
choose one with a graphic fabric or
sculptural lines.

“A lot of times, I’ll use it as a creative
accent,” Ms. Kasler said. “It’s often one
of my favorite special pieces.”
• Will a settee be comfortable? “Some
settees sit like a sofa,” with deep,
squishy cushions, Ms. Kasler said, while
others feel more like a padded bench.
The best choice depends on where the

piece will be used and your personal
preference.
• Should it have arms? Ms. Kasler
prefers armless models, which provide
maximum flexibility in tight spaces, but

arms can add comfort.
• Do you need to add throw pillows?
“Yes, pillows are always great,” Ms.
Kasler said, even when the settee is
much smaller than a traditional sofa.

No space for a sofa?
Try a cozier seat.

Shopping Guide
Settees

BY TIM MCKEOUGH

Fenwick Settee
A settee can
squeeze into places
that wouldn’t ac-
commodate a sofa.
The Fenwick, top
right, in Nomadic
Fossil fabric, is
about $2,600 at
Arhaus: 
arhaus.com.

Fenn Settee
Paper-cord-
wrapped metal
settee with remov-
able leather cush-
ions by Nicholas
Obeid | About
$1,800 at CB2:
cb2.com

Sawni Settee
Gray-washed ash-
wood frame settee
with linen uphol-
stery | $2,098 at
Lulu and Georgia:
luluandgeorgia.com

Mingle Sofa
Sheepskin uphol-
stered settee by
Flemming Lassen |
$10,549 at Menu
Design Shop: 
menudesignshop
.com

Bloke Sofa
Small-scale sofa
with wraparound
back | $2,795 at
Blu Dot: 
bludot.com
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science lab

We live in a world filled with spiders.
And fear of spiders. They crawl around
our minds as much as they crawl around
our closets, reducing the population of
insects that would otherwise bug us. Is
that one in the corner, unassumingly
spinning its web, venomous? Will it at-
tack me? Should I kill it? Could it be —
no, it can’t be — but, maybe it is — a
black widow?

Catherine Scott, an arachnologist at
McGill University in Montreal, is famil-
iar with the bad rap spiders get. When
she tells people what she does, she is of-
ten presented with a story about “that
one time a spider bit me.” The thing is,
she says, if you don’t see a crushed up
spider near you, or see one on your body,
it’s likely that the bite mark on your skin
came from something else. There are
more than 50,000 known species of spi-
ders in the world, and only a few can
harm humans.

“Even medical professionals don’t al-
ways have the best information, and
they very often misdiagnose bites,” Dr.
Scott said.

It turns out that these fears and mis-
understandings of our eight-legged

friends are reflected in the news. Re-
cently, more than 60 researchers from
around the world, including Dr. Scott,
collected 5,348 news stories about spi-
der bites, published online from 2010
through 2020 from 81 countries in 40 lan-
guages. They read through each story,
noting factual errors and emotionally
fraught language. The percentage of ar-
ticles they rated sensationalistic: 43
percent. The percentage of articles that
had factual errors: 47 percent.

These findings, published in the jour-
nal Current Biology, revealed a vast and
interconnected web of misinformation.
Errors, which tended to cluster in sensa-
tionalized stories, would shoot around
the world in days, from India to China to
Poland to Argentina to the United
States. This would often start on a re-
gional level, where a story would be am-
plified by national and international
news outlets. According to misinforma-
tion scientists, this is a defining charac-

teristic of modern misinformation: the
magnification of small errors that sup-
port a certain narrative. It is there in
both spider news and political news.

“Even a very local event, like a farmer
that is bitten in a small village in Aus-
tralia, can quickly become a news article
that is published in newspapers around
the world,” said Stefano Mammola, an
ecologist at the National Research
Council of Italy who led the research. Dr.
Scott said, “This really speaks to the my-
thology and fascination that people
have with spiders, that comes with fear,
and the lack of good information around
them.”

To measure the sensationalism of a
story, the group looked for frequent use
of emotional words, including “devil,”
“killer,” “nasty,” “nightmare” and “ter-
ror.” They then counted the errors in the
story. Were people calling spiders in-
sects? (They’re arachnids.) Were they
exaggerating the danger of a particular

spider? Did they get basic spider anat-
omy wrong?

Many of the results, while stark, didn’t
shock most of the scientists, who had
grown accustomed to this kind of spider
news. Whether the widespread fear of
spiders came before arachnid sensa-
tionalism, or vice versa, the two un-
doubtedly feed off each other. “Given
certain topics, we’d naturally be prone
to sensationalism,” Dr. Mammola said.

There were surprising findings in the
details of the group’s analysis, though.
Coverage of spiders differed widely by
country, so that spider news in Mexico
was deemed almost entirely sensa-
tional, while spider news in Finland was
wholly arachnologist-approved. In the
United States, publications with an in-
ternational or national audience were
more likely to sensationalize spider
news than regional ones.

Australia is home to more dangerous
spiders than almost every other country

in the world, and yet spider news in Aus-
tralian publications is consistently accu-
rate, rarely charged with emotion. On
the other hand, Britain was the source of
the greatest amount of spider misinfor-
mation, despite having very few danger-
ously venomous spider species.

“They’ve had to close schools, many
times, because of reports of this false
black widow,” Dr. Mammola said, noting
that black widows are almost never
found in Britain and are confused with
the noble false widow, which has a much
less venomous bite. “There were cases
where people were burning down their
houses because of spiders,” he added.

Maybe in some cases, he suggested,
this is because a scarcity of spiders in an
area can make the animal seem more
dangerous, while an abundance can nor-
malize them.

Jevin West, an information scientist
at the University of Washington who
was not involved in the spider study,

noted the parallels between the spread
of sensationalized spider news and the
circulation of misinformation in the 2020
American election. Many of the most cir-
culated articles in 2020 were picked up
by national publications, television
shows and social media communicators
from regional news sources.

Research shows that Americans often
have more trust in local publications
than in national ones. Many local outlets
are there, readers may believe, to in-
form people about the most relevant
events in their communities. But, Dr.
West said, when this information gets
national attention, factual errors can
add to a narrative of misinformation.

The researchers are still working out
how to interpret this new data set, and
where to go next. How is spider misin-
formation related to the prevalence of
arachnophobia? Are there ways to pre-
vent bad spider news? As Dr. Scott said:
“Is this just how global news and infor-
mation spreads, and it doesn’t matter
what the topic is? Or is there something
special about spiders?”

For now, there are only hints of an-
swers to these questions, as the web of
information and misinformation contin-
ues to be spun.

A report from Argentina warned that Loxosceles laeta has venom 10 times as strong as sulfuric acid. In fact, the venom of the Chilean recluse, while powerful, is not corrosive and rarely causes serious injury. Such alarming inaccuracies attach themselves readily to spiders.
JONATHAN CHANCASANA/ALAMY

Caught in a web of misinformation
Researchers checked thousands of news reports about spiders

and learned how readily sensationalized falsehoods spread 

BY OLIVER WHANG

LUCIANO RICHINO /ALAMY

The brown recluse
or fiddleback
spider, Loxosceles
reclusa, above,
turns up in many
sensational media
reports. The Bra-
zilian wandering
spider, Phoneutria
nigriventer, left, is
responsible for
some deaths.

JOÃO BURINI/ALAMY

PHIL DEGGINGER/ALAMY

A Taiwanese paper
stoked fears of
jumping spiders,
above. In fact,
jumping spiders
are not considered
dangerous. The
false widow spider,
Steatoda nobilis,
right, is often
mistaken for the
black widow.

TIM HUNT/ALAMY
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SUDOKU No. 0309

Fill the grid so 
that every row, 
column 3x3 box 
and shaded 3x3 
box contains 
each of the 
numbers  
1 to 9 exactly 
once.

Fill the grids with digits so as not 
to repeat a digit in any row or 
column, and so that the digits 
within each heavily outlined box 
will produce the target number 
shown, by using addition, 
subtraction, multiplication or 
division, as indicated in the box. 
A 4x4 grid will use the digits 
1-4. A 6x6 grid will use 1-6.

For solving tips and more KenKen 
puzzles: www.nytimes.com/
kenken. For Feedback: nytimes@
kenken.com

For solving tips 
and more puzzles: 
www.nytimes.com/
sudoku

KenKen® is a registered trademark of Nextoy, LLC. 
Copyright © 2018 www.KENKEN.com. All rights reserved.
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Solution No. 0209 THE SATURDAY CROSSWORD | Edited by Will Shortz

Across

 1 Slalom path

 7 “___ matter!”

13 Prime time

14 J. Cole or Jay-Z

15 Unmask

16 Digital filing service?

17 Civil Rights Memorial 
architect

18 Somers in the hall of 
fame for infomercials

20 Snaps

21 Allied group

23 Cartoon character 
known for bursting out 
of a drum

24 Who says “I don’t have 
a family tree. But I 
have a pretty great file 
directory”

25 Yas and jas

27 ___ pro nobis

28 Step before “repeat”

29 Giving a sexual 
interpretation to 
almost any statement, 
say

32 Like mussels or some 
letters

34 U.S. group with six 
branches

36 Remove, as a corsage

39 First name in gin 
production?

40 Swear words, in two 
ways

42 Any day now

43 Leaning

45 Actor Reynolds

46 One making calls from 
home

47 Young females on 
farms

49 Courtroom promise

50 2016 prequel to the 
highest-grossing 
movie of 1977

52 Possible response to 
“Where’s the beef?”

54 Job for a landscaper

55 Wear it in good health

56 Men of La Mancha

57 Put on the line, say

Down

 1 Carroll ___, Matt 
Damon’s role in 2019’s 
“Ford v Ferrari”

 2 Temporarily banished 
from a dorm room, in 
a way

 3 Suggestible state

 4 Fuss

 5 Hail Mary, for one

 6 Give a once-over

 7 “___ Deever,” Rudyard 
Kipling poem

 8 Early role for Ron 
Howard

 9 Subj. of a Zener card 
experiment

10 Sub

11 Low points

12 Drag queen Mattel

14 Ordinary members

16 Couple years?

19 It can start with a 
screen test

22 Guaranteed

24 Cocktail named 
for a motorcycle 
attachment

26 Unyielding

28 Brief copy?

30 Sometimes-purple 
tuber

31 Lead-in to hickey

33 Return on an 
investment

35 Less reputable

36 Commandeers

37 “Enough already!”

38 Cork launcher

41 Stuck-up

43 Time immemorial 

44 Where some cases 
go to

47 Junior, perhaps

48 “___ difference”

51 Game in which the 
object is to be the 
first player to score 
500 points

53 King ___

PUZZLE BY DAVID DISTENFELD
Solution to September 2 Puzzle

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14

15 16

17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28

29 30 31

32 33

34 35

36 37 38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45

46 47 48 49

50 51 52 53

54 55

56 57

E S T A T E L A W I R A N
C L O S E G A M E S N E M O
C A R T R O U B L E H A U T
O W N E R G I L L E L S E

R A S H F R A M E D
S I N S A T O P A V A
W O O P U R S E P E T A L
A T T H E L A S T M I N U T E
G A B O N C I T E D R O T

Y O N K E R I G E M S
S N A K E D A N D Y
T I M E A C T I A M M A N
R E I D W H E N I N R O M E
A C L U N A M E D N A M E S
P E E P S P R A Y T A N S

Sports

Spirited chants of “M-V-P! M-V-P!”
filled the warm night air in Anaheim
during the past week. Pinstriped New
York Yankees fans dominated the crowd
in appreciation of Aaron Judge and what
might be coming for the slugging out-
fielder. With considerably less gusto, be-
leaguered Angels fans answered those
M.V.P. calls in favor of Shohei Ohtani as a
respite from their grim reality.

Mired in a string of disappointing
summers, and with the team owner Arte
Moreno’s surprise announcement last
month that he was exploring a sale of
the club, Ohtani’s Angels future is more
uncertain than ever.

Baseball’s only two-way star can be-
come a free agent after the 2023 season,
and Angels fans have been nervous
since he issued what sounded like an ul-
timatum after last season’s home finale:
He loves the fans and the atmosphere of
the team, Ohtani said, but what he most
wants is to win.

“That’s the biggest thing for me,” he
said then. “I’ll leave it at that.”

Eleven months later, even if graded on
a curve, the Angels remain unable to
pass. Come October, Ohtani will be left
waiting to see whether he can win a sec-
ond consecutive Most Valuable Player
Award while he watches the postseason
from a distance.

Moreno’s Angels are headed for a
club-record-tying seventh consecutive
losing season. Only once before, from
1971 to 1978, has this organization lost
this much for so long.

What makes the current run so differ-
ent from those 1970s Angels is that the
club has produced four American
League M.V.P. Awards in the past eight
seasons: Mike Trout (2014, 2016, 2019)
and Ohtani (2021). And yet the losing
continues. The Yankees’ appearance in
Anaheim this week only serves as a re-
minder that the Angels have not won a
playoff game since beating the Yankees

in Game 5 of the 2009 American League
Championship Series — a series eventu-
ally won by New York.

Since then, Moreno has thrown more
and more good money after bad, signing
expensive free agents such as Albert
Pujols (10 years, $240 million), Josh
Hamilton (five years, $125 million) and
Anthony Rendon (seven years, $245
million). The team has no postseason
success to show for those millions.

“It’s always a question mark, because
you don’t know who’s going to come in,”
Trout said of the suddenly uncertain di-
rection of the club before Tuesday
night’s game. “We’ll see how it goes. Ob-
viously, I’ve got a lot more years on my
deal.”

Trout is in it for the long haul. He
signed a 12-year, $426.5 million deal be-
fore the 2019 season that tethers him to
the Angels through 2030.

Meanwhile, Ohtani, the team’s best
pitcher, and its best hitter other than
Trout, has one season left after this one
before hitting free agency.

Things have come a long way since
Ohtani announced his decision to join
the Angels after the 2017 season. His ar-
rival had been so thrilling that Billy 
Eppler, the team’s general manager at
the time, completely missed his chair
and collapsed to the floor while trying to
take in the news. The team has had
fairly little joy since, and a great deal of
turnover.

Moreno fired Eppler after the 2020
season, replacing him with Perry Mi-
nasian. Eppler landed on his feet and is
now the top baseball operations execu-
tive for the first-place New York Mets.

The Angels have also changed field
managers three times in four years
since the end of Mike Scioscia’s 19-year

run. Brad Ausmus replaced Scioscia for
the 2019 season, but Eppler was ordered
to fire him after just one year because
Moreno wanted to hire Joe Maddon. Mi-
nasian, with Moreno’s permission, fired
Maddon in June. Phil Nevin is the team’s
interim manager.

“Certainly, there are a lot of fan bases
around the country that wish their
owner would bring in marquee players,
spend the money that Arte’s spent,”
Nevin said in defense of his team’s
owner. “So the criticism he gets is com-
pletely unjust, in my opinion. Fans get to
come and watch the two best players in
the game, perhaps the best baseball
player in the world, play every day.”

It was not always this way for the An-
gels. Moreno purchased the club from
the Walt Disney Company just after the
team won its lone World Series title, in
2002. The Angels proceeded to play in

five of the next seven postseasons as
Moreno enjoyed a prolonged hon-
eymoon with fans, buoyed by one of the
first moves he made as the owner: low-
ering beer prices at Angel Stadium. In
those heady, early days, his Angels
lured free agents like Vladimir Guer-
rero, Bartolo Colon and Bobby Abreu.
Guerrero won an M.V.P. Award (2004)
and Colon won a Cy Young Award
(2005).

The Angels have continued to rank
among the top payrolls in the game un-
der Moreno, including this year’s $179
million, which ranks 10th in the majors.
But since 2009, the Angels have made
the playoffs just once, in Trout’s first
M.V.P. season, in 2014. They were swept
in a division series.

As the losing intensified in recent
years, so, too, did Moreno’s struggles for
a stadium deal. He was attempting to
purchase Angel Stadium and the sur-
rounding land from the city of Anaheim

when the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion in May accused Mayor Harry Sidhu
of illegally handing insider information
about the sale to the ball club. The deal
collapsed, and the mayor resigned.

By selling, Moreno’s years of frustra-
tion would end with a windfall. He pur-
chased the club for $183.5 million in
2003. In March, Forbes magazine val-
ued the team at $2.2 billion.

“It has been a great honor and privi-
lege to own the Angels for 20 seasons,”
Moreno, the first — and, still, only — La-
tino majority owner of an Major League
Baseball club said in last month’s state-
ment. “As an organization, we have
worked to provide our fans an afford-
able and family-friendly ballpark expe-
rience while fielding competitive line-
ups, which included some of the game’s
all-time greatest players.”

One of them did not see this decision
coming.

“I definitely wasn’t thinking it was go-
ing to happen,” Trout said. “Looking
back, obviously, Arte took a chance on
me when I was a kid. I appreciate all he’s

done. When you hear things like that,
being here for so long, it definitely was a
shock.”

Ohtani was not made available by the
team to comment Tuesday. Neither was
John Carpino, the club’s president. Mo-
reno has not publicly spoken since issu-
ing his statement.

The uncertainty and the losing have
created several questions. Chief among
them: Will Ohtani even want to stay
when free agency beckons next off-sea-
son? How much money will a presum-
ably new ownership group be willing to
spend if he does?

Judge, 30, declined the Yankees’ con-
tract offer this spring of seven years and
$213.5 million, and will test free agency
in the off-season. Juan Soto, who is 23
and not eligible for free agency until af-
ter the 2024 season, spurned a Washing-
ton Nationals offer of 15 years and $440
million, leading to his trade to the San
Diego Padres.

Trout’s contract is the largest in base-
ball history by total value, followed by
the Los Angeles Dodgers’ Mookie Betts
(12 years, $365 million), the Mets’ Fran-
cisco Lindor (10 years, $341 million) and
the Padres’ Fernando Tatis Jr. (14 years,
$340 million). Julio Rodríguez of the Se-
attle Mariners has agreed to a compli-
cated 12-year deal that will guarantee
him $210 million to $470 million.

The various contracts have created
an expectation that a player like Ohtani,
unique in today’s game, can effectively
name his price.

“I think it’s all up in the air,” Trout said
Tuesday regarding how a new owner
might affect Ohtani’s future with the An-
gels. “We don’t know what’s going to
happen. If the team does sell and we find
out who the owner is, obviously things
can change. You don’t know.”

He said he had not discussed the team
sale or Ohtani’s future with Ohtani. But
Trout hopes Ohtani stays, and he prom-
ised that “once the team gets sold, if it
does, there will be conversations.”

For now, there is little the Angels can
do but plod toward yet another reset this
winter.

“I just know from reading about the
histories of teams and organizations
selling in every sport, really, that it will
take time,” Nevin said, adding that he
knows Moreno “loves this organization
and will put it in good hands.”

Trout and Ohtani face a cloudy future
ANAHEIM, CALIF.

The Angels’ team owner
plans to sell the team; one
star may be a free agent

BY SCOTT MILLER

Mike Trout, left, and Shohei Ohtani of the Angels have four M.V.P. Awards between them, but they have yet to share a winning season.
GREG FIUME/GETTY IMAGES

Shohei Ohtani says he loves 
the Angels’ fans and the 
atmosphere of the team, but 
what he most wants is to win.
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It was shortly after 11 a.m., and Wolf-
gang Tillmans’s studio was coming to
life. Assistants had gathered in a corner
of the huge, light-filled space and were
running Tillmans through their plans.
Hundreds of artworks were packed and
ready to go, but there were a few busy
days still ahead.

Although masking is increasingly
rare in Berlin these days, everybody’s
face was covered. Tillmans was worried
that a coronavirus outbreak could derail
the final preparations for his most sig-
nificant exhibition to date: “To Look
Without Fear,” a career retrospective
that opens at the Museum of Modern
Art on Sept. 12 and runs through Jan. 1.
His first major institutional show in New
York, it had been postponed for 18
months because of the pandemic.

Just a few days earlier, he and many of
his staff had celebrated the opening of a
new building around the corner that Till-
mans designed himself, with his home
and exhibition space. “Afterwards we
were all in a bar, smoking and shouting,”
Tillmans said, and made a face behind
his mask. One of the studio workers lat-
er tested positive.

With MoMA technicians due at the
studio the following week to collect the
works and take them to New York, the
stakes were high. “To Look Without
Fear” will be Tillmans’s largest-ever
show. It looks set to cement his position
as one of the world’s most significant liv-
ing artists, vindicating what he sees as a
35-year artistic mission that, because of
its adjacency to youth culture and mass
media, wasn’t always taken so seriously.

Although MoMA owns over 40 of Till-
mans’s works, everything on the wall in
the exhibition will be a personal print,
drawn from his archive or reprinted for
the occasion. All his major exhibitions
are put together this way, allowing Till-
mans to be completely in charge of the
size and quality of each image. He and
his team hang the unframed prints from
binder clips, or tape them to the walls,
clustering them in groups, or spreading
them out in breezy arrangements that
are, in fact, controlled to the millimeter.

Those presentations jumble images
he has made in some recognizable art-
historical categories — portraits, still
lifes, landscapes — with works that fit
loosely into photographic genres like re-
portage and fashion shoots, depictions
of the sky and stars, and abstract pieces
made with light but no camera. It’s only
when the pictures come together,
though, that Tillmans’s overall vision
becomes clear, said Maureen Paley, his
longtime London gallerist. “His work is
the installation of the work,” she said.
“He is not someone that you could just
define by a single image.”

Yet many of Tillmans’s solo pictures

will be familiar to MoMA visitors even if
they aren’t regular museumgoers, like a
portrait of Frank Ocean in the shower
that appeared on the cover of the rap-
per’s album “Blonde,” or “The Cock
(Kiss),” a carefree 2002 snap of two men
making out in a London nightclub: In
2016, that image went viral on social me-
dia after the homophobic mass shooting
at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Fla.

The change in the picture’s meaning
— from a celebration of gay desire to a
defiant assertion of civil rights — re-
flects a shift in Tillmans’s work. Where-
as his early pictures invited the viewer
into his personal world of sexual libera-
tion, borderless travel and joyful togeth-
erness, in more recent works, and in his
increasing engagement as a political
campaigner, he has argued that those
freedoms are fragile, and based on wins
that, if not safeguarded, can be lost.

It would be impossible, however, to
impose a single narrative on Tillman’s
sprawling output. He is a photographer,
sure — but he is also a video artist, in-
stallation maker, D.J., singer, record
producer and architect. He has edited

books, given performance lectures and
published interviews with philosophers,
pop stars and scientists. “He’s a poly-
math, really,” said Roxana Marcoci, the
curator of the MoMA show.

“I never thought of him just in terms
of photography,” she added. His work
can be music, she said, or sculpture, or
“it can be the cover of a record, or it can
be the layout of a magazine.”

It was the magazine world that gave
Tillmans his first break in the late 1980s,
when he was taking photos of the acid
house club scene in Hamburg, Germany,
for i-D, a British street style title that be-
gan as a scrappy fanzine. (Today, it is
owned by Vice Media.) One of his first
big reporting projects, which ran under
the headline “Techno Is the Sound of Eu-
rope,” brought together pictures from
sweaty dance floors in Frankfurt, Lon-
don and Ghent, Belgium. The article
was published in 1991, a year before Eu-
ropean leaders signed the Maastricht
Treaty, ushering in free movement be-
tween the member states of the Euro-
pean Union.

“We were getting up into a new age,”

Tillmans recalled. “The new ’90s, a new
Europe, breaking down borders, we’re
in this together: That’s where my lan-
guage came from.” His photographs
from the time were about “translating
these particular experiences, in the mo-
ment, into universal pictures,” he said.
They weren’t about saying, “This is my
party,” he added, but rather, “Hey, you
can be part of this.”

Tillmans has also photographed gath-
erings where the line between party and
protest is blurred, like the Love Parade
in Berlin, or EuroPride in London; his
pictures of antiwar marches can have a
carnival vibe. But he also zooms out to
wonder, philosophically, at outer space,
or homes in on the poetry of overlooked
details, like a weed sprouting from a
pavement, or discarded clothes on a
chair. His abstract pieces, such as the
“Freischwimmer” series — camera-less
pictures he makes by shining flashlights
at photographic paper in the darkroom
— have rhythm and movement, but are-
n’t about anything at all.

Tillmans lives between Berlin and
London, though he travels frequently;

in July, he wrapped an eight-city tour of
Africa with an exhibition called “Frag-
ile” that concluded in Lagos, Nigeria.
The MoMA show includes photos from
Russia, China, Jamaica, Argentina,
Saudi Arabia and the Democratic Re-
public of Congo, as well as pictures over
three decades from New York City and
Fire Island, where he also owns a home.
(“It’s one of the last houses on the
Pines,” Tillmans said. “So as far re-
moved from the parties as you can be.”)

Tillmans, who described his personal
connection to New York as “super
meaningful,” has presented 13 exhibi-
tions in the city’s galleries since the
1990s, including a museum-scale survey
at David Zwirner in 2015, and a show of
abstract works at the PS1 Center for
Contemporary Art before it became
MoMA PS1.

At the time of his first New York show,
at Andrea Rosen Gallery, in 1994, he
moved to the city for a two-year stint. In
an East Village bar, he met Jochen Klein,
a fellow German and a painter of
dreamy landscapes, whom Tillmans has
called “the love of my life.” In 1996, they
moved to London together; an oil work
they made in collaboration is now in the
collection of the Pinakothek der Mod-
erne, in Munich. But that romantic and
artistic idyll was cut short the following
year when Klein fell ill and died from
AIDS-related pneumonia. At around the
same time, Tillmans learned that he,
too, was H.I.V. positive.

In “17 Years’ Supply,” a photograph
Tillmans took 17 years after Klein’s
death, he shows a cardboard box full of
pill bottles for the antiretroviral drugs
that have kept him alive. And he has lent
a hand, both financially and as a photog-
rapher, he said, to advocacy groups such
as the South-Africa based Treatment
Action Campaign: In 2006, he pho-
tographed an international summit
meeting of health care professionals in
Cape Town for a book that the organiza-
tion used to lobby officials.

He felt “very acutely, this divide of
people getting treatment, and those who
don’t,” he said. “I just had to look at what
I can do, in my work, and my talents, to
help.” It was Tillmans’s first step into po-
litical campaigning, and a copy of the
book is now in the collection of the
Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam.

At the center of the MoMA show, tak-
ing up most of the largest room, is an in-
stallation called “Truth Study Center.” It
consists of 18 wooden tables, overlaid
with plexiglass, on which Tillmans has
layered hundreds of photographs and
ephemera in a noisy polyphony of com-
peting realities, from Islamist recruit-
ment stickers found in a London street,
to Financial Times stories and a cover
from American Survival Guide, a maga-
zine for doomsday preppers.

Tillmans first presented a simpler,
less text-heavy version of the work in
2005, at Paley’s gallery in London. 

DANIEL ARNOLD FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Wolfgang Tillmans:
Older, wiser, cooler

BERLIN

BY MATTHEW ANDERSON

In a 35-year career, the German artist has concerned himself
with ‘the poetry of looking.’ But increasingly, politics is on his mind.

TILLMANS, PAGE 19

Top, Wolfgang Tillmans at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. His retrospective there will include, above from left, “The Cock
(Kiss)”; a 2004 work from the “Freischwimmer” series; and a photograph of Frank Ocean that appeared on the album “Blonde.”

WOLFGANG TILLMANS, VIA DAVID ZWIRNER, NEW YORK/HONG KONG; GALERIE BUCHHOLZ, BERLIN/COLOGNE; MAUREEN PALEY, LONDON
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When Serena Williams stepped onto the
hard courts of the U.S. Open on Monday
for what may be her last tournament,
she did so in a little black (tennis) dress
with long sheer sleeves, a six-layer skirt
— one tier for every U.S. Open title she
has won — and a bodice sparkling with a
galaxy of stars. It was a dress made for a
supernova’s farewell. And it was fitting,
in more ways than one. If you did not
pay attention to the symbolism, you
were whiffing the point.

After all, Ms. Williams did reveal her
plans to end her tennis career in an es-
say published not in Sports Illustrated
but in the September issue of Vogue.
Though the choice, with its accompa-
nying cover shoot of Ms. Williams in an
array of evening gowns, was met with
some head-scratching in the sports
world, it should have surprised no one.

Since she turned professional in 1995,
Ms. Williams, now 40, has wielded self-
presentation as effectively as any ath-
lete as a weapon of change; what she
wore has been as carefully honed and
considered a part of her long game as
any serve or forehand. She smashed
barriers of race, age and background,
and the old dress codes of tennis.

She always had a bigger plan than just
sports, and it was an intention embed-
ded in the imagery she helped create. It
was never just about adding a stripe
here, some neon there. It was about self-
realization, about expanding the defini-
tion of what was possible in myriad
ways — physically, professionally — and
about who got to decide.

Her on-court wardrobe was a “visual
manifestation of her fun, her energy and
her barrier-breaching mentality,” said
Gabriella Karefa-Johnson, the editor
who styled the Vogue shoot. It was cal-
culated to make the point succinctly,
said Tania Flynn, the vice president for
women’s apparel design at Nike, “that
women deserve to be seen.”

As the rare Black woman in tennis,
and one with a back story and a body
that didn’t conform to the sport’s my-
thology, Ms. Williams knew “how many
eyes and how many cameras were on
her,” said John Hoke, the chief design of-
ficer of Nike, who has been working with
her for almost 20 years.

And if, said Gerald Marzorati, the au-
thor of the 2021 book “Seeing Serena,”
“attention was going to be paid, her atti-
tude was: I’m going to be a subject of
that attention, rather than an object.”

If people were going to be looking, and
judging, she might as well use that scru-
tiny, not just to further her tennis career,
but to change the playing field for every-
one. Her racket was one way to do that.
Fashion was another.

BREAKING THROUGH THE OLD CODES
When Ms. Williams and her older sister,
Venus, arrived on the scene, women’s
tennis dress, like tennis itself, was still
stuck in the mire of tradition, associated
with an antiquated image of a blond po-
nytailed sprite zipping around a court in
a teeny tiny little “skirt” or “dress” that
was like a notional remnant of the longer
dresses that had come before.

It was highly gendered, in the most
stereotypical kind of way (this is a sport,
after all, where until the late 20th cen-
tury female tennis players wore frilly
bloomers under their faux skirts, like
baby dolls) and very white. Literally, in
the case of the All England Lawn Tennis
and Croquet Club, a.k.a. Wimbledon,
where the player dress code specifies
dress color.

It was, said Richard Thompson Ford,
a professor at Stanford Law School and
the author of “Dress Codes: How the
Laws of Fashion Made History,” “an ex-
tension of the country club. And the cos-
tume reflected that.”

Sure, fashion had been an occasional
tool of disruption since Suzanne
Lenglen shortened her hemlines in the
1920s and “there were lines of people
waiting to see her play at Wimbledon in
a skirt above her ankles,” Mr. Marzorati
said.

Sure, on the men’s side, Andre Agassi
ushered in a moment of change with his
mullet, jeans shorts and neon colors,
scandalizing the powers that were. (He
boycotted Wimbledon for three years
because of the dress code.) And many of
the sport’s previous Black players — Al-
thea Gibson, Arthur Ashe, Zina Garri-
son — dressed, Mr. Ford said, in the style
of “respectability politics,” to fit in.

“Stylistically, tennis has been histori-
cally a very conservative sport — a gen-
tlemen’s sport,” Ms. Karefa-Johnson
said. “Of course, all of these semantics
really just reinforce the white suprema-
cy latent in the sport and justify the ex-
clusion of any person or body that
stands outside of the prescribed partici-
pants and audience. Serena blew up that
fallacy.” She refused to be anything
other than herself.

Mr. Ford called it “a different way of
integrating a sport.”

It began when Ms. Williams and her
sister took to the court in their beads
and braids and continued through the
years, becoming ever more deliberate
and political. Mr. Hoke of Nike, where
there is a design building named in Ms.
Williams’s honor, said that on a scale of 1
to 10 of involvement with her clothes,
she is a 10.

If at first her interest was simply
about expressing a certain joy in dress-
ing up — about dipping into streetwear
trends with denim and studs and run-
way trends with snakeskin and mesh —
it became about being a woman of power
and having the profile to call out per-
ceived injustice and inequality; about
being a mother and an activist; about, as
Ms. Flynn of Nike said, “the message.”

Sometimes literally so, as when Ms.
Williams wore to the French Open in
2019 a black and white crop top and ten-
nis skirt with matching trapeze jacket
and maxi overskirt splashed with the
French words for “Mother, champion,
queen, goddess.” (It was created with
Virgil Abloh of Off-White, a designer
who also understood something about
opening doors and who became a close
friend of Ms. Williams before his death
in 2021.)

And sometimes more implicitly, as
with the black catsuit she wore to the
French Open in 2018, which was de-
signed in part to manage potential blood
clots after a difficult childbirth, and in
part to reflect the status of working
mothers as “superheroes,” as she said at
the time. It set off such a firestorm — the
French officials deemed it a dress code
violation — that her next outfit, a one-
sleeve tutu worn to the U.S. Open and

also designed by Mr. Abloh, seemed a ri-
poste to those who deemed the previous
look not “feminine” enough.

It got to the point, Mr. Marzorati said,
that “watching Serena come out of the
tunnel onto the court and discovering
what she was wearing” was an event
unto itself.

But while viewers may have ogled the
outfit, they ended up absorbing the
point.

BREACHING THE FASHION BARRIER
Fashion and tennis were intertwined for
Ms. Williams pretty much from the be-
ginning. If her father, Richard Williams,

created the template for her athletic ca-
reer, her mother, Oracene Price, laid the
groundwork for her clothing apprecia-
tion.

Ms. Price taught her to sew when she
was two or three, and, Ms. Williams has
said, “I used to watch her put those old
Vogue patterns on the floor and cut out
the outfits.”

Ms. Williams jumped to actual Vogue
in 1998, when she and her sister posed
for the magazine in black and white Car-
olina Herrera, an appearance that her-
alded the start of a friendship with Anna
Wintour, the Vogue editor (and tennis
superfan), that has been by, Ms.

Williams’s description, formative.
“She’s a special person, and I just ab-

solutely completely adore her,” Ms.
Williams told Naomi Campbell on her
YouTube show, “No Filter With Naomi.”
“I love being around her. I love her
brain.”

In return, in an email, Ms. Wintour
called Ms. Williams “fearless” in her
playing, her wardrobe and her facility in
“erasing boundaries.”

She certainly erased some Vogue
boundaries, becoming the first Black fe-
male athlete on the cover of Vogue, in
2012, alongside the soccer player Hope
Solo and the swimmer Ryan Lochte, and
since then appearing on more Vogue
covers than any other athlete.

She had solo covers in 2015, 2018 and
2022 (the last two with her daughter,
Alexis Olympia Ohanian Jr.). Ms. Win-
tour took her to fashion shows — Ms.
Williams chronicled one trip to Milan on
Instagram — and not only suggested
her wedding dress designer, Sarah Bur-
ton of Alexander McQueen, but also con-
sulted on every sketch.

In 2018, Ms. Williams followed her sis-
ter, Venus, who had started her own
fashion line in 2007, into clothing design
(both attended design school at the Art
Institute of Fort Lauderdale, in Florida,
though Serena didn’t graduate) and in
2020 unveiled her S by Serena line at
New York Fashion Week, a show that be-
gan with a fireside chat between Ms.
Williams and Ms. Wintour.

The year before, she had been a host
at the Met Gala, alongside Harry Styles,
Lady Gaga and Alessandro Michele of
Gucci, wearing Nikes with her Versace.
The year after, she created the Serena
Williams Design Crew at Nike to help
young designers of color with nontradi-
tional backgrounds. She even walked a
Paris Fashion Week runway in March,
for the Off-White Virgil Abloh tribute.

Before any of that, though, back in
2006, Chris Evert, a player who domi-
nated women's tennis in the 1970s and
’80s and who has become chairwoman
of the U.S.T.A. Foundation and an activ-
ist for cancer research, wrote an “open
letter” to Ms. Williams in Tennis maga-
zine suggesting she had let such “dis-
tractions” take away from her tennis.

“I appreciate that becoming a well-
rounded person is important to you,”
Ms. Evert wrote. “Still, a question
lingers — do you ever consider your
place in history? Is it something you
care about?”

From the vantage point of now, it’s an
obsolete query. Those “distractions” are
in fact part of the bedrock of Ms.
Williams’s legacy. Not to mention a sig-
nal, perhaps, of what is to come.

Serena’s 
fashion
smash
Williams has used clothes to define
herself and as a weapon for change

BY VANESSA FRIEDMAN

Since Serena
Williams turned
professional in
1995, the outfits
she has worn
during tennis
matches have been
as carefully consid-
ered as her game
strategy. It has
reached the point,
the author Gerald
Marzorati said,
that “watching
Serena come out of
the tunnel onto the
court and discover-
ing what she was
wearing” has been
an event in itself.
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Her on-court
wardrobe has
been a “visual
manifestation
of her fun, her
energy and
her barrier-
breaching
mentality.”
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Ups and Downs

  Across
 1 Exfoliants
 7 Foofaraw
 10 Cookout 

chuckouts
 14 Thickener used 

in desserts
 18 Like favorite 

radio stations, 
perhaps

 19 Calico calls
 21 Memo starter
 22 N.F.L. Hall-

of-Famer Yale 
____

 23 Backpacker’s 
snack

 24 Big huff?
 25 Have an outsize 

presence
 27 “I didn’t need to 

know that!”
 28 What a net 

might attach to
 30 Flying Cloud of 

old autodom
 31 Jazz clarinetist 

Shaw
 32 Soaring shot
 33 Some Six 

Nations 
members

 35 *Mount Everest 
scaler

 37 Hogs
 39 *Went out of 

control
 40 A.M.A. 

members: Abbr.
 42 Marketing 

experiment 
comparing two 
variants

 44 Some red 
marks

 45 Big lugs
 48 Say “Whomever 

did this …,” say

 49 Alice who wrote 
“The Color 
Purple”

 51 Org. with a 
sizable registry

 54 Yellow jacket, 
for one

 55 Syrup brand 
since 1902

 57 Word before 
Roger or 
Rancher

 58 To a profound 
degree

 60 *”Cinderella” 
meanie

 62 Field trip 
conveyances

 63 Middle van 
Pelt child in 
“Peanuts”

 64 Use Tinder, say
 65 Airs
 69 Big exporter of 

pistachios
 70 Features of 

some bygone 
muscle cars

 71 Give an elbow 
bump to, say

 72 Free of fizz
 73 *Lateral-

breaking 
pitches

 75 Skulk
 76 Maker of the 

world’s first 
quartz watch

 77 Javanese 
dyeing 
technique

 78 Potala Palace 
city

 79 One of seven 
represented in 
the Pleiades

 80 *Glide down 
from above

 81 Sleigh driver’s 
need

 82 Sound of an 
ungraceful 
landing

 84 ____ card
 85 Fashion house 

whose logo is 
two interlocking 
C’s

 87 Like the 
Carolina 
Reaper pepper

 88 Visionary
 91 Title for 

Baltimore
 92 Crow language 

family
 95 Sounds of 

hesitation
 96 da-DUM
 99 On pins and 

needles
 101 Homebrewer’s 

sugar
 103 Cartoonish 

villains
 106 “Little ol’ me?”
 107 Woodard of 

“Clemency”
 109 Article in 

Aachen
 110 “Where 

ignorance is 
bliss, ____ folly 
to be wise”: 
Thomas Gray

 111 “Eh … I’ll pass”
 112 It’s a banger in 

Germany
 114 *Portrayer 

of Scrooge 
in 1951’s “A 
Christmas 
Carol”

 116 Surgical seam
 118 Unagi and 

anago, for two
 119 What parallel 

lines never do
 120 It beats 

scissors

 121 Passionate
 122 Secretary, e.g.
 123 ____ Noël
 124 Place to wallow
 125 Butterfly garden 

bloomers

  Down
 1 Places
 2 “Mad Money” host Jim
 3 Eye part with rods and 

cones
 4 Kind of port
 5 Boot camp exercises 

performed on all fours
 6 Narrow groove
 7 One for the roadie
 8 Most beloved
 9 Dominated, informally
 10 Pico de gallo herb
 11 Not yet in stock
 12 Soup bases
 13 Highway heavyweight
 14 ____ mode
 15 Like toum or agliata 

sauce
 16 Forest between 

Champagne and 
Lorraine

 17 Cousin of kvass
 20 Plant pore
 26 “____ Miz”

 29 Early computer 
acronym

 34 O.E.D. part: Abbr.
 36 Some rideshares
 38 They may be hidden 

behind paintings
 41 Knot-tying and lashing, 

to a sailor
 43 Like some short tennis 

matches
 46 Install, as sod
 47 Record player 

annoyances
 50 Actor Guinness
 51 Improvised comment
 52 “Colette” actress 

Knightley
 53 Comedian Wyatt of 

“Problem Areas”
 56 Porter, for one
 57 Derby cocktail
 59 Bad Brains and Bikini 

Kill, for two
 61 Muckety-mucks
 62 Colorful bird named for 

its diet
 64 Not easily moved
 65 Ocho menos cinco
 66 Buttonholes, basically
 67 Actor/activist George
 68 Seattle’s W.N.B.A. team
 70 Absolutely wrecks
 71 K

 74 Reason to do a “stupid 
human trick”

 75 X
 76 Tangential topics
 78 Allow to access
 79 “I am,” in Latin
 80 Incomplete dentures
 81 Ball game that all 

players might lose
 83 Lacks
 85 Place to wear muck 

boots
 86 One roasted or toasted
 87 More raspy
 89 Dramatize, as a 

historical event
 90 Teller, maybe
 93 “That time is fine for 

me”
 94 Lack of musicality
 97 Teeny-tiny
 98 Word after ring or water
 100 Side-to-side movement
 102 Pastoral skyline 

features
 104 Tyler of “Whose Line Is 

It Anyway?”
 105 Places for hoses and 

hoes
 108 Oatmeal glob
 113 Judgy sound
 115 Jupiter’s realm, in myth
 117 Pic on a pec, say

T A R T A N A P E S A R I D P I N
A B U E L O G A S H S O M E L O S E
B R E A K T H E I C E H O D A A L E X
S A D A M A N D A W E T B L A N K E T

S L A N T P A W N S M I C A
P A R K I N G S P A C E T H E M E D I A
O N E A S Y A D E T A M I B O N D
P I T T W A T E R M E L O N P A T C H
A M I E U R N S A R K A S S A D
R U N S A M O K G L A M G A G S
T S A B A T H R O O M S C A L E G M O

I N R E O O P S O V E R C O O K
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weekend books

The author and illustrator, whose latest
picture book is “The Pigeon Will Ride
the Roller Coaster!,” abandons reading
all the time: “I liberated myself from
the idea that I have to finish every book
I start.”

Describe your ideal reading experi-
ence (when, where, what, how).
It’s a joy to read a few pages in my
library in the evenings. Weekend read-
ing outside is also wonderful. But I
think I most love a reading lunch with
my wife, because we get to chat about
what we’ve just read over coffee.

What’s your favorite book no one else
has heard of?
I hope people have heard of Keith
Houston’s book “The Book.” It’s a great
book about the history of books.

What book should everybody read
before the age of 21?
“Peanuts” collections. Any of them. All
of them. Often.

What book should nobody read until
the age of 40?
I would never age out a curious reader.
Instead, I’d ask someone in midlife to
go back and reread their “Peanuts”
collections. Any of them. All of them.
Often.

Which writers — novelists, play-
wrights, critics, journalists, poets —
working today do you admire most?
I love the abundance of curiosity and
invitations to think in a new way found
in the writings of Jacqueline Woodson,
Carlo Rovelli and Susan Orlean.

What book most influenced your
decision to become an illustrator or
contributed to your development?
In the fall of 1987 one of the book ven-
dors on Astor Place said he had some-
thing for me and pulled out a battered,
old copy of “The Cartoon Treasury,”
edited by Lucy Black Johnson and
Pyke Johnson Jr. (1955). It only cost a
few bucks (which is how many I had at
the time). I bought it, took it back to
my apartment and did not leave for a

week. So many glorious days and
nights reading, rereading and trying to
copy the drawing styles I found on the
pages. Searle! Sempé! Steinberg!
Kovarsky! So many greats! And the
angles! The pointy noses, the funny
shoes! The exaggerated yet inevitable
designs of places and things! And
those were just the drawings — the
ideas behind the gags were often sub-
tle and occasionally sublime.

I still pick up my copy for inspira-
tion.

What’s the last book you read that
made you laugh?
Dani Rabaiotti and Nick Caruso’s
“Does It Fart?” is a gas.

What book might people be surprised
to find on your shelves?
I’m a sucker for a good book about
Genghis Khan.

Which subjects do you wish more
authors would write about?
Genghis Khan.

Which genres do you especially enjoy
reading? And which do you avoid?
I wish I was better at reading poetry,
as it shares so many similarities with
picture book writing in terms of utiliz-
ing simple, specific yet elusive lan-
guage. My son has been making read-
ing suggestions and I’m working on it.

How have your reading tastes
changed over time?
In my 20s and 30s I read fiction (in

prose and comix), bouncing from Iris
Murdoch to “Spiderman.” Over the last
quarter-century I’ve gravitated toward
nonfiction (also in prose and comix).
The only constant has been illustra-
tion, picture books and “Peanuts.”

You’re organizing a literary dinner
party. Which three writers, dead or
alive, do you invite?
This is not just a question of whom I’d
like to meet, but when in their lives I’d
like to meet them.

One of the joys of befriending people
like Norton Juster and John G. Morris
later in their lives was that they had
accumulated, retold and refined many
wonderful stories and insights. Con-
versely, I get a kick out of the surpris-
ing ideas that burst forth from my
youngest pals.

With that in mind, let’s invite two
6-year-olds, Iris Murdoch and Michel
de Montaigne, along with a 66-year-old
Epicurus.

And, let’s make it a picnic in Epi’s
garden.

If you wrote something besides pic-
ture books, what would you write?
Nothing is off the drawing table. I’m
currently writing the libretto for my
second short opera.

Disappointing, overrated, just not
good: What book did you feel as if
you were supposed to like, and did-
n’t? Do you remember the last book
you put down without finishing?
Somewhere along the line I liberated
myself from the idea that I have to
finish every book I start, instantly
enlarging my exposure to new kinds of
books.

A book doesn’t have to be to my
taste to be “good.”

What do you plan to read next?
I’m just about to start Jorge Cham and
Daniel Whiteson’s “We Have No Idea:
A Guide to the Unknown Universe.” I
really enjoyed the breezy yet content-
heavy look at physics in “Frequently
Asked Questions About the Universe.”
I hope this one will be a romp as well.

By the Book
Mo Willems

REBECCA CLARKE

There is among marriage counselors
and researchers a recognized phenom-
enon sometimes called the “spousal
death daydream.” Surprisingly com-
mon, it involves fantasizing that your
spouse or longtime partner will pain-
lessly and peacefully die, thereby
freeing you from the relationship with-
out putting you through the trouble of
splitting up.

Rebecca Woolf was 37 and an unhap-
pily married mother of four when her
husband, Hal, was diagnosed with
late-stage pancreatic cancer. Pregnant
at 23, married not long after, she had
endured 14 years of bossy, broody
cantankerousness from a man to whom
marriage was “a tourniquet I didn’t
think we could live without.” Though
the illness brought out new waves of
affection, it’s clear from Woolf’s depic-
tion that this guy, in sickness and
health alike, could be a major pill.

“Our marriage was stable only when
I was willing to do everything in my
power not to trigger him,” she writes in
the early pages of “All of This.” Woolf,
an early success in the blogging world,
describes doing double duty as bread-
winner and caregiver while Hal made
the kind of haphazard Hollywood
rounds best done before any depend-
ents come along. “If I wasn’t making
enough money, he was angry,” she
writes. “If I was making too much
money, he was angry.”

Woolf is at her best when delving
into the fast and brutal progression of
Hal’s illness. Her account of his final
months — physical deterioration that
happened seemingly overnight, excru-
ciating trips between home and hospi-
tal, doctors delivering devastating
news in overcrowded emergency room
corridors — is unflinching and brutally
precise. Woolf has taken an inventory
of the barbaric accouterments of ill-
ness, and she presses these details into
her scenes like spikes. The barf bags
and spit cups, the sponge pops and
no-slip socks, the folding canes that
give way to tennis-ball-padded walkers
and then wheelchairs: It’s a singular
category of horror and she nails it.

“All of This” is subtitled “A Memoir

of Death and Desire.” And as compe-
tently as Woolf handles the death, the
desire leaves rather too much lying
naked on the page, simultaneously
overwrought and undercooked. After
going through the motions of a mourn-
ing period, Woolf went on a Tinder
rampage that amounted to a varietal
assortment of hookup arrangements.
She tells us earlier in the book that she
was unfaithful in the marriage, so
presumably she wasn’t stumbling out
of a yearslong sexual torpor. Nonethe-
less, we’re clearly supposed to read
this half of the book as an odyssey of
overdue erotic awakening: “I felt like a
monster. A pervert. A sociopath. I
wanted to be touched. Tenderly. By
someone who understood how compli-
cated everything was. I wanted to

smoke postcoital cigarettes in someone
else’s king-size bed while saying, ‘That
was amazing.’”

Woolf certainly earns her oats-sow-
ing bona fides, embarking on an in-
tense long-distance affair with another
prominent blogger she calls Danielle.
Still, you can’t help feeling that she
wasn’t sure where to take the story, so
decided to throw in every self-empow-
erment bromide she could summon —
“I feel like you found me when I was
finding myself and there is so much
power in that,” she tells Danielle — and
hope for the best. The result is a salma-
gundi of boilerplate #MeToo musings,
wannabe bad girl confessions and
elliptical woo-speak dressed up as
deep thoughts. “A woman unlearning is
the most powerful kind.” “When all you

have are words, you can have it all if
you say so.” “The opposite of go is
come.”

If “All of This” shows that a great
story doesn’t necessarily work as a
whole book, Elizabeth Crane’s “This
Story Will Change” proves that the
inverse can be true and then some. By
all laws of literary physics, this mem-
oir shouldn’t work at all. There is very
little story, almost no conflict, not
many scenes played out as actual
scenes and no dialogue that actually
appears in quotation marks. At the end
of the book, everyone is essentially the
same as they were at the beginning.
No one has learned a lesson or become
a better person. It’s thrilling.

The spousal death fantasy doesn’t
make a direct appearance, but the

three words that set the events of the
book in motion make for a chilling
proxy: “I’m not happy.” They come
from Crane’s husband, who has found
himself attracted to someone else.

“This Story Will Change” is told in
third person by a nameless narrator,
“the wife,” whose nameless cast of
characters includes “the husband,”
“the client,” the “buddy” and so on.
(This doesn’t include the passages that
are told in first person.) It’s not a book
that contains a lot of yelling or even
arguing. Instead, we see Crane “crying
hard and being baffled about why
someone ends a good marriage and
whether or not the marriage was actu-
ally good even though she had always
thought it was good and more or less is
only trying to get through the day on
the off chance that at some point there
will be less crying and then someday
maybe no crying, about this topic.” We
get flashbacks marking moments in
the relationship: concerts, movies,
road trips, TV in bed. This is, as Crane
puts it, “a boring story of happiness.”

We see the couple doing boring,
happy things. They acquire furniture,
get a dog and agree that the husband
will take care of home repairs and pest
control while the wife will do the dish-
es and the laundry. “Do you even want
to get into a discussion of gender roles
here,” Crane asks parenthetically, “or
can we accept that they both chose
chores that they minded least or may-
be even liked?” They go to couples
therapy, decide they don’t need it and
eventually go back again.

We are accustomed to reading about
terrible divorces. You could fill an
entire bookstore with memoirs con-
taining scenes of dishes thrown across
rooms, $500-an-hour lawyers, psycho-
logically ravaged children and surgi-
cally enhanced replacement wives.
What is less familiar, at least on the
page, are stories of marriages that die
from no known cause. As such, “This
Story Will Change” is not so much a
memoir about a divorce as a case
study of one marriage and what killed
it. It’s not a matter of who’s guilty, but
what caused the marriage to end
seemingly before its time. The wife
may be baffled, but she’s full of theo-
ries about what went wrong and why.
She wasn’t good enough at making the
bed or at cooking or camping. The bed
and sofa were both too large, putting
too much space between them.

“Her main theory about a real and
long-term relationship was that it
shouldn’t be that hard,” Crane writes.
“Show up, compromise, say what you
mean to the best of your ability.”

This works well enough, until it
doesn’t. Is it a spoiler to say that the
jury for her case is still out?

“This story so much wants to have a
happy ending but it’s probably just
going to have an ending,” Crane writes.
“Maybe the happy part comes at the
beginning of the next one.”

Maybe we’ll get a sequel.

BOOKS REVIEW

All of This
By Rebecca Woolf. 233 pp. HarperOne.
$26.99.

This Story Will Change
By Elizabeth Crane. 256 pp. Counter-
point. $26.

BY MEGHAN DAUM

Meghan Daum’s latest book is “My
Problem With Everything.” She is the
host of The Unspeakable podcast.

LUIS MENDO

“All of This”
shows that a
great story
doesn’t
necessarily
work as a
whole book.

The ties
that bind
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arts weekend

“Then no one talked about post-truth,
fake news or whatever,” Tillmans said.
Earlier iterations focused on misinfor-
mation around themes including the
war in Iraq, H.I.V. in Africa and Muslims
in Europe, as well as astronomy, a pas-
sion of Tillmans’s since childhood; with
subsequent showings, the work has
grown and evolved to keep pace with the
times.

“Truth Study Center” was about the
danger of “one institution, or one au-
thority,” claiming a final say on reality,
Tillmans explained. “As much as I be-
lieve in what the James Webb telescope
tells us, and science, and that Earth is
orbiting the sun, this is not a direct
pledge for one single purveyor of truth.”

Scattered on the tables are short texts
Tillmans wrote himself that jolt the
viewer into a sense of historical time.
“Now 1993 is as long ago as the Civil
Rights Act was in 1993,” reads one; an-
other says, “Martin Luther King’s ‘I had
a dream’ speech was 27 years prior to
1990. 27 years past 1990, Donald J.
Trump was sworn in as the President of
the United States.” These make you real-
ize, Tillmans said, that “things go for-
ward, but they also go back.”

Tillmans’s own career has also un-
folded in cycles, with some ebbs and
flows. As a music-obsessed teenager in
Remscheid, a small city in what was
then West Germany, he dreamed of be-
ing a pop star and recorded a few tracks
with a neighbor: Tillmans on vocals, and
his friend on synths and drums. Thirty
years later, he came back to that cas-
sette recording, remastering its three
songs and adding two new tracks, to cre-
ate his first EP, “2016/1986,” which he re-
leased on his own label, Fragile.

He has since released four more EPs
of electronic music, and last year he
brought out his first album, “Moon in
Earthlight,” a 53-minute continuous mix

combining ambient noise recordings,
spoken word, pulsating club tracks and
pure pop moments, like the single “In-
sanely Alive,” which Pet Shop Boys re-
mixed for the song’s 12-inch release. At
MoMA, “Moon in Earthlight” will be
presented as an installation in a spe-
cially designed room, with a comple-
mentary video.

It was during a sabbatical from pho-
tography, in 2014, that he came “to fully
embrace making music again,” Tillmans
said. Even when he hadn’t been making
his own tracks, he D.J.’d occasionally at
clubs in London and Berlin, and music
remained a central concern of his pho-
tography, from the early rave pictures to
his famous portraits of pop stars, includ-
ing Chuck D and Lady Gaga.

In 2015, Tillmans photographed
Frank Ocean in Berlin for the fashion
magazine Fantastic Man; afterward, he
said, the two went out clubbing at

Berghain, a techno club. Later, he said,
Ocean asked to use a section from Till-
mans’s track “Device Control,” a bouncy
but melancholy synth-pop number, as a
short intro for a new album. When
Ocean dropped “Endless” unexpectedly,
in the summer of 2016, Tillmans was sur-
prised to find not just an excerpt at the
start, but the whole track at the album’s
end.

“Somehow, I ended up on the hottest,
most anticipated release of the year,”
Tillmans said. “And then a critic in The
New York Times is writing that it’s the
best track on ‘Endless’? I mean, of
course, this is completely surreal.” He
added that he didn’t consider making
music as “a side gig” — it was an equal
part of his artistic output.

He also sees campaigning as part of
his aesthetic practice, he said, referenc-
ing the German artist Joseph Beuys’s
concept of “social sculpture,” in which
creative political actions reshape soci-
ety. In 2016, Tillmans had been living in

London for 20 years and had taken ad-
vantage of free movement within the
European Union to build an interna-
tional career. In the lead-up to the refer-
endum over whether Britain should
leave the E.U., Tillmans devoted himself
and the resources of his studio to a cam-
paign to keep Britain in. He designed
posters and T-shirts featuring slogans
and longer texts, some of them overlaid
on his photos — “What is lost is lost for-
ever,” read one, over a picture of the sky
— and gave dozens of interviews in
which he made the case to stay.

“Citizen campaigning is nothing I had
planned on at all. This was literally a citi-
zen’s emergency for me,” he said. “I saw
one of the foundations of my life, the E.U.
and cooperation in Europe, under at-
tack.”

When the poll was counted, and 52
percent had voted to leave, Tillmans, a
lifelong Anglophile, was crushed. “Cer-
tain things that you find funny, or cute,
you realize: They’re not so funny,” he
said. “The depth of the exceptionalism
and nationalism is really worrying.” He
took himself off to Fire Island for a few
months.

What Tillmans called “the whole
earthquakes of 2016” had given him a
sense of “the fragility of what is consid-
ered unkaputtbar,” he said, using the
German word for “unbreakable.” “Civil
rights have to be defended, and democ-
racy has to be defended. I was always
aware of that,” he said. “In recent years,
it’s become a superstrong awareness.”

Tillmans has since produced poster
campaigns against the far-right Alter-
native for Germany party, which was
the third most popular party in the coun-
try, according to many polls, in the lead-
up to Germany’s 2017 parliamentary
elections; he has collaborated with the
House of World Cultures, a Berlin arts
center, on a lecture and workshop series
titled “European Culture of Resistance
Against Fascisms.”

Tillmans runs many of these cam-
paigns through Between Bridges, a
foundation he established in 2017 to pro-
mote “humanism, solidarity and the ad-
vancement of democracy.” Between
Bridges started out as an exhibition
space in London, devoted to showing
artists whose work was little known;

Tillmans relocated the project to Berlin
in 2014 and ran it from a city storefront
for five years, closing it down while he
developed an abandoned plot of land
into an ambitious new home for his
many arts and advocacy projects.

The architect for the new property, a
simple but handsome six-story corner
building in the Kreuzberg district, is Till-
mans himself. It features a downstairs
exhibition and event space, studio areas
and archive facilities, plus the artist’s
own home, on the penthouse level, and
eight apartments that Tillmans said he
was in the process of renting. (Refugees
from Ukraine were already living in one
of the apartments, he added.) Viktor
Neumann, a Between Bridges curator,
said upcoming work at the site would in-
clude “exhibitions, conversations, per-
formances, neighborhood events, read-
ing groups, printed matter and more.”

For all the foundation’s grass-roots
activities, Tillmans is also close to insti-
tutional power. He is a member of the

most prestigious artists’ academies in
both countries where he lives — the
Royal Academy of Arts in London, and
the Akademie der Künste in Berlin —
and has been honored with the Cross of
Merit, one of Germany’s highest trib-
utes. Between 2009 and 2014, he sat on
the board of the Tate museum group,
and he is currently the chairman of Lon-
don’s Institute of Contemporary Art.

He sees no disconnect between these
activities and the anarchic spirit of his
work. “Just because I am engaged in the
poetry of looking, and touched by music,
and nightlife, and musicians, and youth
culture, it isn’t a contradiction to be in-
terested” in how things actually func-
tion, he said.

But he will be 54 when his show opens,
and lately he has been thinking, “Maybe
it’s time to take responsibility.” People
are “more and more into politics,” he
said, “but no one is going into politics.”
So would he consider running for office
himself?

At this point in one of several inter-
views for this article, Tillmans spoke
slowly and carefully. “It has crossed my
mind,” he said. “If you are an ardent pro-
ponent of democracy, then you have to
actually consider being a candidate.” He
added that any foray into electoral poli-
tics “would only be in Germany” and
that, although he felt he could “play a
more useful role being independent,”
representative democracy “wouldn’t
work if everyone just said that.”

Tillmans said he had met with law-
makers to discuss running for the Bun-
destag, Germany’s lower house of Par-
liament. “There have been exchanges,”
he said, but declined to say whom he
consulted. There is a definite left-wing
sensibility to Tillmans’s work as both
image maker and activist, with its focus
on equality, community and coopera-
tion; however, he ruled out working with
Die Linke, Germany’s party of the far
left, and added that it can be helpful to
have “just as many ears” with conserva-
tive politicians and voters.

Whatever happened next, he said, he
would be taking his foot off the gas for a
while first. With the completion of his
new building, “and the end of the Africa
tour — which, of course, also like
MoMA, was extended by the pandemic
— I feel like there is a new sabbatical
coming,” Tillmans said. “I like to think in
these seven-year cycles,” he added, and
it had been more than that long since the
last one. It was time to pause and reflect.

At lunchtime on the day of the studio
visit, Tillmans and I took a break and
went downstairs to an Italian restau-
rant. His work space is in an annex of a
modernist building from the early 1930s
with huge rectangular windows. It was
designed by the Bauhaus architect Max
Taut as a cooperative, worker-run de-
partment store, a utopian project that
didn’t last. Once the Nazis took power,
they denounced consumer co-ops as
“Jewish-Marxist” organizations.

“You are interested in the building?
Then I will show you something,” Till-
mans said. He took me into a lobby
where one of the walls was covered by a
huge black-and-white photograph of the
square outside. The building’s gleaming
facade looked so sleek, and it seemed in-
congruous to see people in front wear-
ing the long coats and hats of the 1930s.
Tillmans pointed at some lampposts
whose stacked cone bases looked like
spaceships.

“See how cool Germany was then —
how Europe was?” he said. “That can
also come to an end.”

He’s older,
wiser and
cooler, too

TILLMANS, FROM PAGE 16

PHOTOGRAPHS BY WOLFGANG TILLMANS, VIA DAVID ZWIRNER, NEW YORK/HONG KONG, GALERIE BUCHHOLZ, BERLIN/COLOGNE, MAUREEN PALEY, LONDON

Above, a detail of
“Truth Study
Center” (2006-22),
which consists of
18 tables covered
with photographs
and ephemera.
Below left, “17
Years’ Supply.”
Bottom, one of the
“Freischwimmer”
series.

“If you are an
ardent
proponent of
democracy,
then you have
to actually
consider being
a candidate.”
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weekend theater

Fifteen years ago, Lea Michele was
sulking in her “Spring Awakening”
dressing room, heartbroken over a guy,
when the Broadway show’s director of-
fered her a bit of advice.

The director, Michael Mayer, sug-
gested that she watch “Funny Girl,”
which, he explained, was about a per-
former learning to not let a man drag
her down.

“I gave it to her as a kind of comfort,”
Mayer said in a phone interview last
month. “You’ve got this great career,
you’re the lead in this significant new
musical, and you’re young still.”

Michele watched the movie that
night. Dazzled, she watched it again the
next night, resolving to one day land the
lead role of Fanny Brice. A few weeks
later, she gushed about “Funny Girl”
and its star, Barbra Streisand, at dinner
with a television producer, Ryan Mur-
phy, who went on to create a new series,
“Glee,” with Michele in mind.

This is where it gets meta: Michele’s
character, a glee club captain who grad-
uates to become a striving theater ac-
tress, lands her dream role in the first
Broadway revival of “Funny Girl” since
its debut in 1964.

Murphy’s plan to transfer Michele’s
Fanny Brice from the TV screen to stage
never materialized. But on Tuesday, a
tale that feels to many like life imitating
art is scheduled to culminate with Mi-
chele’s first performance as Brice, a
20th-century Jewish performer, at the
August Wilson Theater.

Like the two other actresses who oc-
cupied the lead role this year (first
Beanie Feldstein, then her standby Julie
Benko), Michele must seek to avoid the
shadow of Streisand’s star-making per-
formance in the original musical and
movie.

Unlike the other actresses, Michele,
36, must contend with another shadow:
her past self. Two years ago, she faced a
wave of criticism from former col-
leagues who publicly accused her of bul-
lying behavior and a prima donna atti-
tude. And she must step into a show
whose behind-the-scenes machinations
and cast changes have been one of the
juiciest running stories on Broadway
this summer.

“I feel more ready than I ever have be-
fore, both personally and profession-
ally,” Michele said in an interview three
weeks before her debut. She spoke from
a dressing room vacated by the actress
Jane Lynch, who ended her run as
Brice’s mother earlier than planned, en-
suring that the former “Glee” co-stars
would never perform together onstage.

The allegations prompted an “intense
time of reflection” about her conduct at
work, Michele said — which, she be-
lieves, has equipped her to be a part of,
and lead, a Broadway company for the
first time since leaving “Spring Awak-
ening” in 2008.

“I really understand the importance
and value now of being a leader,” she
said. “It means not only going and doing
a good job when the camera’s rolling, but
also when it’s not. And that wasn’t al-
ways the most important thing for me.”

For Michele, who temporarily
stepped away from performing after the
birth of her son, Ever, in 2020, the explo-
sive internet reaction to her “Funny
Girl” casting was not, perhaps, the nar-
rative she had imagined.

Before the news was announced,
Feldstein, who had generally received
underwhelming reviews in the role, said
on Instagram in July that she would be
leaving the show two months earlier
than expected, writing that the produc-
tion had “decided to take the show in a
different direction.” The announcement
fueled speculation that Feldstein’s de-
parture had something to do with Mi-
chele, who was rumored to be taking
over the part.

Rebukes of Michele resurfaced on-
line, with some questioning whether she
should have been offered the role.

To go back to June 2020: After Mi-
chele tweeted a message with the Black
Lives Matter hashtag, Samantha Marie
Ware, a Black actress who appeared on
“Glee,” said Michele had been responsi-
ble for “traumatic microaggressions” to-
ward her, saying that Michele had
threatened to fire her and made a hu-
miliating remark in front of their cast-
mates.

A deluge of criticism followed, includ-
ing from former “Glee” actors who de-
scribed Michele as exclusionary and de-
meaning to colleagues. The meal-kit
company HelloFresh, saying it “does
not condone racism nor discrimination
of any kind,” ended its partnership with
her.

Another co-star from “Glee,” Heather
Morris, tweeted at the time that “for Lea
to treat others with the disrespect that
she did for as long as she did, I believe
she should be called out.” (Morris did
not respond to an interview request.)

Michele apologized in 2020 for her
past behavior. Ware declined to com-
ment, but shortly after Michele’s
“Funny Girl” casting was announced,
Ware posted a tweet in which she said,
“Yes, Broadway upholds whiteness.”
Her account and tweets have since been
made private.

Michele now acknowledges that her
work style is intense, sometimes to a
fault.

“I have an edge to me,” she said. “I
work really hard. I leave no room for
mistakes. That level of perfectionism, or
that pressure of perfectionism, left me
with a lot of blind spots.”

She traced that psychology to her
days as a child actress on Broadway,
where, she said, the expectation to per-
form at a consistently high level often
put her in a “semi-robotic state.”

Her performance career started un-
expectedly when she was 8, living in
Tenafly, N.J., with her father (a Jewish
deli owner) and her mother (an Italian
Catholic nurse). As Michele tells it, her
mother was asked to drive a friend’s
daughter to an audition for the Broad-
way production of “Les Misérables.” Mi-
chele insisted on coming along, and she
ended up landing the dual role of Young
Cosette and Young Éponine. Hungry for
more, Michele was 9 when she was cast
in the new musical “Ragtime.”

At 14, she met Mayer when she landed
the role of Wendla in a workshop of
“Spring Awakening.” The role, a teen-
ager exploring her sexual desires within
the strictures of a 19th-century German
household, left no questions about her
dedication to the theater. Michele was
beaten with a switch onstage by her co-
star, Jonathan Groff, and when she was
older, she was asked to bare her chest
and simulate sex onstage.

Groff, who formed a close bond with
Michele during the run, remembers Mi-
chele being upset by the uncomfortable

laughter that beating scene would elicit
from audiences. “It would really crush
her,” he said, “like: ‘Oh, gosh, are we not
doing the scene well enough? The peo-
ple are laughing!’”

Groff was the person who invited her
to dinner with Murphy, setting the stage
for Michele’s “Glee” role. At 22, Michele
became known to the world as Rachel
Berry, an anal-retentive high school glee
club member whose middle name, Bar-
bra, is after a certain Brooklyn-born
diva.

By the time Berry lands the “Funny
Girl” role in the series, her affinity for
the musical is well established; she has
already sung “Don’t Rain on My Pa-
rade” and the movie-specific “My Man.”
In the show’s fifth season, Berry belts
“I’m the Greatest Star” on a Broadway
stage, with Lynch watching from the au-
dience.

You can be forgiven for mixing up
which plot points belong to Michele and
which to Berry. “It all kind of morphed
together a little bit,” Michele said.

In a moment of Rachel Berry-like per-
fectionism, she admitted that during a
“Glee” concert tour, she asked that
“Don’t Rain on My Parade” be removed
from the set list because she had messed
up during a live performance.

Behind the scenes, Michele said, she
was getting a “quick education on addic-
tion” while dating Cory Monteith, her
co-star who had long struggled with
substance abuse. Monteith died in 2013
of a combination of heroin and alcohol,
devastating Michele and other cast
members.

Not long after, Michele got within
reach of her dream role, as Murphy
snagged the rights to a Broadway re-
vival of “Funny Girl.” It was a difficult
time, Michele said, and she felt uncer-
tain because she had just performed
many of the show’s songs on TV.

“I didn’t feel like there was anything
new that I could bring,” she said.

The new emotional material came in
the years since — when, as Brice does in
the show’s second act, Michele got mar-
ried and had a child, reordering her pri-
orities.

Her friends started to notice changes.
Groff recalled that at Michele’s wedding
to Zandy Reich, a businessman, in 2019,
Murphy, who officiated, told a story
about his first dinner with them as a cou-
ple. According to Groff, Murphy light-
heartedly said, “This was the first time
I’ve had dinner with Lea where the main
topic of the conversation wasn’t about
her, what she wanted to do next cre-
atively.” (A representative for Murphy
said he was unavailable to comment for
the story.)

Michele gave birth to Ever the next
year after months of pregnancy compli-
cations. He was still a baby when the
team behind the London production of
“Funny Girl” was casting for the trans-
fer to Broadway. Mayer said that even
though Michele was at the top of the list
for Brice, he sensed she would not be
ready to return to work.

After the show cast Feldstein, Mayer
had a conversation with Michele to ex-
plain the decision. “I said, ‘Look, I know
this probably isn’t what you want to
hear, but this is what we’re doing,’”
Mayer remembered telling Michele.

Down the road, he added, “I would
love to do ‘Funny Girl’ with you some
time.”

Michele said she had not been set on
returning to Broadway until November
2021, when she performed in a one-
night-only “Spring Awakening” reunion
concert.

Around that time, she said, she had
another conversation with Mayer, in
which she said that if Feldstein’s run
ended, and they wanted a replacement,
she would be “honored” to step in.

After Feldstein initially announced
her planned departure in June, the
wheels for Michele to take over were set
in motion, Mayer said. He added that he
loved Feldstein’s performance and
stands by her “100 percent.” Asked why
Feldstein decided to leave earlier than
expected, he said he was unsure.

“I haven’t spoken to her about it,”
Mayer said. “I think it was hard for her
once she knew she was going to be leav-
ing and that someone else was taking
over.” (A representative for Feldstein

didn’t respond to requests for com-
ment.)

Mayer said Michele’s deal went
through relatively quickly because she
and Feldstein had the same agent, who
already knew the details around the
show. By late July, Michele was in the re-
hearsal room. Benko took over as Brice
for the month of August, with the assur-
ance she’d perform one show a week in
the role after Michele’s debut.

The structure of the show has under-
gone some changes, including a new in-
terlude of a Brice song, “I’d Rather Be
Blue Over You,” that Streisand sings in
the movie.

Michele, like her predecessors, has
tried to remove the pressure of the com-
parison, saying, “I will never be as good
as Barbra Streisand.” Whatever per-
formance she delivers, it will not be eli-
gible for a Tony: Only the originating ac-
tress in that production, Feldstein, can
be considered for the award.

But the pressure on her to save this
revival is hard to dismiss. Mayer said he
sees this as a “second chance” for
“Funny Girl,” whose ticket sales had
been on the decline, dropping to an aver-
age weekly gross of about $760,000 in
Feldstein’s final month from $1.2 million
in the first two, according to data from
the Broadway League. Prices have now
skyrocketed for Michele’s debut: The
most expensive ticket on her first night
is $3,000.

Despite the evident star power, Mi-
chele seems aware that she should avoid
behaving like a diva.

“Everyone here has been through a
lot, and I just have to come in and be pre-
pared and do a good job and be respect-
ful of the fact that this is their space,” she
said.

Michele said she was focused on in-
habiting the role as a wife and mother
rather than a fame-hungry former glee
club captain.

Maybe Rachel Berry would throw a fit
if her performance was ineligible for a
Tony Award, but present-day Lea Mi-
chele insists she isn’t bothered.

“It’s just about being able to play this
part,” Michele said.

Her journey
to opening
night went
on for years
Lea Michele is stepping into a dream role
in ‘Funny Girl.’ Now the pressure is on.

BY JULIA JACOBS

Lea Michele, who
is set to make her
first “Funny Girl”
appearance on
Tuesday, played a
character on the
TV series “Glee”
who lands the lead
role in a “Funny
Girl” revival on
Broadway.
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“I have an
edge to me. I
work really
hard. I leave
no room for
mistakes.”
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theater weekend

Love is a powerful, redemptive force at
the National Theater here, where two
very different shows convey the value of
letting someone into your life. “All of
Us,” the first play from the performer
Francesca Martinez, opens our eyes to
the hardships of disabled people in Brit-
ain. In a separate auditorium, the play-
house has revived Shakespeare’s
“Much Ado About Nothing.”

These plays feature heroines who al-
low themselves — sometimes reluc-
tantly — to experience love, and are
changed by it. The world around them
may be unforgiving and harsh, but love
is there to offer solace and a way for-
ward.

Circumstances are especially chal-
lenging for Jess, the therapist at the cen-
ter of “All of Us.” She is played by the au-
thor, already an established comedian.
Martinez has cerebral palsy, so under-
stands full well the similarly “wobbly”
Jess — “wobbly” being the playwright’s
preferred word to describe living with a
condition she has had since birth and a
term she has used to describe herself in
interviews. (Jess jokes early in the play
that she’s unlikely to ever be “de-wob-
blied.”)

Jess has a thriving practice, and her
routine is facilitated by state-provided
home health aides who help her dress
and eat; the government also provides a
car that allows her to avoid public trans-
portation and enjoy life without being
shut up at home.

So it’s a shock when Jess gets a visit

from an ill-informed government asses-
sor, Yvonne (Goldy Notay), and finds
that the level of assistance she has taken
for granted from childhood is now at
risk. “Never get angry,” says the kindly
Polish aide Nadia (Wanda Opalinska),
but circumstances are pushing Jess to-
ward the brink.

She is demoted to a lower level of care,
and as her car is taken away and a first
appeal to reverse that decision is turned
down, her hard-won composure starts
to crack. This woman used to dispensing
balm to others could also use shoring up.
And Jess is cross with herself for being
too candid with the assessor. Some-
times, she muses, honesty doesn’t pay.

The prospects are scarcely less rosy
for Jess’s feisty, wheelchair-using friend
Poppy (a spirited Francesca Mills), a
weed-smoking 21-year-old with an ac-
tive sex life who isn’t thrilled about hav-
ing to go to bed at 9 p.m. because of cuts
to nighttime care services. “I just want
to get on with life,” says Poppy, who
must rely on friends to dress her in a dia-
per that she now needs to make it
through the night. The play’s director,
Ian Rickson, brings his characteristic
compassion to a deeply intimate scene
in which Poppy is put to bed.

It’s against these gathering hardships
that Jess finds an unexpected soul mate
in one of her patients, Aidan (Bryan
Dick), a heavy drinker who arrives for
his initial sessions in a wary, snarky
mood. As a writer, Martinez charts with
ease the changing dynamic of their rela-
tionship, which goes from professional
in the first act to personal in the second:
Cocky, defensive Aidan softens in the
presence of Jess, who expresses toward
Aidan a kindness you feel he’s rarely
known.

It might seem a contrivance too far
when Aidan is revealed to be the son of
the Conservative minister responsible
for the disability services cuts from
which Jess and Poppy are reeling. But

that coincidence allows a play rooted in
individual circumstances to broaden
into a politically charged cry for help.

The start of the second act finds the
houselights up for a voices-raised town
meeting in which the cast members
spread themselves around the audito-
rium to argue their case and hold the
minister to account. He replies that the
pandemic has put serious pressure on
the public purse, and that the cutbacks
are meant to encourage independence.
It’s left to the live-wire Poppy to make
the point that intentions are irrelevant.
The reality, she says, is “that Jess used
to work and now she can’t.” Without a
car to get her to her consultation room,
Jess doesn’t have a job.

What she does now have is a serious
romantic prospect in Aidan, who seeks
out Jess no longer as a therapist but as a
friend — and more. “Can you undo my
buttons?” she asks him in a moment
that stills the heart.

Aidan certainly finds a flowery rheto-
ric you wouldn’t expect from the prickly

figure we’ve met earlier. (Dick, the actor,
navigates the shift in tone beautifully.)
“My love for you fills the skies and
drowns the moon,” he says in an expan-
sive outburst to Jess that put me in mind
of Shakespeare, in whose plays guarded
characters often drop their defenses to
make room for love.

That, in fact, is the situation for Be-
atrice and Benedick in “Much Ado
About Nothing.”

Long described as a prototype for the
rom-com, Shakespeare’s infinitely spry
1599 comedy can also show us a thing or
two about pain. At its center are the
emotionally cautious Beatrice (Kather-
ine Parkinson, in her Shakespeare de-
but) and her cousin, Hero (Ioanna Kim-
book), who is wrongly accused of adul-
tery on her wedding day.

The genius of the play lies in Shake-
speare’s ability to balance the mournful
undercurrents with the giddiness of Be-
atrice’s eventual romantic surrender to
Benedick (John Heffernan), a soldier
she regards warily at first.

Simon Godwin’s production relocates
the action to the Italian Riviera in the
1930s, which allows for an onstage band
to ramp up the party mood as well as
some audience-pleasing comic business
involving a gelato trolley and a way-
ward hammock.

But its core remains the slow-aborn-
ing affection between Beatrice and
Benedick, whose shared gifts for word-
play mark them out as the wittiest and
liveliest people in the room. And when
the mood darkens late on, the once-frol-
icsome Benedick makes an eloquent bid
to Beatrice. “Serve God, love me, and
mend,” he implores her, a declaration
that itself is deeply touching. Life can
deliver blows of varying kinds, but in
both these shows, love thankfully re-
mains an option.

Love is the answer
on London stages

LONDON

A wry portrait of disability
and a Shakespeare comedy
grace the National Theater

BY MATT WOLF

Top, from left,
Francesca Mar-
tinez and Frances-
ca Mills in “All of
Us.” Above, Bryan
Dick in “All of Us.”
From far left,
Wendy Kweh,
Katherine Parkin-
son and Ioanna
Kimbook in “Much
Ado About Noth-
ing.”
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These plays
feature
heroines who
allow
themselves to
experience
love, and are
changed by it.

In February, Grigory Ambartsumyan, a
22-year-old Ukrainian violinist of Arme-
nian descent, awoke in Kyiv to the sound
of bombs. It was the beginning of Rus-
sia’s assault on his country, and the com-
ing days and weeks were a blur of rest-
less nights in bomb shelters.

Now, six months later and with war
still raging, Ambartsumyan and dozens
of his fellow musicians with the Pan-
Caucasian Youth Orchestra have reunit-
ed in Tsinandali, a bucolic village in
Georgia, for the fourth annual Tsinan-
dali Festival of classical music. It’s been
a difficult three years since the orches-
tra debuted in September 2019, given
the coronavirus pandemic (which
stopped it from performing at the festi-
val for two years), as well as continuing
tensions between Georgia’s neighbors
Azerbaijan and Armenia and, of course,
the lingering war in nearby Ukraine.

This year, there is an urgent sense of
camaraderie and hope among these
young musicians and the festival organ-
izers in the historically volatile region.
Some 80 performers from seven coun-
tries from the Caucasus region between
the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea and a
few neighboring nations — Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Rus-
sia, Turkey and Ukraine — will play
three of the 19 concerts at the festival,
which began Friday and runs through
next Sunday.

“If we don’t establish a new relation-
ship across borders with music, we are
going to lose the opportunity to plant
some seeds in the hearts of these young

musicians,” said the Italian conductor
Gianandrea Noseda, the music director
of the Tsinandali Festival. “You have to
start with the young people to solve
problems through connections rather
than divisions.”

The orchestra was scheduled to open
this year’s festival on Friday with “Ada-
gio” by the Ukrainian modern composer
Bohdana Frolyak (along with pieces by
Brahms and Beethoven). The concert
was to be conducted by Oksana Lyniv,
also Ukrainian, who in 2021 became the
first woman to conduct at the Bayreuth
Festival.

The Pan-Caucasian Youth Orchestra
is the brainchild of Martin Engstroem,
the director of the well-heeled Verbier
Festival in Switzerland. In 2018, he was
hired, along with Avi Shoshani, the sec-
retary general of the Israeli Philhar-
monic Orchestra, by the private equity
investor George Ramishvili, a Georgian,
to start a music festival in his home
country. The festival began in Septem-
ber 2019 on an estate northeast of the
capital, Tbilisi, once owned by the 19th-
century Romantic poet Prince Alexan-
der Chavchavadze.

But Engstroem and Shoshani didn’t
just want to put on another summer fes-
tival for the elite. “I felt one needed to
create a festival in this part of the world
with a message,” Engstroem said, some-
thing “humanitarian and geopolitical.”

Like many classical music festivals,
the festival celebrates the works of ma-
jor European composers — but it also in-
cludes music from the Caucasus, as well
as Turkey and other countries that bor-
der the region, where tensions stretch
back hundreds of years, including be-
tween Turkey and Armenia and, more
recently, Azerbaijan and Armenia, as
well as Russia and Georgia.

“Georgia and this region of Tsinandali
are right in the center of where coun-

tries have been fighting forever,” En-
gstroem said.

“Now more than ever, a dialogue is so
important. We have seen that classical
music is a universal language,” he add-
ed. “It’s relatively easy for kids from dif-
ferent backgrounds to create a common
language through music.”

For Ambartsumyan, the violinist, this
year’s festival seems like a miracle. Af-
ter enduring the bombardment of Kyiv,
he remained in the city to study at the
Ukrainian National Tchaikovsky Acad-
emy of Music this summer before trav-
eling to Tsinandali for rehearsals.
Speaking through an interpreter in a
video interview, Ambartsumyan fought
back tears as he talked about his jour-
ney in the past six months and recalled
several friends killed in the war.

“Starting in February, the explosions
woke me up at night, and people were

running and hiding everywhere,” he
said. “It was such a tough time. And
these past two years have been hard be-
cause I’m both Armenian and Ukrain-
ian.”

He was referring to the simmering
clash between Armenia and Azerbaijan
over the enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh.
It’s a conflict that much of the world
seems to not know much — or care much
— about, he said.

“In 2019, I met an Azerbaijan girl in
the youth orchestra, and I remember
her saying that we can communicate to-
gether, all of us, despite the tension be-
tween Armenia and Azerbaijan,” he
said. “It’s important for me and other
musicians to realize that peace is the
most important thing in life.”

War has also touched other members
of the Pan-Caucasian Youth Orchestra.

“We were a little bit scared when the

festival started in 2019 because there is
always something going on or that could
explode at any time,” said Diana
Sargsyan, 23, an Armenian violinist.
“And then Armenia and Azerbaijan
fought for 44 days in 2020. I had brothers
in the war, and I was always thinking
about them.”

Although the orchestra didn’t reunite
in 2020 and 2021 (the Tsinandali Festival
continued, but on a much smaller scale),
many of the young musicians stayed in
touch and hoped they would play this
year.

“People might wonder how we can sit
next to each other, but it’s OK for us,”
Sargsyan added. “The language we
speak is music. It doesn’t matter which
country you come from. We are all the
same.”

It’s a sentiment echoed by Ekaterine
Tsenteradze, 25, a Georgian oboist who
remembers the brief war between her
country and Russia as a child.

“I was 12 in 2008, and I remember see-
ing Russian soldiers in the streets,”
Tsenteradze said, referring to the occu-
pation of Georgia by Russian forces in
August 2008 before a cease-fire was bro-
kered after 12 days. “I have this fear
again now. It feels like another country
could be next. We’re in peace now and
playing music, but it could all change.”

Ambartsumyan said he found a cer-
tain pleasure that the orchestra would
play works by Prokofiev and Shostako-
vich, two composers who were re-
pressed by the Soviet regime, for the fes-
tival’s closing performance on Sunday.

“It will be emotional for me because in
their music there is a small grain of trag-
edy, but also underlying a lot of their mu-
sic is a satire of the government,” he
said. Ambartsumyan said it was an
ironic bit of programming in 2022, given
that music written to criticize the Rus-
sian government is being played dec-
ades later in a region where Russian ag-
gression is once again in the headlines.

“When I saw Prokofiev and Shostako-
vich on the program, I thought to myself,
‘Perfect!’” he said. “I know a little some-
thing about what these two composers
went through.”

Bringing harmony
to a region of discord
A youth orchestra unites musicians
from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkey and Ukraine

BY DAVID BELCHER

The Pan-Caucasian
Youth Orchestra at
the Tsinandali
Festival in Georgia
in 2019.

TSINANDALI FESTIVAL

“The language
we speak is
music. It
doesn’t matter
which country
you come
from.”
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weekend living

I have been visiting and helping out a
solitary older gentleman through a
mutual-aid organization. He clearly
values our time together. But on a
recent visit he revealed repugnant
beliefs — that Jews control the world
and Black people are genetically inferi-
or to whites. My attempts to disabuse
him went nowhere. Does my ethical
obligation to help this person override a
desire to reject those ideas? Does it
even matter if an isolated person be-
lieves terrible things? Name Withheld

LET’S STIPULATE THAT this fellow acquired
these beliefs from growing up in a
community rife with prejudices. Still,
the fact that they came up suggests
that they’re central to who he is, just as
your recognition that they’re repug-
nant is central to who you are. “The
perfect kind of friendship,” Aristotle
said, “is that of good men who resem-
ble one another in virtue.” That’s a
wildly demanding ideal, and helping
out this gent doesn’t require that you
be friends — being friendly will suffice.
But now that you’ve gained a sense of
his worldview, it may be hard to sus-
tain positive vibes.

This doesn’t mean you can’t do
anything for him or with him. As you
suggest, his odious convictions aren’t
likely to be doing much harm; this isn’t
an “Apt Pupil” scenario. Yet the assist-
ance you’re providing him is a matter
of generosity, not of duty.

The situation would be more compli-
cated if he were in serious need and
had become reliant upon you, with
nobody else to take up the slack. But
that isn’t what your account suggests.
We’re entitled to direct our special
benevolence toward people we con-
sider worth our time. If you do decide
to step back, in any case, you would be

treating him with respect if you ex-
plained to him why.

I have a small handmade stuffed doll
that was given to me when I was very
young by a close friend of my mother’s.
The doll was made to look like an old
African American man. It has gray
overalls and a red shirt. Its bald head is
fringed with curly gray hair around the
side and back like many old men have.
The Disney movie “Song of the South”
was popular and regarded as accept-
able in the early 1950s, so my mother
always called the doll Uncle Remus,
after a main character in the film. I’ve
always thought it curious that, though
my family is of European descent, my
mother’s friend gave me an African
American doll. 

We lived in white suburbia; we did
not have any Black friends or any other
connection to African American culture.
My mother kept it in her dresser to
protect it, and it was passed on to me
after she died in 1977. It could be called
a family heirloom.

Now, my issue is what to do with the
doll. I’m 73, and I am thinking about
how to pass on several keepsakes. The
doll conjures fond associations, and
while it could be seen as a representa-
tion of an elderly person, I know that it
could also be regarded as a figure of an
enslaved person. I feel ethically respon-
sible not to pass on insensitive ster-
eotypes. 

I have thought about alternatives: I
could give it to one of my granddaugh-
ters as a family keepsake; I could give
it to some African American family
(though I don’t know any personally); I
could give it to the Uncle Remus Mu-
seum in Georgia; I could give it to
Goodwill; or I could put it in the trash,
which would seem a shame. What
would be the right thing to do? Mark,
South Carolina

FOR READERS NOT up on their Uncle
Remus: He is the fictional narrator of
the Br’er Rabbit stories that Joel
Chandler Harris published in the late

19th century, drawing on African
American folk tales, often with African
origins. Naturally, there’s plenty to be
said about the cultural politics of Uncle
Remus. I’m afraid, though, that your
doll doesn’t have much to do with that
fictional freedman. The usual image of
Uncle Remus — going by the drawings
in Harris’s Uncle Remus collections,
and by that Disney movie, too — is of a
bearded man in a peak-lapel jacket.
The original illustrators, Frederick S.
Church and James H. Moser, gave him
spectacles, a waistcoat and even a
necktie. In the movie, he wears a white
button-up band-collar shirt.

What you’ve got is a doll of — what,
an elderly farmer? I expect that
younger members of your own white
family might be embarrassed by it,
sensing in it a tradition of racial conde-
scension. Destroying it, however,
would make sense only if it were im-
possible for someone to enjoy it with-
out participating in that tradition. I
don’t think that’s true. A museum isn’t
likely to take an interest in this item,
unless there’s something special about
it you didn’t mention. But you could
sell it on eBay or, yes, donate it to
Goodwill; there’s at least a chance that
it will end up in the hands of someone
who will appreciate it in the right
spirit.

We are a group of gay men who have
known one another for several years.
One of the men came out a few years

ago. I’ll call him John. John recently
came out again, now as transgender.
John’s desire that we call him by a new
name (correcting us when we refer to
him as John), his need to talk with us
incessantly about his transition, his
change of clothing, the slow physical
effects of the hormones he is taking —
all of this has become a challenge for
the rest of the group when we hang
around together.

But our real concern is that we re-
cently planned a gay tour in Mexico.
The tour is very structured, with little
personal time. Our group makes up a
majority of the tour. 

John seems to think that we should
all accept his new identity without
reservation, with as much cheer and
acceptance as he does for himself, not
thinking or caring about how any of us
might feel.

As superficial as this sounds, we no
longer want our friend John to join us.
There are reasons that gay men enjoy
traveling together, and it’s not to hang
around with a woman. 

Straight people imagine that gay men
view trans men/women in the same
inclusive bubble as other gay men. We
are all, so the acronym implies, part of
that big, progressive L.G.B.T.Q.+ um-
brella. Not true. In general, gay men
(for all of our performances of feminin-
ity) do not understand trans identity —
we don’t commonly socialize together.

The bottom line is that John’s pres-
ence will spoil a much-anticipated and

expensive vacation. Do we just put up
or shut up? Should we talk? If so, about
what? Name Withheld

YOU INSIST ON referring to your friend
by a male name, representing the one
she used before she transitioned. That
indicates a basic lack of empathy;
“deadnaming” people like this — using
the name they used before transition-
ing — undermines the process of in-
habiting the gender identities they
have affirmed, and is, in any case,
disrespectful. If the other cis men in
your group really think of her in this
way and resist acknowledging her
transition, then joining you on vacation
is probably not a good idea for her.

She has obviously done a lot to
explain her transition to you. (That’s
one of the burdens uninformed cis
people impose on trans people.) You
should let her know that you’re still
struggling with it. Once she recognizes
that, she may well decide herself that
she doesn’t want to go on a vacation
with you.

A word about your vacation plans:
People get together on the basis of
social identities all the time. There are
plenty of travel clubs with names like
Black Girls Travel Too, Latinas Who
Travel and Shefari. Small social
groups, morally and legally, don’t have
to abide by the rules that govern public
accommodations; in “The Little Ras-
cals,” the He-Man Womun Haters Club
(which Spanky restarts in a reaction to
a boys-excluding party given by the
McGillicuddy girls) would properly not
attract the attention of the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission.
And a female traveling companion
would, I grant, be at odds with your
objective of having an all-gay-men
holiday. (I’ve also read that many gay
clubs in Mexico have been distress-
ingly hostile to trans women.)

Still, your letter suggests that your
problem is not so much the presence of
a woman as the presence of a trans
woman. If so, you have a way to go in
treating your friend with the respect
she deserves.

The older man I’ve been helping
is in fact a bigot. What do I do?

The Ethicist

B Y K WA M E A N T H O N Y A P P I A H

Kwame Anthony Appiah teaches philos-
ophy at N.Y.U. His books include “Cos-
mopolitanism,” “The Honor Code” and
“The Lies That Bind: Rethinking Iden-
tity.”

TOMI UM

I think I have a condition where I think
I have a condition. I have to go to the
hospital, or the doctor’s office, or on
Google, more than most.

This is why when I rang my husband
at work one morning to tell him that I
had shattered my kneecap, he sug-
gested a rest on the couch. Great ad-
vice if I could walk. But I was calling
him from the concrete slab outside our
house because I couldn’t even stand.
An ambulance was on its way. As my
husband processed that I had involved
911 this time, I explained how I was
carrying our toddler and didn’t see a
glossy flier on the ground when —

“Wait a minute,” he said. “Was it a
flier for roof repairs?”

I squinted past my baby’s screams
and saw the advertisement that tried
to kill me. It was for roof repairs and, if
we were interested, we could get 20
percent off —

“Wait a minute,” I said. “How did
you know it was for roof repairs?”

I asked the question, but I already
knew the answer. My husband had
seen the flier as he left for work that
morning. Instead of picking it up, he
stepped over it. Two hours later, I had
the opposite experience: I didn’t see
the flier and stepped on it.

As my right leg flew out in front of
me, I knew bad things were about to
happen. But I couldn’t let those bad
things happen to our son, so I Baby
Bjorn’d him to my chest with both
arms, leaving zero free appendages to
stop my fall. One horrifying sound
later, I was glad that I did. I had saved
my baby’s life.

My fragmented patella, wedged in
the middle of my thigh, was not im-
pressed.

After surgery, I needed help with
everything. I had two young children,
many hours of physical therapy ahead
of me, and required assistance for
every single bathroom activity. My
mother gave up her life and moved into
mine. My displaced husband moved
his pillow to the couch.

He and I lived separately but togeth-

er like this for months. Everything was
hard. Rehabilitating my knee. Going on
Percocet and then struggling to get off
Percocet. My mood.

A year passed. My surgical wound
became a five-inch scar. My mom went
back to her own bed. And my husband
had some big news.

He got a job offer.
“Great,” I said, but didn’t really

mean it because I could tell from the
weird look on his face that there was
more. And there was.

His new job wasn’t close to his old
job. It wasn’t in California. Or even in
the Northern Hemisphere. This is
when I heard him say New Zealand for
the first time. I burst into tears.

I couldn’t live in New Zealand. I was
a TV writer in Los Angeles!

Plus, New Zealand was too far away,
too small, too in the middle of the
ocean somewhere even though I was-
n’t exactly sure where. I would never
survive without all of my people. He
told me it was just for a couple of years
and asked me to think about it. I as-
sured him I would and then actively
didn’t. That’s when all of my people

cornered me with so many aggressive
words: “Are you crazy?” “This is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity!” “You
have to go!”

Ambushed by their logic and a map
of the Pacific, I realized my people
were right. So I said yes and began
wrapping up our lives in Bubble Wrap.
A month later, I started to get excited
in the pots and pans cupboard when
my husband’s phone dinged and dis-
tracted me.

He was in the shower when I found
the one-word text: “Hey.”

It seemed like nothing. But it also
seemed odd because I didn’t recognize
the number and no other text preceded
it. I opened his inbox before contem-
plating whether I should, and there it
was. An email from an address I didn’t
recognize with the same one-word
subject: “Hey.”

These two messages were obviously
a pair. I read more: “I had a dream last
night . . . I kissed you a lot, a lot.”

Everything suddenly went dark and
sad and silent. I wanted to throw up in
the sink but it was full of clean dishes
to pack so I swallowed my bile and slid

down to the ground instead.
“How did this happen?” I sobbed to

the kitchen floor.
“How could it not?” the kitchen floor

answered.
The kitchen floor had a point. A wire

cage had held my six pieces of knee in
one stable place for a year, but there
was no such supportive structure for
my marriage. Every human needs
care. My mother had replaced my
husband that year. This email sender
was clearly trying to replace me.

Or maybe she already had.
My brain was looping on this

thought when my husband came into
the kitchen and found a puddle of me.
The sight of his phone in my hand
explained it all. His words raced to
comfort me. “This isn’t what you think
it is!” “Nothing happened!” “I love
you!”

I rejected them and him, and left for
a bedroom with a door.

I couldn’t sleep at all that night so at
6 the next morning I stopped trying. I
got up, put on mascara and wrote him
a note. I was going to the emergency
room. The nurse in triage asked what

brought me in so early. I wanted to tell
her about the flier for roof repairs but
that seemed too complicated so I said
possible heart attack. She looked at me
like I was nuts. I didn’t stop her.

After a series of tests proved I was
not in cardiac arrest, the examining
doctor couldn’t help but wonder if
anything stressful had happened re-
cently. I blinked once for yes. A tear
rolled down my cheek in corroboration.
My mascara had no choice but to go
with it. One soothing sedative later, I
was released.

I returned home and was confronted
by our life. It was divided into two
piles. One pile was going to Auckland
in a shipping container. The other was
off to live in a storage unit for two
years or forever. The hatred I felt for
my husband fit in neither. I wanted to
suffocate him with my unused Bubble
Wrap, but the sound of the doorbell
reminded me that my in-laws were
here. They wanted to see their grand-
children while we were still there.
Little did they know “we” were already
gone.

I made my husband tell his parents
what had happened. His father hugged
me tightly. His mother went to work.
Thirty years in human resources had
inadvertently prepared her for this
moment. She took my hand and led me
outside to her pop-up office — a bench
in the backyard. I told her I didn’t
know what to do. She empathetically
nodded like only someone in HR could
and told me I had two choices.

I could not go and it won’t work out.
Or I could go and it might.

My parents divorced when I was 7. I
never lived with my father again. I
knew what “it won’t work out” looked
like, and it looked a lot like snot. I
thought of my boys. One was 6 and the
other just 3. I knew I would never have
enough tissue.

I also knew “might” is all any of us
really have.

We live in a constant state of possi-
bility. We might win the lottery. We
might not hate our new haircut. That
might just be a cough.

That morning, when I came home
from the hospital, I found a Post-it note
on my night stand. It said, “I will fix
this.” I stared at those four words for
days before realizing that my husband
just might. So I moved to New Zealand.
It was hard and fun and easy and a
nightmare. There was still snot. But
there were also close schools, writing
jobs for me, a nearby office for him and
time. As it turned out, that tiny coun-
try, too in the middle of the ocean
somewhere, was exactly what our
marriage needed to heal.

Eleven years later, we live in Aus-
tralia with universal health care, which
is amazing for my condition where I
think I have a condition. Our boys are
18 and 15 and have two passports. And
my husband is still my husband but
now his pockets are full of glossy fliers.

Tiffany Zehnal is a screenwriter for
television and film in Sydney, Australia.
She is writing a feature film about a
woman who leaves herself off her to-do
list and disappears.

A kneecap
that broke,
and a heart
I had a freak accident, and the next thing
I knew my husband’s near infidelity hit me

Modern Love

B Y T I F FA N Y Z E H N A L

BRIAN REA

He was in the
shower when I
found the
one-word text:
“Hey.”
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travel weekend

Over the last decade, a gilded collection
of elite hotels near New York’s Central
Park have vied for the distinction of be-
ing the most expensive in the city. Sev-
eral, including the St. Regis, the Carlyle
and the Plaza, opened more than 80
years ago. Most, including the Baccarat,
a relative newcomer, greet guests with
sparkly chandeliers.

In August, a new, relatively under-
stated, crystal-chandelier-rejecting
player arrived to challenge them: the
Aman New York, in the Crown Building
across from Trump Tower. At $3,200 a
night — and often far more — for the
cheapest available room, the cost of en-
try is nearly triple that of the rest.

For that price, guests get at least 745
square feet (69 square meters) of space
in muted colors, with gas fireplaces, re-
tractable flat-screen TVs and Insta-
gram-worthy bathrooms larger than
many New York bedrooms. Oak floors
and glowing Japanese-inspired screens
complete the look. If they have the
funds, guests can take it up a notch and
spend $36,000 a night to reserve two ad-
joining suites and a half day in a private
spa featuring its own hammam and
plunge pool.

All Aman guests get access to a jazz
club, an expansive greenery-filled ter-
race, an indoor pool, a sauna and a cryo-
therapy chamber where they can drown
out the heat and chaos of Midtown Man-
hattan before returning to their rooms.
There, noise levels hover on podcast-
studio levels of quiet, according to a staff
member, who admitted that most pod-
casters cannot afford to stay at the hotel.

All of this is part of the billionaire chief
executive’s attempt to prove that the
Aman brand’s version of serenity and
exclusivity, originally forged in remote
locations in Asia, can also succeed in
central New York. Other urban outposts
in the United States, including in Miami
Beach, Fla., and Beverly Hills, Calif., are
scheduled to open, as well.

“Since purchasing the brand in 2014,
my strategy has been to bring the Aman
experience to urban destinations, as
well as continuing to grow our remote
locations,” Vladislav Doronin, 59, the
owner and chief executive, wrote in an
email, adding that he aimed to take the
“Aman resort experience from the hori-
zontal to the vertical.”

His strategy also includes creating a
members-only Aman Club within new
hotels that costs $200,000 per location to
join, and expanding the Aman product
line (a new addition: Aman New York
fragrance).

Already, Mr. Doronin, a Soviet Union-
born Swedish citizen who made a for-
tune developing real estate in Russia be-
fore he bought Aman Resorts in 2014,
seems to have proved that he can gener-
ate intrigue. Before the hotel opened,
even some “founders,” as members are
called, said they struggled to secure res-
ervations at the New York property. Eric
Adams, the mayor of New York, was
spotted at the opening festivities.

Many of the Aman’s 22 residences
atop the hotel’s 83 guest rooms were
priced high even for Billionaire’s Row, as
the surrounding neighborhood is called.
And yet they seem to be selling. If the
five-story penthouse residence closes
for $180 million, the price real estate
news sites reported that it went into con-
tract for, it would be the third most ex-
pensive home ever sold in the United
States, according to Jonathan Miller, a
New York-based real estate appraiser.

Aman’s approach to service, design
and privacy has created a cadre of self-
described “Aman junkies” — celebrities,
uber-rich people and other travelers in-
tent on visiting each of the Aman resorts
scattered in 20 countries.

“Once you go to one, you become ad-
dicted to this feeling that the hotel can
achieve in you,” said a frequent guest
who didn’t want to be named because

she and her husband don’t want people
to know how much money they make.

Aman’s goal, according to the chief
operating officer, is to add at least a doz-
en resorts to the existing portfolio of 34
within a few years. But with its urban
expansion, its hierarchical clubs and its
sheer number of properties, will the
magic wear thin?

DISCRETION, PEACE AND UNICORNS
Aman Resorts emerged by chance. In
the late 1980s, an Indonesian publisher
and hotelier named Adrian Zecha — a
man so charismatic that he was among
the first people to persuade Rupert Mur-
doch to invest in Asia — was walking
along the beach in Phuket, Thailand,
and fell in love with a coconut planta-
tion. Plans to build a holiday home
morphed into a vision of a boutique ho-
tel, which he constructed with Ed Tuttle,
an American architect. Mr. Tuttle had
never designed a hotel, but he under-
stood luxury; his previous projects in-
cluded designing a holiday palace for
the Shah of Iran before he was over-
thrown.

Amanpuri, which means “place of
peace” in Sanskrit, according to the re-
sort, opened in Phuket in 1988. Over the
following decades, Mr. Zecha created
Amans throughout the world, typically
working with Mr. Tuttle or two other ar-
chitects: Jean-Michel Gathy and Kerry
Hill. The focus was on building luxuri-
ous, typically minimalist, resorts that
flowed seamlessly into the spectacular
surrounding landscapes.

Billionaires and celebrities, including
Bill Gates and Prince, flocked to the re-
sorts, partly because discretion was a
core part of the brand. Service was also
reliably exceptional. One or two staff
members would be assigned entirely to
each guest, said Miguel Guedes De
Sousa, the general manager of the
Amanjena in Morocco and the Aman-
pulo in the Philippines from 2003 to 2013.
“During their stay they’d have no days
off and work as many hours as possible
so that they could be totally focused on
that client,” he said.

The extreme pampering persists to-
day. Lauren Trenkle, 37, of Manhattan
Beach, Calif., and her husband have
been celebrating their now 6-year-old
daughter’s birthday at the Amangiri in

Utah since she turned 3. During that
first visit, the staff learned that the tod-
dler liked unicorns, so they dressed up a
horse as a unicorn. When the family re-
turned to their room, they found a
framed photo of the girl’s mythical en-
counter.

“She thinks it’s the only place we get
to see unicorns,” Ms. Trenkle said of the
annual tradition.

By 2013, Mr. Zecha no longer owned
the company. When an Indian real es-
tate company decided to sell it, Omar
Amanat, an American movie producer
and entrepreneur, approached him
about trying to buy it. They teamed up
with Mr. Doronin, who had been staying
at Aman properties since the ’90s.

Mr. Guedes De Sousa remembers or-
ganizing a birthday dinner in a romanti-
cally lit tent for Mr. Doronin and his
then-partner, Naomi Campbell, in Mar-
rakesh, back when they were just an-
other Aman power couple. Compared to
King Salman of Saudi Arabia, who some-

times bought out the Marrakesh hotel,
or the man who requested 20,000 can-
dles and fresh lobsters in the middle of
the desert, they were low key, he said.

Mr. Doronin saw a missed opportuni-
ty to expand Aman to cities, where, he
wrote in an email, it was difficult to find
Aman-caliber tranquillity and peace. So,
in 2014, he, Mr. Amanat and Mr. Zecha
acquired Aman Resorts for $358 million.

The partnership did not go smoothly,
and a series of lawsuits over control of
the company ensued. In 2016 a court in
London issued an order stating that Mr.
Doronin had settled with Mr. Amanat’s
company and that Mr. Doronin was in
charge. Neither Mr. Amanat nor Mr.
Zecha is currently involved in Aman.

In 2015, Mr. Doronin gambled again.
He and Shvo, a luxury real estate devel-
oper, purchased the 20 upper floors of
the Crown Building on the corner of
Fifth Avenue and East 57th Street.

New York, it was hoped, would prove
that Aman could thrive in U.S. cities.
Seven years later, the Aman New York is
finally putting that idea to the test.

In the months before the opening,
however, Mr. Doronin drew unwelcome
scrutiny, first in New York, where pro-
testers gathered in March near the then-
unopened hotel and demanded to know
his stance on Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, and then for a land deal in As-
pen. Mr. Doronin sued the publishers of
the two news outlets — The Real Deal, in
New York, and The Aspen Times, in As-
pen, Colo. — for misrepresenting his ties
to Russia. The Aspen Times settled with
him and he dropped his suit against The
Real Deal, court documents show. He
has denied that he has done business in
Russia in recent years and denounced
Russia’s aggression toward Ukraine.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Much of the legendary Aman allure has
to do with its locations. The Amangiri is
set in a serene Mars-like swath of desert

in Utah. Amanwana is on a small Indo-
nesian island, amid a nature and marine
reserve. Aman Sveti Stefan is set on the
former summer residence of a queen in
Montenegro.

But while guests at other locations
gaze at tea fields, ancient temples, ver-
dant valleys and lapping waves, guests
at Aman New York gaze at Trump
Tower, luxury stores and honking taxis.

On what was supposed to be opening
night in early August, I tried — and
failed — to gain access to the hotel. Peer-
ing through the doors, I spotted a beige
couch wrapped in plastic.

Yes, it was supposed to open this
week, a doorman told me, but the open-
ing had been pushed back until the fol-
lowing week.

Since I was there, I decided to explore
the neighborhood. I walked past the Bul-
gari store on the ground floor of the
Crown Building, past the police car in
front of Trump Tower.

Eventually I arrived at the Peninsula
Hotel, one of the 10 or so luxury hotels in
the area. At the bar, a man who de-
scribed himself as “someone who in-
vests in things” explained that the rea-
son the hotel could charge $28 for a cock-
tail is that after the Sept. 11, 2001 attack,
many in the finance industry moved to
Midtown from the Wall Street area.

This is part of the reason there is
space for the Aman hotel and club, sev-
eral luxury travel agents explained to
me. International travelers want to be
near Central Park, high-end shopping
and the Museum of Modern Art — and
bankers and traders want somewhere to
drink.

Transforming the Crown Building
into something that had the potential to
become a hot spot was a major under-
taking, even though, in Mr. Doronin’s
view, the building was “one of the finest
examples of Beaux-Arts architecture in
the city.”

He reached out to Jean-Michel Gathy,
the only living architect from the origi-
nal Aman trio of designers.

Mr. Gathy’s career took off when, in
1987, the architect, then in his early 30s,
designed a project in the Maldives that
prompted an introduction to Mr. Zecha.

Over the coming decades, he de-
signed Amanwana in Indonesia, and
Aman Venice, where George and Amal
Alamuddin Clooney spent their wed-
ding night beneath a 300-year-old
fresco.

Mr. Gathy is currently working on
seven more Amans, including two in
Saudi Arabia.

I met Mr. Gathy in a lounge at the
Park Hyatt, a couple of blocks from the
Aman, which, four days past its sched-
uled opening date, was still not ready.

Mr. Gathy, a Belgian architect who
lives in Malaysia, said he began the New
York project by taking the elevator to
the top and then walking down, floor by
floor, examining the geometry of the

windows, the ceiling heights and the
overall “flow of the building.”

It did not take him long to decide how
he’d organize the hotel, which would in-
clude a “public area” where the hotel
would come alive on the 14th floor, the
location of the largest terrace — a
sprawling tree-and-shrubbery-filled
area with spaces to lounge, dine and seal
deals.

“I don’t want them to say, ‘Oh, it’s
beautifully designed,’” Mr. Gathy said.
“I want to make sure that people enjoy
the terrace and come back. If they do
that, my project is successful.”

THE TOUR
Over a week after what was supposed to
have been the official opening, I finally
got a chance to see the hotel. The regal
Art Deco-inspired door was still ob-
scured by scaffolding. This meant that
the first opportunity to experience the
Amanness of it all came within the foyer,
which featured a gas fireplace embed-
ded in dark marble and a simple beige
couch.

The area around the check-in counter
was more impressive. Rather than a
chandelier, the star of the show was a
large burnt-orange piece of art made
from recycled cardboard. In the nearby
elevator, a screen played a looping video
of Aman resorts all over the world,
which left me feeling as if I were on my
way to see a travel agent. But once I ex-
ited on the 14th floor, it was clear that I
was not. Past a dramatically high-
ceilinged seating area with yet another
gas fireplace, I arrived at the terrace,
with its bonsai trees and fountains exud-
ing calm.

Even the standard guest room was
larger than many competitors’ suites.
Perhaps the most impressive features
are the bathrooms, with their alluring
white tubs, modern vanities and
screens, dotted with gentle light. In one
of the suites — which go for around
$20,000 a night — the bathroom was
larger than some two-bedroom apart-
ments in New York.

Ahead of the opening, there had been
some drama about the pool, with some
wealthy guests telling the newsletter
Air Mail that it struck them as “munici-
pal.” But it felt to me like a warm, tropi-
cally humid Art Deco-esque space
where one might sip Cognac.

Mr. Gathy had described a vision of
bankers doing deals in this place. On the
way out, I approached two men in suits
— one maybe 55, the other half his age.
They were chatting with such buoyant
intensity that it occurred to me that Mr.
Gathy’s vision might have already be-
come reality.

What did they think of the hotel?
“Off the record, it’s fantastic,” said the

older man.
When I asked for his name, he gave

me a smile-smirk that seemed to imply
that I should know who he was.

Is serenity
possible in
New York?
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The Aman brand hopes
to recreate its signature
calm luxury in cities

BY HEATHER MURPHY

Vladislav Doronin,
the owner and
chief executive of
Aman, with his
then-partner
Naomi Campbell in
2012. Aman’s goal,
according to the
chief operating
officer, is to add a
dozen resorts to
the existing port-
folio of 34 in a few
years.

Noise levels hover on
podcast-studio levels of quiet,
even though most podcasters
cannot afford to stay at the hotel.

The Aman New York opened in the Crown
Building, below, on New York’s Fifth
Avenue, last month. Left, the garden
terrace; bottom right, a suite inside the
hotel. Bottom left, a room at Amanpuri,
Aman’s resort in Phuket, Thailand.
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